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Introduction

Objectives:
This research arose from a proposal by the Portuguese Consulate General to
study the Po1iuguese Community in the Illawarra. There has been one such
analysis already completed which the researcher had access to:

The

Portuguese Community in the lllawarra, a report jointly published by the
Illawarra Area Health Service and the South Coast Portuguese Association.
This report states that it is the first survey of its kind on the Illawarra's
Portuguese population and was initiated for two reasons. First, knowledge of
and information about the Portuguese community lacked a satisfactory
definition. Second, the survey was seen as a means of providing data that
could be used in the planning of relevant health programmes for the
Portuguese community. While this previous study was health based, this new
research is an oral history of the Portuguese community in the Illawarra. It
describes their feelings and experiences on arrival in Australia and in the
Illawarra and how they managed with the language, different culture, and
isolation. It also discusses their sense of communitY and the achievement of
their original goals for such a drastic move from their homeland. Finally,
assimilation and multiculturalism is discussed to see if these policies affected
their aims and objectives. However, the researcher is aware that the small
number of interviewees does not represent the whole community, and this was
not intended. It was instead, used to show how these people felt and dealt with
the problems that are associated with any migrant group in Australia.

Methodology:
Nehvorking was used to obtain the ten interviewees. It was soon realised that
it most the most efficient way to gain relevant information needed.

The

interviewees consisted of four women and six men ranging in age from 43
years to 68 years of age. It was generally recognised that the most relevant
information on the migrants' experience was, as it were, 'in the heads of

vu

people'.

An introductory letter and a list of questions were created and

included at the end of this thesis on page 117. The interviewees gave up about
one hour of their time in a place and time that suited them. The answers
received are held at the University of Wollongong Library archives and the
interviewees' names are confidential and therefore in their place numbers are
used. The questions were in English and only two of the interviewees felt the
need to have someone to interpret for them.

Overview:
Though it is a cliche, Australia is a nation of migrants. Ever since white
settlement, Australia has relied on importing people when required to increase
population and the workforce. While immigration has been a central feature of
Australian history since settlement, the post-I 945 immigration program was to
change the face of Australian society. Today, one in three Australians is a
direct product of post-war immigration. About four million migrants have
entered Australia since World War II. These people can1e from such a diverse
range of countries spanning all comers of the globe and it has resulted in
Australia being one of the most ethnically diverse nations in the world. Before
World War II, the Australian people were predominantly Anglo and Celtic in
origin. This monoculture society was to change into a multicultural society in
the space of less than four decades.

Therefore, Australia as a receiving

country of the large number of people from a diverse range of countries has
become a major feature of its contemporary society and the Portuguese
Community, although small, still played its unique part in this development.

In contrast, emigration is one of the main features of the human geography of
Southern Europe, and indeed, of much of the Mediterranean Basin. The post
war period, in particular the time between the late 1950s and early 1970s has
seen an emigration boom, sparked off partly by the labour requirements of
western world's industrial economies, combined with the continuing poverty
of areas such as rural Spain, southern Italy and northern Greece and Portugal.

Vlll

Although most of these emigrants worked as guest workers in European
countries such as France and Germany, a large portion made the gigantic step
to immigrate to Australia. Therefore, how did the Portuguese feature in this
post war immigration boom?

Constraints:
The researcher encountered a number of constraints, which limited the scope
of the research and its methodology. Major restrictions were related to the
number of people interviewed. The time restraint allowed ten interviewees to
be selected. There was an attempt to obtain two people from each year of the
research, but time restraints prevented this. The quotes used throughout this
study are in the person's own words, and the researcher has not used 'sic' as it
was felt it would detract from the expression used.

There was a severe lack of information regarding the Portuguese in Australia
and the Illawarra. This was especially noticeable since the census did not
count the Portuguese born separately until 1976. Therefore, it was of only
limited usefulness for this research as it had discounted 31 years of figures.
Cross-tabulation, including relevant variables such as birthplace, are very
limited for the Illawarra. Smaller ethnic communities are frequently subsumed
under broader headings or, at worst, under a summary 'other'. , Of the
information available, it was mainly concentrated on community health, which
was not immediately accessible and unrelated to this research.

Research at the Broken Hill Proprietary Limited Archives in Melbourne and
National Archives of Australia in Canberra were both limited to the 30-year
restriction clause. Therefore, research was only obtainable until 1970. BHPA
however, stated they only had information until 1952 and unlike the National
Archives; there was no index of available information for the researcher to
access. This resulted in the researcher being dependent upon another person
allocated by BHP A to decide if a certain bundle of papers were relevant to the

IX

thesis. The only information freely available was the different magazines and
newspapers published by BHP. Added to the problems associated with BHPA
the National Archives in Canberra recalled a large amount of information
because of sensitivity regarding East Timor. In this case, the researcher had to
wait for up to four months for this infonnation to be reclassified and
unfortunately most of this was closed to viewing. Consequently, research for
this thesis was extremely limited not only because of the reasons given above,
but also since archival material was only available.

Before 1970 and the

census did not publish the relevant information until after 1970 before and
after these times Government and private information was not existent.

x

Chapter One
Chalk and Cheese, Portugal and Australia.

Portugal:
The Republic of Portugal is part of the Iberian Peninsula (see map 1, page
121). It is bordered on the east and north by Spain and on the west and south
by the Atlantic Ocean.

Its capital is Lisbon.

Occupying a mere sixteen

percent of the Iberian Peninsula, Portugal has a total area of 35 672 square
miles (92 389 square km). 1 In spite of its small size, most visitors to Portugal
head for the sandy coves and pretty fishing villages of the A lgarve. However,
beyond the south coast resorts lies the least explored corner of Western
Europe: a country of rugged landscapes, sophisticated cities, rural backwaters
and sharply contrasting traditions. 2 This western extremity of the Iberian
Peninsula has existed within borders virtually unchanged for nearly 800 years. 3
Its ten million people speak their own language, follow their own unique
cultural tradition, and have a centuries-old history of proud independence
from, and a deep distrust of, neighbouring Spain. 4

1

Livermore, H. V., A New Hist01y of Portugal, pp 1-8.
Ibid.
3
In 1297, after several disputes with neighbouring Castile, the boundaries of the Portuguese
kingdom were given official recognition in the Treaty of Alcanices. These boundaries are
much the same then as they are today, ibid, pp 80-81.
4
The Portuguese developed a distrust of neighbouiing Spain because of several wars. The
longest of these was the War of Independence in 1640-68, which was fought mostly in the
Alentejo. The final victory came when a Portuguese army besieged in Elvas was relieved by
fresh troops from Estremoz, who soundly defeated the Spanish, ibid, p 173-196 and pp 346353. However, in 1762, Portugal found itself back at war when it joined England in sending
naval forces against revolutionary France who was an ally of Spain and thus became known as
The Peninsular War. Over the ensuring years, France made three devastating attacks on
Portugal, which in 1807 caused Portugal's royal family to flee to Brazil where they stayed for
14 years. Despite a series of setbacks, the joint Portugal-British army finally drove the French
back across the Spanish border in 1811, ibid, pp. 245-257. The situation with France was
reversed in the First World War when Portugal entered the war on the side of Britain and
France. However, there was still conflict between the two counties as recently as the Secorid
World War when Spain aligned itself with Germany, Portugal remained neutral and an ally of
Britain. Today Portugal and Spain are both in the European Union and are important players
in the European economy. For further history of Portugal and Spain, see White, G. F. A
Century of Spain and Portugal 1788-1898, and Atkinson, W. C., A Hist01y of Spain and
Portugal.
2

1

For a small country, Portugal is immensely varied. The rural Minho and Trasos-Montes regions in the north are the most traditional-some would even say
backward areas of the country-and over the last few decades many inhabitants
of these neglected regions have been forced to emigrate in search of work. 5
The south of the country could not be more different. The Algarve is blessed
with beautiful sandy beaches and a wonderful warm Mediterranean climate all
year round. 6 Two great rivers, the Tagus and the Douro, rise in Spain and then
flow westwards across Portugal to the Atlantic Ocean. From the wild upper
reaches of the Douro valley comes Portugal's most famous product, port wine,
produced in steeply terraced vineyards hewn out of the mountainsides. The
Tagus, by contrast, is wide and languid, often spilling out over the flat, fertile,
Ribatejo flood plain where fine horses and fighting bulls graze. 7 To the west
and southwest lie the Atlantic islands of the Azores and Madeira, which form
part of metropolitan Portugal (see map 2, page 122). Once the remote outposts
of a maritime empire, today Madeira and the Azores are easily accessed by air
from mainland Portugal and other European capitals. This access has allowed
for a new thriving industry of tourism, which has become a popular destination
for travellers who enjoy walking and sailing. In fact, the Azores is now an
autonomous region of Portugal and an exotic comer of the European Union,
where life remains refreshingly civil and unhurried. 8

The Madeira archipelago comprises eight islands in the Atlantic, 600 miles
southwest of the mainland (see map 2, page 122). 9 Only Madeira (307 square
miles) and Porto Santo, which lies 37km (32 miles) to the northeast of

5

The north of Portugal has been overpopulated since the eighteen century, or earlier, and has
above 170 persons to the square kilometre, as compared with a national average of l 00.
Livermore, ibid, pp 1-8, in comparison to Australia who has 2 persons per square kilometre,
The Australian Encyclopaedia, p. 193.
6
Way, R. Geography of Spain and Portugal, p. 15.
7
For more information regarding the Geography, Arts and Society and Conduct of Portugal
and its people see Hyland, P., Backwards Out of the Big World: A Voyage into Portugal, Way,
R., op.cit.
8
Although tourism is a new industry, the islands have still escaped mass tourism because of its
lack of large-scale resorts and its often-wet climate.
9
Ibid.

2

Madeira, are inhabited, with a population of 120 000 and 5 000 people

°

respectively. 1 Funchal is the island's capital and the only town of any size as
these islands are volcanic and occasionally active. The volcanic activity has
formed the varied scenery with crater lakes, plateaus at various altitudes, flatbottomed valleys, and rugged coastlines, which attract tourists.

11

Today,

despite the gradients, Maderians make use of every spare patch of land; wine,
bananas and exotic flowers form the backbone of the economy. 12 The fertile
island of Port Santo is also a popular holiday destination, with subtropical flora
and high mountains.

The Azorean archipelago lies 1 300km (800miles) further west, close to the
Mid Atlantic ridge (see map 2, page 122). The islands are spread 650km (400
miles) apart and have a population of 125 000.13 In the east lie Santa Maria
and Sao Miguel, the largest islands and home to the regional capital, Porta
Delgada. The climate here is more temperate and the active volcanoes have
created fascinating scenery of moon-like landscapes and collapsed craters.

14

During the twentieth century, the Azores benefited from their use as stations
for transatlantic cable companies, meteorological observations and military air
bases. 15 Today the majority of islanders are involved in either dairy farming
or tuna fishing, and close links are maintained with the mainland. Festivals are
also a vibrant feature of life in the Azores and have helped foster the deep
sense of community that is a hallmark of the island culture. 16 The most

Ibid.
lbid.
12 lbid.
13
Ibid
14 lbid.
IO

11

15

Britain and its allies used the military air bases during the Second World War as an
important strategic position to the entrance of the Mediterranean Sea. Teixeira, N. S.
'Between Africa and Europe: Portuguese Foreign Policy, 1890-1986, in Costa Pinto, A.
Modern Portugal, p 65.
16
Wilkinson, J. & King, J., Portugal, p 59.

3

traditional festivals are associated with the Holy Spirit who is called upon to
protect them against natural disasters. 17

Portugal has had a long and varied history and was a rich colonial nation in its
heyday.

18

Henrique, Infante de Portugal (Prince of Portugal), was born in

present day Porto in 1394. 19 By the time he died 66 years later he had almost
single-handedly set Portugal on course for its so-called Age of Discoveries,
turning it from Spain's little brother into a wealthy maritime power. In the
process, seaborne exploration was transformed from a groping, semi-random
process to a near science. 20 When Christopher Columbus discovered America
for Spain in 1492, there was conflict between the two strong powers. 21 With
the extraordinary Treaty of Tordesillas of 1492, the Pope resolved this conflict
by dividing the world between Spain and Portugal. 22 Spain won the lands to
the west of the Cape Verde islands and Portugal those to the east, including
Brazil. 23 In the following years, as its explorers reached Timor, China and
eventually Japan, Portugal consolidated its power and world trading status
with garrison ports and strategic trading and missionary posts. 24 Back home,
the monarchy, taking its 'royal fifth' of trading profits, reputedly became the
richest in Europe. 25 However, its more powerful European neighbours have
directly contributed to the demise of Portugals power over the years. 26

17

Ibid, for more infom1ation, regarding the festivals associated with religion see Ryan, F. Our
Lady ofFatima.
18
Ibid, p 19.
19
The Prince of Portugal was also known as Henry the Navigator. Atkinson, W., op.cit, p. 989. A more concise history of Henry can be found in Beazley, C. R., Prince Hemy the
Navigator: the Hero ofPortugal and ofModern Discovery, 13 94-1460 A.D.
20
Ibid, pp 113-14, for information on the life of Christopher Columbus see, Morison, S. E.,
Admiral of the Ocean Sea: a Life of Christopher Columbus.
21
Ibid.
22
Ibid, p 117.
23
Ibid.
24
Goa in 1510, Malacca in 1511, Hormoz in 1515, and Macau in 1557, ibid, p 148.
25
Ibid, p 151.
26
For a detailed history of Portugal's problems with its European neighbours mainly England
which in most cases forced it to enter into treaties and agreements that contributed to the
demise of Portugal's power see Livermore, op.cit, p. 354 were he lists the different AngloPortuguese Treaties and Agreements year by year. For further accounts see Gallagher, T., in
History Today, June 1980 where he gives a good history of Portugal from the 12th century to

4

One such country was Britain. Portugal and Britain both held many countries
under colonisation.

27

The two once powerful allies became embroiled in a

head on clash between the ambitions of a Portugal intent on driving from west
to east and those of an England similarly bent on driving from Cairo to the
Cape.

28

The resulting outcome meant that Portugal acceded and accepted an

ultimatum in 1890 to evacuate at once, land in east of Angola, which resulted
in the loss of vast areas, where Portugal believed her title to be indisputable. 29
While these events occurred overseas, at home politically, Carlos I (18891908) could scarcely have acceded to the throne under less auspicious
circumstances. 30 The fall of the empire in Brazil and the ultimatum from
England coincided with the first weeks of his reign. 31 There followed a period
of political strife and intrigue that went far to discredit parliamentary
institution, and party government, and a catastrophic worsening of the
chronically diseased national finances. 32

Despite this, at the beginning of the 20th century Portugal still clung to some
far-flung colonies, even though its failing monarchy was burdened with a
crippling debt which threatened the stability of the country. 33 However, in
1910, the monarchy was overthrown and the first Republic was born, but again
this and ensuing governments were overcome by Portugal's economic

the demise of Salazar and Kiernan, V. G., 'The Old Alliance: England and Portugal', in
Socialist Register 1973.
27
For infonnation, regarding Portugal's colonies see Alexandre, V., 'The Colonial Empire' in
Costa Pinto op.cit, pp. 41-59, for Britain's colonies see, Lloyd, T. 0., The British Empire,
1958-1983.
28
Livermore, op.cit, pp. 306-315.
~ 9 Ibid.
30
Ibid.
31
For a more detailed discussion regarding Portugal's history with Brazil see, Maxwell, K.,
Conflicts and Conspiracies: Brazil and Portugal, 1750-1808.
32
Livermore, op.cit, pp. 315-318.
33 In 1908, Republicans assassinated King Carlos and crown prince Luis while driving through
the streets of Lisbon. His younger son Manuel II abdicated in 1910 and fled to Britain where
he died in 1932, ibid, pp 306-315.
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instability.

34

Consequently, the new republic soon had a reputation as

Europe's most unstable regime.

Between 1910 and 1926, there were 45

changes of government, often brought about through military intervention. 35
Yet, another coup in May 1926 heralded the familiar round of new names and
faces.

36

One, however, rose above all the others-Antonio de Oliveira

Salazar. 37

A renowned professor of economics at Coimbra University, Salazar was
appointed finance minister by the new president, General Oscar Carmona, and
given sweeping powers to bring order to Portugal's economy. 38 This he did
with such success that by 1932 he was Prime Minister, a post he was to hold
for 36 years. 39 In 1933, he announced a new constitution, a 'New State', and
Portugal became isolated and reclusive from the western community. 40 The
country turned into a corporatist republic that was nationalistic, Catholic,
authoritarian and repressive. 41 The only good news during this period was that
the economy markedly improved. The country's debt was reduced, as was its
dependence on British investment, and although agriculture stagnated due to
lack of mechanisation, industry and infrastructure development, responded

34

The economy was in ruins mainly because of the strain of military operations in WWI, when
Portugal made its economically disastrous decision to join the Allies. In the recession postwar years, political chaos deepened: republican factions squabbled, workers and their unions
were repressed, frequently exercising their new right to strike, and the military became
increasingly powerful. Teixeira, N. S. 'Between Africa and Europe: Portuguese Foreign
Policy, 1890-1986', in Costa Pinto, op.cit, pp. 60-88.
35
Livermore, op.cit, pp, 319-330. For an exact list of the governments of Portugal to the
firesent day see, www.dundee.ac.uk/politics.cphra
6
Ibid, p. 330.
37
Antonio de Oliveira Salazar, (1889-1970). He was Prime Minister from 1932-68. Having
introduced a modified form of fascism, he ruled as virtual dictator and rescued the country
from financial chaos. Jones, Dictionary of World Biography, p. 670. There are many books
printed on Salazar, his life and his government, for a more in-depth history see Figueiredo. A,
de, Portugal: Fifty Years of Dictatorship, Hugh, K., Salazar and Modern Portugal, and Pinto,
A. C., Salazar's Dictatorship and European Fascism: Problems ofInterpretation.
38
Rosas, F., 'Salazarism and Economic Development in the 1930s and 1940s: Industrialization
Without Agrarian Refom1, in Costa Pinto, A. op.cit, pp. 88-102.
39
Livermore, op.cit, p. 332.
40
Ibid, p. 334.
41

Ibid.

6

well.

42

By not reforming agriculture, which was the base of Portuguese living,

high unemployment developed, and those who found jobs in the new
industries worked long hours for a very low wage. 43 Despite the domestic
problems at home, the principal concern of his government's foreign policy
was the ultimately futile defence of Portugal's African and Asian colonies. 44
Refusing to relinquish the colonies, Salazar was faced with increasingly costly
military expeditions that were internationally deplored and domestically
unpopular, even among the military. 45 However, Salazar did not have to deal
with this problem as he suffered a stroke in 1968, was replaced as president by
the Council of Minsters headed by Marcello Caetano, and he ultimately died in
1970.

46

A nearly bloodless coup in 25 April 1974, later niclmamed the

Revolution of the Carnations, finally ended this era. 47

At first, the establishment of a more democratic nation was a painful

~rocess.

Nevertheless, since the 1980s Portugal has assumed an increasingly confident
Western European demeanour. 48 Entry into the European Community in 1986,
along with another recently democratised country, its neighbour, Spain, was
welcomed at all levels of Portuguese society. 49 It led to an explosion of new

42

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, Portugal experienced an annual industrial growth rate of
between 7 and 9%, Rosas, op.cit, p. 90.
43
Ibid, p. 99.
44
Teixeira, in ibid, p 75. For a more detailed account of Portugal's war in Africa and the
problems with holding onto its colonies see, Cann, J. P., Counterinsurgency in Africa: the
Portuguese Way of War, 1961-1974;and Duffy, J., Portugal in Africa.
45
Ibid, p 78.
46
de. Brito, J. M. B . 'The Portuguese Economy: From Salazarism to the European
Community' in Costa Pinta, ibid, p. 106.
47
The Revolution of the Carnations took place on the 25 April 1974 gained its popular name
when people began placing red carnation in the barrels of soldiers' guns. Led by anny officers
disgusted by the colonial wars in Africa, the revolution heralded a period of great celebration
as Portugal emerged from decades of insularity, ibid, p. 107. For more infomrntion regarding
the revolution, see Mailer, P. Portugal, The Impossible Revolution? Bebiano, R., 'Portugal: a
Revolution that Worked', in Times Change, no. 18, Autunm/Winter 1999. For a primary
source, that relates eyewitness accounts of the event see, Morozva, V., The Red Carnation
stories.
48
Braga de Macedo, J., & Serfaty, S. Portugal Since the Rernlution: Economic and political
perspectives, p. 45.
49
Ibid.

7

construction, the like of which Portugal had never seen. so Traditional exports
such as cork, resin, textiles, tinned sardines and wine, have been joined by
new,

heavier

manufacturing.

industries
51

such

as

vehicle

construction

and

cement

Grants and loans from the European Union have funded the

building of new roads, bridges and hospitals, and brought significant
improvements in agriculture. 52 Although Portugal still has the second lowest
Gross Domestic Product of the European Union, for huge sections of the
population, standards of living have risen enormously. 53

Australia:

If Portugal is one of the smallest countries in the world, in contrast Australia
could not be more different (see map 1, page 121). Australia is the one of the
smallest and oldest continents, lying between the Pacific and Indian Oceans in
the Southern Hemisphere. 54 Unlike Portugal's capital, which is the country's
oldest, and largest seaports, Australia's capital, Canberra is recent and is
landlocked. Australia is also separated from many of its neighbours and from
Europe by vast distances, and its isolation from other continents explains much
of the strangeness of Australian plant and animal life.

Therefore, these vast distances caused Australia to remain undiscovered by the
European explorers for many years. Despite this, which country discovered
Australia has been contentious issue? It is believed by many historians that
Portuguese explorers reached the Australian coast in the 16th century, two and
half centuries before the arrival of the recognised European discoverer,
Captain Jam es Cook. 55 At least one Australian historian, Kenneth Mcintyre, is
50

Ibid.
Ibid.
Jbid.
53
Ibid.
54
The Australian Encyclopaedia, Vol. 1, p. 192.
55 Cook, James (1728-1779).
English explorer, navigator and scientist. He was most
remembered for the discovery of the east coast of Australia, landing at Botany Bay 29th April
1770. For more information regarding Cook and his voyages and life, see Fisher, R., &
Johnston H., (eds) Captain James Cook and His Times, and Beddie, M. K., (ed), Bibliography
of Captain James Cook R.N, F.R.S., Circumnavigator.
SI
52

8

convinced that by 1536 the Portuguese had secretly mapped three-quarters of
the island's coastline.

56

Further weight to this theory appeared when in

September 1996, a treasure hunter on the Mominaton Peninsula along the
'
c.
57
.
.
V ictonan
coast, 1ound a 500-year-old Portuguese coin. Another, recognised
/;;;,

· explorer was the Dutch, especially Able Tasman who travelled along the
southern ocean of Australia and landed in Tasmania. 58

After Cook claimed Australia for Britain, it was used as convict colony of
Britain for until the middle 19th century. The withdrawal of the last of British
soldiers in 1870 commenced the discussion of a single national government,
which is different to Portugal, which had a monarchy similar to Britain. 59
There was so much excitement regarding this idea that The Sydney Morning
Herald, announced, 'it is the first step towards nationality' .60 Eventually after
much debate, a meeting of the delegates from the six separate colonies held on
the 15 December 1889 agreed to form a federation of Australia. 61 Australia
became a federation on 9 May 1901 and has a central Government (the

56

For further information regarding the previous discoveries of Australia, see Mcintyre, K. G.,
The Secret Discove1y ofAustralia: Portuguese Ventures 200 Years Before Captain Cook, and
Collingridge, G., The First Discovery ofAustraUa and New Guinea, both these books discount
the view that the British discovered Australia and shows how parts of the Australian coastline
was mapped before the late seventeen hundreds . For a different view see, Richardson, W. A.
R., The Portuguese Discovery ofAustralia: Fact or Fiction?
57
Ibid.
58
For more in-depth discussion of the Dutch explorers see, Duyker, E., (ed), The Discovery of
Tasmania: Journal Extracts from the Expeditions ofAbel Janszoon Tasman and Marc-Joseph
Marion Dufresne, 1642 & 1772 and Drake-Brockman, H., Voyage to Disaster: the Life of
Francisco Pelsaert: Covering his Indian Report to the Dutch East India Company and the
Wreck of the Ship Batavia in 1629 off the Coast of Western Australia, Together with the Full
Text of his /ournals Concerning the Rescue Voyages, the Mutiny on the Abrolhos Islands and
the Subsequent Trials of the Mutineers.
59
As already mentioned Portugal's monarchy was overthrown in 1910, for more information
see chapter 1, footnote 33.
60
The Sydney Morning Herald, 16th December 1998.
61
For more discussion regarding Federation, including the proposals and constitutional
arguments see, Willoughby, H., Australian Federation, its Aims and its Possibilities: with a
Digest of the Proposed Constitution, Official Statistics, and a Review of the National
Convention, Norris, R., The Emergent Commonwealth: Australian Federation, Expectations
and Fulfilment 1889-1910, and for a respective viewpoint see, Alexander, F., Australia Since
Federation: a Narrative and Critical Analysis.
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Commonwealth) and six constituent states. 62 This is in contrast with Portugal,
who as already discussed, during this time was under the diet atorship of
Salazar, who controlled and ruled the whole country.

Australia's states

although part of a federation, have its own Govenunent, which enjoys a
limited sovereignty. 63 Portugal also has traditional regional division, which is
divided into six provinces. 64

Within Australia's separate states, there are

regional centres that have developed and grown in the post war era.

One such region in the state of New South Wales is the Illawarra, which is
located some 80km south of Sydney (see map 3, page 123). The coastal plain
is an area comprising five different parcels of land from Bulli Pass in the north
to Bong Bong Pass in the south, totalling 1128 sq kilometres and has 85
kilometres of the New South Wales coastline. 65 The Illawarra area is home to
more than 250 000 people who come from more than 80 countries, thus
making this region the most ethnically diverse non-metropolitan district in
Australia. 66 The area is set in a valley surrounded by national parks and the
sea, and offers a magnificent diversity of coastal, forest, mountain and rural
country. 67 It has a natural, unspoiled environment that attracts a large number
of tourists each year. 68 At the centre of this plain is Lake Illawarra, a saltwater lagoon that is a haven for fish and bird life. 69 Like most of NSW's
coastal saltwater lagoons, it is broad and shallow, measuring 9.5 kilometres

62

The six states are New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, Western
Australia, and Tasmania.
63
There are also two internal territories: the No1thern Territory, established as a self-governing
territory in 1978, and the Australian Capital Territory (including the city of Canberra), which
attained self-governing status in 1988. The federal authorities also govern the external
territories of Norfolk Island, the Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Christmas Island, Ashmore and
Cartier islands, the Coral Sea Islands, and Heard and McDonald Islands and claim the
Australian Antarctic Territory, an area larger than Australia itself. Papua New Guinea,
formerly an Australian external territory, became an independent nation in 1975.
64
Portugal's provinces are: Entre-Douro-e-Minho, Tras-os-Montes, Beira, Estremadura, the
Alentejo and the Algarve. Livermore, op.cit., p. 4.
65
Cumming, G. The Illawarra, Between the Mountains and the Sea, p.7.
66
Ibid.
67
Ibid.
68
Ibid, p. 9.
69
Ibid.
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long and 5.5 kilometres wide. 70 It is popular for a variety of water sports,
sailing, water skiing, cruises and canoeing. 71

There is also a productive

prawning and fishing industry. 72 At the seas edge sheltered rock platforms and
swimming pools, are popular with surfers, scuba divers and snorkers. 73
Alongside the many surf beaches and tourist attractions, there are a number of
heavy industries, which include Broken Hill Propriety Limited (BHP) that
manufactures steel and the many coalmines that provided the coal for the steel
industry. 74 These two industries combined were once the largest employer
within the Illawarra in the post-war period. 75 Added to these major industries
are light industrial manufacturing companies that support the local steel works,
which all combined to attract the large numbers of immigrants to the Illawarra
after the Second World War, the reasons why will be discussed in chapter
two. 76 Over the recent years tourism, the University of Wollongong, other
further education facilities, and the Illawarra Area Health have become the
leading employers within the Illawarra.77 The main suburbs have an efficient
train and bus service and a dual carriageway that link the towns to the industry
and to Sydney. 78 Although there can be congestion during peak hours the
drive is normally pleasant and quick. 79

70

Ibid.
Ibid.
72
Ibid, p, 21.
73
Ibid, p. 22.
74
Castle, R., 'Steel City: The Economy, 1945-1995, in Hagan, J., & Wells, A., A History of
Wollongong, p. 71.
75
The employees at BHP peaked in 1980 at more than 23,000 now the figure is closer to
12,000. For more infomrntion regarding the construction of the Port Kembla Steel Works see,
BHP Steel, Port Kembla Steelworks, and BHP, At Work With Our Environment: The Port
Kembla Steetworks.
76 For more information regarding the local manufacturing companies see, Illawarra Regional
Information Service, A Statistical Guide to the Illawarra Region, and Illawarra Regional
Information Service, Register of Manufacturing Indust~y, for a more detailed report on the
Illawarra see, lllawarra Industry Development Board, Profile Jllawarra. For the Portuguese
owned business see, www.consulpo1iugal s)'dney .org.au
77
For more information regarding the tourism industry see, Shorten, B., & Mangan, J., The
Tourism Indust1y in the Leisure Coast: an Applied Input-Output Analysis, for the history of the
University of Wollongong see, Castle, J., University of Wollongong : An Illustrated History
1951-1991.
78
Cummings, op.cit, pp. 16-19.
79
Ibid.
71
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In contrast, within Portugal the closest area similar to the Illawarra would be
the Algarve. Consisting of an area covering 5 280 sq kilometres and 270
kilometres of coastline, it is larger than the Illawarra and is situated on the
most southern point of Portugal (see map, 2 page 122). 80 Home to more than
200 000 people, it is divided into five regions: the leeward coast (or
Sotavento ), from Vila Real de Santo Antonio to Faro; the central coast, from
Faro to Portim1to; the windward coast (or Barlavento); from Lagos to Sagres;
the Costa Bicentina, facing west into the teeth of the Atlantic gales; and the
interior. 81

Since the 1960s, when Faro airport was opened, international

tourism has replaced agriculture and fishing as the region's main industries,
which is not that dissimilar to the Illawarra. 82 Picturesque Tavira is an ideal
centre for the lagoons of the eastern Algarve, \vhile from Lagos you can reach
the beaches on the rugged southwest coast. 83 Inland, the hillside villages are
peaceful, with lush vegetation, both wild and cultivated. 84 The wooded area
Serra de Monchique is an area of outstanding beauty, offering lovely walks,
which is similar to Illawarra escarpment that also offers bush walks and
magical views of the valley to the sea. 85

However, unlike the Illawarra, which is a relatively new area comprising three
regions, Wollongong, Shellharbour and Kiama which contains no united
capital city and was mainly developed from a dairy farming community into a
bustling industrial centre after the Second World War, Portugal's Algarve
capital of Faro was established in 1756. 86 The whole of the Algarve not only
attracts tourists to its beaches, lagoons, pretty fishing towns and high
mountains, it contains a vast history of architecture, museums, castles (some
from the 10 century) and many religious shrines which form part of the
80

Li\'ennore, op.cit, p. 7.
Ibid.
82
Ibid.
83
Ibid.
84
Ibid.
85 cummmgs,
. op.ci.,, p. 9.
86
Each area has a main city centre named after the region and surrounding suburbs, and the
elder capital of the Algarve was Silves, ibid, and Livermore, op.cit.
81
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cultural history of the people. 87 Another contrast is that industry throughout
the area is almost non-existent with the exception of Olhao, which has one of
the largest ports, and contains the leading tuna, anchovy and sardine canning
centres in the Algarve. 88 The rest of the area consists mainly of olive trees and
small farms growing mainly of almonds, figs and oranges. 89

There is a

congested road system, especially during the summer months when there is the
influx of tourists. 90 The area also has a frequent and slow rail service that
connects the main towns but stations are sometimes far from the centre. 91
There is however, a reliable bus service that links the coastal resorts and inland
towns, although the process can be slow because of the traffic congestion. 92
This aspect was touched upon by Illawarra interviewee 10 when asked if he
would ever go back to Portugal permanently:
Portugal has improved 98% to 99% to what it was in pass days
and you can position Portugal in Europe its quiet high and
almost par with other countries in there. But services and help
are one of the ru·o things that are a little bit of a black spot in
the way that we see it, it distracts and pushes away from the
reasons to go there and would be a different situation and to
confront and live with those two issues of the services to people.
The health system also would put a fair amount of weight on the
93
. .
d eczszon to go.

However, for tourists a trip to the whitewashed village of Alte or the border
town of Alcountim in the east offers the visitor a reminder that, in places, the
Algarve' s rural way of life continues virtually uninterrupted. 94

In the

Illawarra, the village of Jamberoo and Mount Keira can be viewed the same as
it still offers the visitor the same rural experience of a bygone era.

87

Livermore, ibid.
Ibid.
89
Ibid.
90
W.ilkinson & King op.cit, p. 219.
91
Ibid.
92
Ibid.
93
Illawarra interviewee number 10, question 78.
94
Ibid, p. 274.
95 c ummmgs
. op.cit,. p. 38 .
88
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Chapter Two
From White Australia to Ethnic Diversity

The Illawarra is blessed with a wonderfully diverse population that has been
greatly enriched by the influences of our migrant communities,
people who have come from all corners of the globe to live,
l-vork and raise their families here. 1
Immigration has fundamentally shaped the structure and nature of Australian
society. There have been several waves of immigration to Australia since
1788, but none has been more dramatic than the large-scale migration to
Australia, which occurred after the Second World War. This chapter will
focus on immigration in this period of Australia's development and how
societies and governments requirements and attitudes helped change Australia
from a British colony to European and then to one of the world's most
multicultural nations. Chapter three will study Portugal and its emigration
flows.

The 50th anmversary of Australia's post-war migration program was
celebrated in 1995.

Since 1945, almost 5.7 million people have come to

Australia as new settlers. 2 The trigger for this large-scale migration program
was the end of World War Two and the ensuing chaos of Europe, where
millions of people were stranded outside their homelands, unable to return.3
Consequently, these displaced people looked for new places to restart their
lives. 4

1

Nick Hartgerink, Editor 'Illawarra-All For One' Supplement, Illawarra Mercury, November
26, 1996, p. 2.
2
Bolton, G., The Oxford History of Australia, Volume 5, 1942-1988, The Middle Way, pp.
254-256.
3
Ibid.
4
For more information regarding displaced persons in Australia see, Kunz, E. F., Displaced
Persons: Calwell's New Australians. Martin, J. L., Refugee Settlers: a Study of Displaced
Persons in Australia. For an more international view see, Praeger, F. A., International
Migrations Since 1945, Wyman, M., Europe's Displaced Person, and Kulischer, E. M., The
Displacement ofPopulation in Europe.
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In Australia, there was a desperate shortage of labour and a growing belief that
substantial population growth was essential for the country's future. However,
in order to fill this shortage of labour, Australia had to both change its attitude
to migration and its 'White Australia Policy'. 5 The origins of the White
Australia Policy can be traced back to the 1850s when the resentment of white
miners' towards industrious Chinese 'diggers' 6 culminated in violence on the
Buckland River in Victoria, and at Lambing Flat (now Young) in New South
Wales.

7

In response to this, these two colonies introduced restrictions on
8

Chinese immigration. Attitudes to migration did not change in the succeeding
years, and with the federation of Australia in 1901, the Federal Government
decided to reinforce the policy. Therefore the Federal Government passed the
'Immigration Restriction Act 190 l ', better known as the 'White Australian
Policy'. Alfred Deakin9 justified the act by stating,

5

For a history of the White Australia Policy see, Willard, M., History of the White Australia
Policy, London, H. I., Non-White Immigration and the 'White Australia' Policy, for a positive
view see, Stokes, C. 'White Australia': Time for a Change? For public criticism of the White
Australia Policy, see 'Letter to the Editor', Sydney Morning Herald, 31 March 1949.
6
A digger was a term used to describe the Chinese gold miners. Not to be confused with the
term used in later years to describe the soldiers who served in the First World War. For more
information see, Gittens, J., The Diggers From China: the Story of Chinese on the Goldfields.
7
Between November 1860 and September 1861, serious anti-Chinese riots erupted on
goldfields in the Burrangong region near Young. They were described as the most serious
racial clashes of the Gold Rush era with reports of as many as ten attacks of Chinese. G.O.
Preshaw, 'Banking under Difficulties, or Life on the Goldfields of Victoria, New South Wales
and New Zealand, in Ward, R. & Robertson, J. Such Was Life, Select Documents in
Australian Social Hist01y, Vol. 2, 1851-1913 pp. 28-32. For more information on the riots see,
Walker, Another Look at the Lambing Flat Riots 1860-1861, Carrington, Riots at Lambing
Flat 1860-1861.
8
The two colonies were NSW and Victoria and the 'Act' 'was to regulate the residence of the
Chinese population in Victoria'. On 20 September 1861, a petition with 805 'European
Diggers' signatures was presented to the Legislative Assembly of NSW asking to 'stop the
further immigration of Chinese to this Colony' because they 'disturb the growing interests and
lower the moral tone of the Colony'. Later, it was the hard-working Kanakas in Northern
Queensland. Factory workers in the south be.c ame vehemently opposed to all forms of
immigration, which might threaten their jobs. 'Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales, 1861-2, Vol. II, 801, in Ward, & Robertson, op.cit, pp 32-3.
For a more detailed view of the Act see, York, B., Immigration Restriction 1901-1957: Annual
Returns as Required Under the Australian Immigration Act Between 1901 and 1957 on
Persons Refused Admission, Persons who Passed the Dictation Test and Departures of
Coloured Persons from Australia.
9
Deakin, Alfred (1856-1919). A barrister and a journalist, he first entered the Victorian
parliament in 1878 and soon became one of the leaders of the Liberal party. He was Prime
Minister three times, (1903-4, 1905-8, 1910-10) for a total of less than five years. He
campaigned for imperial preference, tariff protection, 'White Australia', pensions, industrial
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The unity of Australia is nothing if that does not imply a united
race ... at the ve1y first instant of our national career we are as one for
a TVhite Australia ... It is the Monroe doctrine of the Commonwealth of
Australia. 10
This Act's intention was 'to place certain restrictions on immigration and to
provide for the removal from the Commonwealth of prohibited immigrants'. 11
In addition, people the Government believed to be undesirable, including
anyone who was insane, suffering from infectious or contagious diseases, or of
a loathsome or dangerous character were also denied entry. 12

A method used to impose these restrictions and limit successful migrants from
certain countries was the introduction of a Dictation Test. This test required
applicants to pass a written exam in a specific language with which they were
not necessarily familiar. 13 The Act stated that the migrant had to 'write out
dictation and sign in the presence of an officer, a passage of 50 words in a
European language directed by the officer' . 14 It was intended that they fail the
test, and hence they were examined in a language unknown to them.
Consequently, the Dictation Test was introduced as a method of exclusion,
which in theory was non-discriminative in that it could be applied to any
person of any race. 15 Regardless of these severe measures, the implementation
of the White Australia policy was warmly applauded in most sections of the
community:
The people ofAustralia have declared emphatically that they i,vi!l be a
nation of white men. White in skin-pigment and white as to standards
of life. What we want in Australia is Australians. On immigration,
(we) firmly insist that this continent must be Australian and those who

arbitration and compulsory military service. Jones, B. Dictionwy of World Biography, p. 202.
For a more detailed history see, Nauze, J. A., Alfred Deakin: a Biography.
10
C. P. D., 12 September 1901, 4, p. 4807.
11
York, op.cit. p. 40-55.
12
Ibid.
13
For a more detailed view see, Millard, op.cit, White, op.cit.
14
The officer used his own discretion as to what language he used for the applicant to write.
This meant that the Government considered unsavoury persons had no chance of entry into
Australia, ibid.
IS Ibid.
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wish for the benefits of Australian and Australianism must come here
expecting to become people of this land as rapidly as possible. 16
In 1919, the Prime Minister, William Morris Hughes, 17 hailed it as 'the
greatest thing we have achieved'. 18

In 1921, however, this was not the

represented view of Australian workers who yiewed any type of migration as
detrimental for their job security.

This was especially evident when the

percentage of unemployed trade union members had risen to 12 per cent. 19 At
the same time, conservative Federal and State governments were subsidising
the immigration of tens of thousands of British people anxious to try their luck
in Australia. 20

Throughout history, Labor Party members had rigorously

opposed these immigration schemes when there was not enough work for
those people already here. 21 On 28 June 1922, Mr. P. Collier, the Leader of
the Opposition Labor Party, supported the view of the Australia public:

While the Premier was away finding thousands of immigrants a year
his five colleagues 'rvlzom he left behind could not find jobs for a fen'
hundred men.22
During the following years, there was not much change in Australia's
immigration policy.

While the Government continued encourage British

migrants to come to Australia, the Australian public had more pressing matters
because of the depression and the lack of employment. By the winter of 1930,

16

'The Worker', (Sydney), 4 July 1907, quoted in, Ward, & Robertson, op.cit, p. 316.
Hughes, William Morris ('Billy') (1862-1952) He founded the Waterside Workers
Federation in 1902 and became its first president. He served 58 continuous years as an MP,
first in the NSW Legislative Assembly, then in the Commonwealth House of Representatives.
He was Prime Minister in 1915-23. Hughes was best known for the tours of the World War I
battlefields, insisting on independent control of Australian forces and was dubbed ' The Little
Digger', Jones, op.cit, p 372.
18
Hansard, 28 June 1922.
19 For more detailed information on the depression years see, Waten, J., The depression years,
1929-1939, Walker, E. R., Unemployment and depression in Australia 1929-32.
17

20

Ibid.
Ibid.
22 West Australian, 29 June 1922. Things did not improve during the 1920s and 1930s with
unemployment rising and more strikes and lockouts occurring. See Brown, W . J., 'The Strike
of the Australian Waterside Worker: a Review', in Economic Review, 5, May 1929, Forster,
C., 'Australian Unemployment, 1900-1940, in Economic Review, 41, 95, September 1965.
21
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the Prime Minister James Scullin23 was faced with 'a financial depression
without parallel in the thirty years life of the commonwealth'. 24 Despite these
problems in 1939, the Joseph Lyons 25 government reinstituted the system of
assisted passages for British migrants. 26

The workers in Australia were

strongly critical of 'wholesale migration from southern and central Europe as a
menace to Australian standards of working and living' and there were several
incidences of affray.

27

It really had little to fear as net immigration was less

than 14,000 but this was easily the biggest intake of the decade. 28

However, by 1941, the depression was over and once agam, and although
Australia was at war alongside its British allies, it was still promoted as the
29

'lucky country' .

Therefore, British migration was seen as an important

realization to build up the countries human and defence resources. Indeed,
after the outbreak of hostilities with Japan, Prime Minister John Curtin30
restated the philosophy of the 'White Australia' policy:

23

Scullin, James Henry (1876-1953), his term as prime minister 1929-1932 coincided with the
onset of the Great Depression, which Australia was severely hurt. For a more detailed history
Robertson, J., J. H. Scullin: A Political Biography, and for a history of the fall of his
government see, Denning, W., Caucus Crisis: The Rise and Fall of the Scullin Government.
14
- C. P. D., 9 July 1930, 125, p. 3888.
25
Lyons, Joseph Aloysius (1879-1939) he served with the Scullin government but broke with
Labor in 1931 following personal clashes and policy differences on methods of combating the
depression and formed the United Australia Party, serving as prime minister in 1932-39. For
more information regarding the split, see Denning, ibid, for a detailed history of his life see,
White, K., Joseph Lyons.
26

C. P. D., ibid.
- Round Table, London, December 1938, 29, p. 170.
28
Over 3000 migrants came from Britain, nearly 5000 from Germany, most of them refugees
from Nazi rule. The most serious affray between Australian-born and irnn1igrants from
southern Europe occurred in January 1934 in Kalgoorlie, several men were killed, scores
injured and property damaged. Macintyre, S., The Oxford History ofAustralia, the Succeeding
Age, 1901-1942, p. 308. For more information on the Kalgoorlie Riots see, Gerritsen, R., 'The
1934 Kalgoorlie Riots: A Western Australian crowd', in University Studies in Histo1y, 1969,
Casey, G., & Mayman, E., The Mile that Midas Touched, chapter 18.
29
For detailed explanations on how the name 'lucky country' was formed see, Horne, D., The
LucJ...y Count1y, and his later book Death of the LucJ...y Count1y, for an opposite view see
Summers, A, The Curse of the Lucky Cou11t1y.
3
Curtin, John (Joseph Ambrose) (1885-1945) Leader of the ALP 1935-45, from the outbreak
of World War II he urged the strongest support of Britain in the struggle against Hitler. He
became Prime Minister in 1941, and won again in 1943 with a massive majority. He died in
office. Jones, B. op.cit, p i91. For more information regarding his life see, Lloyd, R., John
Curtin: A Biography, H. C. Coombs, John Curtin, A Consensus Prime Minister?
17
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This country shall remain forever the home of the descendants of those
people who came here in peace in order to establish in the South Seas
an outpost of the British race. 31
Nevertheless, despite this reaffirmation of a White Australia, during the
Second World War, many non-white refugees entered Australia. 32 Most of
these left voluntarily at the end of the war, but a few had married Australians
and wanted to stay. 33

In addition to these problems, at the end of the Second World War, Australia
had a strong need for extra labour, which could not be met by natural
population growth, nor by haphazard spontaneous immigration. 34 Therefore,
instead of the pursuit of the war as the cornerstone of Labor Party policy,
Arthur Calwe11

35

proposed that: 'an increasing population might well be

·•·. lassed as the first objective of national policy' . 36 In view of the traditional
working-class suspicion of immigration, an ideological justification for the
programme was needed. Defence, economic development and labour needs
were the reasons given to defend the shift in Government policy. 37 During the
war, Australia had realised that manpower resources were limited for both
industry and defence, thus plans were made to address this situation once
hostilities ended.38 The slogan 'populate or perish' was used, which played on

31

C. P. D., House of Representatives, 16 December 1941, Vol. 169, pp. 1069-1074.
These refugees were not the same as the Displaced Persons that ani ved after the war.
Australia has a history of ' letting' refugees arrive during a war however; as soon as the
Government deems it is safe, it deports these people back to their homeland, Broome, R., (ed)
Australia's Refugee Immigrants 1945-1951, p. 55-60.
33
One of the first protests against the White Australian Policy eventuated when Arthur
Calwell sought to deport the non-white refugees remaining after the end of the war. The
pennission to let these refugees stay was one the leading factors which led to the gradual
process of the abolition of the 'White Australia' policy that took place over a period of 25
years. For more information regarding the White Australia Policy' and its opponents see
footnote number 5 in Chapter 2.
34
C. P. D., House of Representatives, 2 August 1945, Vol. 184, pp. 4911-12 .
35
Calwell, Arthur Augustus (1896-1973 ). As minister ofimmigration (1945-49) he initiated a
scheme, which brought 1 000 000 Europeans to Australian within a decade. He was the leader
of the Labor opposition in 1960-67, Jones, op.cit, p 126. For a more detailed history of Arthur
Calwell see, Kiernan, C., Calwell: a Personal and Political Biography.
36
C. P. D., House of Representatives, 26 February 1943, vol. 173, p. 1062 .
37
Ibid.
38
Ibid.
32
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the wartime fear of a Japanese 111vas1011 and the resurrected image of the
'yellow peril'. 39

HO\vever, it is not significant that Calwell justified the change in policy by
reference to the war, because every policy of the day was so justified. 40 What
is significant is the scale of the programme he proposed. 41 Consequently, in
1945 Joseph Chifley's 42 Australian Labor Party (ALP) 43 Government initiated
a federal Immigration portfolio and a Department of Immigration, which
Calwell administered.

44

On 2 August 1945, Calwell in the Commonwealth

39

Australia came close to an invasion during the Second World War when Darwin was
bombed and the sighting of Japanese submarines in Sydney Harbour during the height of the
war. For information regarding the Japanese submarines in Sydney Harbour see, Lind, L. J.
Tolu-Tai: Japanese Submarine Operations in Australian Waters, Carruthers, S. L. Australia
Under Siege: Japanese Submarine Raiders, 1942, for info1mation regarding the bombing of
Darwin see, Lockwood, S. L., Australia's Pearl Harbour: Darwin, 1942. For more
infom1ation on the Populate and Perish slogan see, Birrell, R., Hill, D., & Nevill, J., (eds)
Populate and Perish? The Stresses of Population Growth in Australia, and for a look at the
fear associated with the yellow peril see, Homadge B., The Yellow Peril: a Squint at Some
Australian Attitudes Towards Orientals.
40
At the start of the war, the Menzies Government decided that in order to run the country
effectively in wartime he needed to concentrate the power to make decisions and to govern by
regulation. The Labor Party also attempted to enact powers that are more restrictive however;
the 'noes' won the referendum by a small margin. Nevertheless, this did not stop the
government from putting Australia on a war footing, introduced rationing, and after the war
introduced post war reconstruction. Therefore, the reason given by Calwell to increase the
population because of the loss of people because of the war and the need to boost defence was
a follow on for all decisions regarding Australia. Bolton, G. C. '1939-51, in Crowley, F. K.,
(ed), A New History of Australia, p. 477. For more detailed information regarding Calwell's
reason behind the shift in policy see, Calwell, A. A., Be Just and Fear Not.
41
Sherington, G ., Australia's Immigrants, p . 128.
42
Chifley, Joseph Benedict ('Ben') (1885-1951). He was minister of defence 1931 -32 and
held the key position of Commonwealth Treasurer 1941-49 under Curtin when war with Japan
broke out. He was Prime Minister 1945-49 in the post war reconstruction period. Jones,
op.cit, p 159. For a more detailed history of Chifley see, Crisp, L. F., Ben Chifley: a
Biography.
43
Australian Labor Party {ALP) is by far the oldest Australian political party. Although its
present title was not adopted uniformly throughout Australia until 1918, its continuous history
dates from 1890. If a labour party is defined as a party to which trade unions belong, the ALP
was one of the first such parties to be established-shortly after those in Sweden and Norwayand was the first to gain success. For a detailed history of the Australian Labor Party see,
McMullin, R., The Light on the Hill: t/;e Australia n Labor Party, 1891-1991, Campbell, E.
W., Hist01y of the Australian Labour Movement: a Marxist Interpretation, Crisp, L. F., The
Australian Federal Labour Party, 1901-1951.
44
The Chifley Government started to envision a Ministry of Immigration, at the end of the
Second World War and Calwell did his upmost to achieve his vision of an 'open door'
migration policy and achieving a population of 20 million. Calwell, A. A., How Many
Australians Tomorrow?, chapters 5-6.
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Parliament launched the immigration policy.

This policy was justified on

defence grounds rather than on economic needs:

If Australians

have learned one lesson from the Pacific war, ... it is
surely that we cannot continue to hold our island continent for
ourselves and our descendants unless we greatly increase our
numbers. 45

This statement was aimed at the post war fear of invasion despite Japan being
the only nation to consider seriously the invasion of Australia, had already
rejected the idea in 1942 as being beyond the limits of their resources. 46

Regardless of this, defence plus population growth were still used as reasons
for the shift in Government policy. These two motivations were added to
economic rationale as a basis to increase migration into Australia. 47

Our first requirement is additional population. We need it for reasons
of defence and for the fullest expansion of our economy. 48
Migration was promoted as a creator for the demand of goods and services,
which in tum create demand for labour.

Thus, Calwell was given

responsibility for beginning the longest phase in Australian planned migration
•
since the convict settlement. To do this he initiated a programme of largescale labour immigration. Achievement of this required a target of one per
cent population growth per year through immigration. 49

This led to an

announcement by Calwell in 1947, that Australia would receive 30 000
immigrants that year. He hailed them as:

The vanguards of the hundreds of thousands, and ultimately the
millions, of new citizens who will push back our frontiers, and expand

45

C. P. D., -2 August 1945, vol. 184, p. 4911.
Recommendations of the Japanese Army General Staff to the Imperial General Headquarters
Army/Navy liaison conference, on 7 March 1942. Reproduced in translation in Australia,
Parliament, Joint Committee on Foreign Affairs and Defence, Threats to Australia's Security:
Their Nature and Probability, p. 62.
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our industries, bring more and more of our virgin soil into production
and build us into a powerful nation.50
Even then, this was an ambitious target to fill, especially with the lack of
shipping available in the aftermath of the war. 51

Despite this, the fact that Australia had emerged from the Second World War
almost unscathed the 'lucky country' was the catch cry used to entice the war
ravaged British workforce to Australia. This was particularly evident when
Calwell visited England in 1947 and announced that,
A stronger Australia will mean a stronger British Commonwealth
Already many British firms have started new plants in my country and
many more intend to follo11.: suit. 52
In many ways the post-war British migration scheme was a continuation of the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 53 Nevertheless, there was still

<111

urgent need to encourage workers to fill the vacancies that occurred after the
Second World War and thus stimulate an economic boom. 54 Calwell, realising
that Britain could not provide the amount of immigrates required to fulfil the
need for Australia's shortfall, tried to placate the fears of the Australian
population and unions. 55 He did this by giving assurances that 'for every
foreign migrant there would be ten from the United Kingdom'. 56 He further
endorsed this statement when he declared, '... Australia has, and always will
look first to Britain for her new settlers'. 57

°

5

Calwell in making this statement saw migration as Australia's frontier expansion. Quoted in
Appleyard, R. T., British Emigration to Australia, p. 34.
51
The desperate world shipping shortage occurred because many British and other allied ships
had been lost in the war. Because the repatriation of Australians was made the first priority,
and the programme did not begin effectively until 1948. Australia spent several million
pounds on renovating damaged ships and, by the end of 1948; ten vessels were being used for
the exclusive transport of migrants. In that year, 70,000 assisted migrants came to Australia,
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In spite of this promise, Calwell and his team of migration officers had to go to
Germany and the Displaced Persons Camps to fill immigration figures. 58 On
the 21 July 1947, an agreement was reached with the International Refugee
59

Organization (IR0) to allow Displaced Persons to come to Australia at the
.
w
A ustra lian
governments expense.
The Calwell Government accepted full
responsibility for greeting these migrants and their settling them in Australia. 61
However, it stipulated that they were required to remain at least one year in the
employment that they were allocated. 62

At first, the Calwell government

decided to bring 12 000 displaced persons to Australia; however, these figures
increased to 20 000 a year.

63

Calwell was quick to endorse these agreements:

I have reason to hope that we will gain a minimum of 50 000 new
Australians from all sources. 64
This was one of Calwell's earliest uses in Parliament of the tenn 'new
Australians' for migrants. He had coined the phase himself and fought for it
long and hard as a substitute for the pejorative terms such as 'Balts' or
'displaced persons'. 65 He appealed to the Australian people to call all migrants
'new Australians'. 66 The derogatory terms used against 'new Australians'
were not the only problems associated with the massive migration from
European countries. The Government was consistently forced to justify its
actions regarding immigration policy and to promote the benefits of the
58
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For more detailed infonnation about the International Refugee Organization see, Gonnan,
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60
This development was the start of contract labour where the migrants were required to work
for one to two years at jobs to which they were allotted depending on what jobs had a shortfall
of labour. Thus, many of these jobs were 'blue collar' and despite the majority of refugees
have degrees in 'white collar' industries there were tales of surgeons working as hospital
cleaners, and musicians milking cows in Gippsland. Bolton, in Crowley, op.cit, p. 482. For
more information regarding Calwell and the Displaced Persons in Australia see, Kunz, E. F.,
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diversity of new Australians. 67

There could not be no admittance by the

Goverrunent of any existing prejudice towards these new arrivals as this could
cause a decline in people wanting to migrate to Australia. 68 To reinforce a
position of a non-discriminate country, a statement by the Australian
Population and Immigration Council published a glossy summary of Australia:

Relationships within Australian society bet.veen the various ethnic
groups have been mostly positive and healthy, although there is
probably a degree of latent prejudice. While many migrants from
diverse sources and backgrounds have settled here in the post-war
period, Australia has remained a socially cohesive society without the
tensions and conflicts experienced by some other countries.69
Not only was Australia promoted as a cohesive society; Calwell actively
promoted Australia as a 'lucky country' to potential migrants. He espoused it
as a country that had guaranteed employment, with warm weather and plenty
of natural resources, combined with freedom and; thus, a lucky country. 70
These qualities were promoted to potential 'new Australians' through a series
of pamphlets and brochures. 71 One such pamphlet entitled 'A pamphlet for
European migrants of various nationalities ' described Australia as a:

. . . Land of those four freedoms which we solemnly set out in the
Atlantic Charter in the dark days of World War II as a ray of hope to a
troubled world-freedom from want, freedom from fear, freedom of
religion, ji·eedom ofspeech. 72
This promotion of freedom to war-ravaged Europe initiated an important shift
in policy that led to the gradual process of the abolition of the 'White
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Australia' policy that took place over the next 25 years. 73 From 1947, the
Government relaxed many of the rigid restrictions on non-European settlement
that had existed since the Immigration Restriction Act 1901. 74

In effect,

people who had resided in Australia continuously for 15 years were permitted
to remain, thus achieving resident status. 75 This, combined with the change in
Government policy regarding acceptance of non-white European immigrants,
meant that a post-war immigration boom was under way. 76 Economic and
humanitarian events around the world subsequently influenced the size and
source countries of the Australian program, and in most cases agreements were
reached with Britain and many European countries.

77

Most of these 'new

immigrants' arrived with the help of both Government-assisted and other
privately sponsored passages. 78

Another way in which the White Australia policy began to disintegrate was the
introduction of the Nationality and Citizenship Act in 1948. 79 Introduced on
Australia Day 1949, it was a contribution to the nationality laws which
recognised all Australian citizens and citizens of Britain and her colonies. 80
Australian community groups, which had been formed earlier, to welcome
newcomers and assist their successful integration also started a nationwide
Good Neighbour Movement (Council) in August of the same year. 81 Finally,
73

For an detailed history of the White Australia Policy, see footnote 5 Chapter 2.
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in October 1949, the Immigration Planning Council was established to advise
the Government on the size and composition of the immigration program in
relation to Australia's economic needs and capacity. The same month also
saw the commencement of the Snowy Mountains Hydro-electric scheme,
which in the next few years was to absorb a considerable proportion of
incoming migrant workers. 82

By December 1949, Australia had a new Immigration Minister: Harold Holt. 83
Holt was appointed after the election of the Liberal Country Party (LCP) 84
headed by Robert Menzies 85 and Arthur Fadden. 86 He manoeuvred Australia

the Council, see their reports, for example, Good Neighbour Council of N.S.W., Annual
Report.
82
For a detailed history of the Scheme and it workers see, Ravenscroft, M., Men of the Snowy
lifo1mtai11s, Koba!, I., A-fen ~7zo Built the Sno1~y: li1en Without Women, Gough, N., Mud,
Sweat & Snow: Memories ofSnowy Workers, 1949-1959.
83
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1966-67. He was lost at sea in 1967 while swimming. Jones, op.cit, p 365. For a detailed
history see, Holt, H ., Immigration is Building a Nation, for information regarding his death
see, Australian Commonwealth Police Force, Report by the Commomvealth and Victoria
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m the first step towards of a less discriminatory migration policy, with
bipartisan support from the Australian Labor Party. 87

This first step

eventuated when Holt allowed 800 non-European refugees to remain in
Australia, and permitted the entry of Japanese war brides. 88 The promise to
retain a British White Australia could therefore no longer be guaranteed.
However, Holt was still pushing the government's line of a strong British
bloodline and how this would ab.sorb the new migrants after arrival in
Australia. 89 Holt touched on this new 'assimilation' policy when he stated in
an address to the Third Citizenship Convention:

Australia, in accepting a balanced intake of other European people as
well as British, can still build a truly British nation on this side of the
world. I feel that if the central tradition of a nation is strong this
tradition will impose itself on (the various) groups of immigrants. 90
The form :> l and informal agreements made in March 1946 already included a
system of free or assisted passages for United Kingdom (UK) residents.
Added to this was an assisted passage scheme for British Empire and United
States (US) ex-servicemen, later extended to ex-servicemen or freedom
fighters from the Netherlands, Norway, France, Belgium and Denmark. 91

A next major shift in Holt's Ministry occurred in 1951, when more agreements
were signed with non-British countries.

These included formal migration

agreements, often involving the grant of assisted passage, with the West
Europeans including UK, !\1alta, the Netherlands, Italy, \Vest Germany,
Turkey and Yugoslavia were made. 92

In addition, informal migration

agreements were made with Southern Europeans including Austria, Greece,

detailed history of Fadden see, Fadden, A. W., They Called Me Artie: The Memoirs of Sir
Arthur Fadden.
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89
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Spain, Belgium and Portugal. 93 Therefore, the Australian era of British only
immigration was over. Sir William Slim, the Governor General conceded that
a change had occun-ed:

If for

not other reason than survival, Australia must encourage
immigration. Uncontrolled that would be a danger; but if we were to
keep the flow steadily ivithin our capacity of racial and economic
absorption our national character will be influenced, but not, I think,
radically altered. If, over the years, that means adding a touch of
Mediterranean colour and gaiety, a livelier interest in the arts and
possibly a little more emphasis on thrift and on learning it would be no
bad thing/or us. 94

Nevertheless, unlike West Europeans, although Southern Europeans were
wanted for their willingness to do the hard and remote jobs, the entry policy
discriminated against such migrants throughout the 1950s. 95 This was because
Southern Europeans had to be personally nominated by relatives or friends in
Australia and this usually involved guarantees of jobs and accommodation
before an entry visa would even be considered. 96

One of the Illawan-a

interviewees discusses this requirement:
What happens was some one, it was by affiliation that they could come,
so ifyou had family even if it was a distant relative that had managed to
come here and then you started to ask ifyou wish to come and then they
sent what they called in Portugal a letter. We called it an invitation but
it was a sponsorship in a sense and that is how a lot offamilies from
where I came from, a lot of the poorer families that arrived in that way
because of the closeness of the family. That is the way I could sponsor
you if you were family but could not sponsor you if you were a
neighbour it had to be in the family line to be able to be sponsor. So
besides my close family we had a lot of aunts and uncles ji-om both
sides of the family who are almost all here and we all have large
. . 97
fiamz 1zes.
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However, no assisted passages were available to Portugues migrants during the
1950s. Despite this, and as a direct result of these agreements and assisted
passages to other nationalities by 1952, Australia's population had grown by
16.4 per cent or 1.23 million since January 1947, of which migration had
contributed over 575 000, or 46.8 per cent of the increase. 98

The actual intake of unskilled Southern Europeans was quite large, especially
up until the early 1950s. 99 The great majority of these immigrants, up to 75
percent of them, were in the economically productive age-range between the
ages of 15 and 64 years. 100 The Government actively sought this age group
because coupled with the natural increase of life expectancy in Australia
during the 20th century; it guaranteed a steady increase of the national
population in the post-working age-range 65 years and over. 101 The number of
children in the 0 to 14 age group also increased because of the children of the
immigrants. These figures would have lower because Australia had a low
birth rate in post-war era. 102 Consequently, immigration has increased the
population of Australia to include greater numbers of workers in the
productive working years of 15 to 64, and thus the potential of a greater
economic productivity than would otherwise have been the case.

103

If the size of the working-age population and the work force has any

significance, then it is clear that only through immigration did Australia
maintain a high rate of economic expansion.

98
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Migrants helped the
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development of new industry, with the greatest expansion occurrmg m
manufacturing,

commerce

and

building. 105

Therefore,

the

migrant

contribution, particularly the non-British element in Australia's post-war
industrial expansion was critical for the economic growth of the country. 106

Economically, post war migration also had it downside. During the 1950s, the
defence issue had waned and the new government's pressing problems were
inflation and the balance of payments. 107 Australia's exports consisted mainly
of agricultural commodities and these were slow to increase following the
collapse of the wool boom in December 1951. 108 Australia was in a recession.
The view at the time was that migration put pressure on demand, including
imports, and therefore it was counterproductive to the balance of payments
because it added to home consumption of potential export commodities. 109
Therefore, unemployment rose to 1.68 percent that was high for that period
and mainly affected unskilled migrant labour. 110 Unskilled migrant labour was
so affected by the unemployment that the Italians at the Bonegilla hostel rioted
in 1952 because of the lack of work opportunities. 111

Therefore, the

Government had no choice but to scale down the migrant intake to 115 000
well short of the 150 000 needed to keep the 1 percent net intake and the initial

Jbid.
Ibid.
Throughout 1951 inflation mounted and this Jed to Menzies announcing federal works
would be curtailed and 10 000 temporary federal public service workers were sacked.
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LCP goal of 200 000 per annum. 112 However, this only applied to unskilled
workers who used the assisted migration scheme, with Harold Beale, 113
Minister for Supply announcing,

The labour market in Australia at present is oversupplied with
unskilled workers, and care has been taken to ensure that the
programme will not accentuate this problem but in many respects will
tend to relieve it. 114
However, in the Illawarra, the recession had little effect on its residents. In
fact, there were advertised vacancies throughout the Steel and Mining
Industries with the Waterside Workers striking against working compulsory
overtime.

115

When the Menzies Government brought down the so-called

Depression Budget, the reaction amongst the labour movement throughout the
Illawarra, was to strike because of the severity of the price increases and
shortage of basic commodities. 116 The feeling amongst the labour movement
was so strong that South Bulli Miners stopped work because of a shortage of
butter.

117

The lllawarra Mercury gave front-page headlines to emphasis price

increases by stating: 'Drinks, Smokes, Toys, Radios, Cars Are Going To Cost
More' .

118

Maybe the most telling reaction to the price increases was when

112
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Boilermakers working for BHP at Port Kembla, resigned on mass, because
they were refused a wage rise to cover the dearer cost of living.

119

Despite, the recession not affecting the Illawarra job market, throughout the
rest of Australia there was a push to stop the migration program on economic
grounds.

Peter Karmel, a well-known economist, 120 was one of the main

activists along this line stating:

It would be difficult to justify the immigration program on purely
economic grounds and to argue that the benefits were of a noneconomic character, which was against the Government's motivation
for immigration. 121
In 1950, Prime Minister Menzies touched on the Govenunent's reason for
migration, which still pursued the view that economic reasons were second to
the fear of invasion:

If we are to make our contribution to the pacification of the world, it is
our duty to present to the world the spectacle of a rich country with a
great people, with a population which rnay justly say to the rest of the
world, we are here; we propose to maintain our integrity as a
.
122
nat10n.
After several years of economic stagnation and recession, it became clearer
that the massive earlier immigration intakes had been a major factor in the
manufacturing and construction boom that had occurred. 123

Therefore, in

1959, when Holt became Treasurer, he announced that during the following
decade the government would increase migration on the basis that 'confidence
is vital'. 124 He also wished to ensure that there was no 'falling substantially
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behind the rate of general population increase and we will grow rapidly in the
next few years'. 125

This was a major decision. It got the immigration program on a new growth
path lasting throughout the 1960s.

There can be no question that the

motivation for this was the stimulus that immigration was presumed to give to
overall economic growth. In 1964, conditions for the entry of people of mixed
descent were further relaxed and following a comprehensive review of nonEuropean policy in March 1966, the Government announced that they were
willing to accept entry of:
Well-qualified people, on their ability to integrate readily ... and the basic
aim ofpreserving a homogeneous population will be maintained. 126

However, the White Australia Policy still reared its ugly head when Billy
Snedden, the new Minister for Immigration, while reaffirming Australia's need
to increase the migration intake was still selective on who could arrive.

127

The

New York Times published an article on 1 October 1968, which stated,
... T71e Australian immigration minister ... was booed and hissed by
members of a university audience today when he declared that Asians
and black people were not wanted in Australia. 'I can see no benefits
from changing our present system', he said in a speech at Monash
University. 'I do not think multiracialism should be forced upon our
nation it would arnount to social masochism. Since March 1966, when
Australia relaxed her immigration laws to permit ent1y of nonwhites,
the Government has received 918 applications from Asians and black
people wanting to immigrate, only 376 of these have the right
qualifications to integrate and have been accepted. 128

By the early 1970s, Australia had achieved a multicultural society by default
rather than by design. The intention had been to retain a 'White Australia'.
However, it was not until 1972, and the new Gough Whitlam 129 Labor
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Goverrunent that the 'White Australia' policy was finally and formally
buried.

130

selection.

It was reph ced by a policy of non-discriminato1y immigration
131

Al Grassby
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became the new Immigration Minister and under

legislation approved by the Australian Parliament in September 1973, all
migrants, of whatever origin, could apply for Australian citizenship after twoand-a-half years' residence.

133

The next step was to provide services to

migrants. These included a free round-the-clock telephone interpreter service
in Sydney and Melbourne.

134

Special language units were established, in

association with Migrant education programs. 135

This also included an

experiment in education by television that was started in co-operation with
WIN Channel 4 in Wollongong. 136

By 1978, there was a comprehensive review of immigration in Australia,
which included far-reaching new policies and programs.

The main points

adopted were three-year rolling programs to replace the annual immigration
targets of the past, to continue the commitment to a non-discrimination
immigration policy.

137

This was done to attract people who would represent a

positive gain to Australia and has been an ongoing policy and program to the
welfare, medical benefits, law reform and equal opportunity for women. He was dismissed by
the Governor-General, Sir John Kerr in November 1975 and lost the ensuing election. For
more information regarding his personal and political life see, Whitlam, E. G., The Whit/am
Government 1972-75, Oakes, L. Whit/am PM: a Biography, and for information regarding the
dismissal see, Kelly, P., November 1975: the Inside Sto1y of Australia's Greatest Political
Crisis.
130
Shergold, P., 'Australian Immigration Since 1973 ', in The Great Immigration Debate, p.

14.
131 Ibid.
132

For more information regarding Al Grassby and his views see, Grassby, A., A MultiCultural Society for the Future, and Grassby, A., Australia's Decade of Decision: A Report on
Migration, Citizenship, Settlement and Population.
133
Spouses of Australian citizens, minors, members of the Australian armed forces and former
Australians may be exempted from the normal residential requirements. At this time there was
an increase to $A 75 for each family group, for each married couple without children and
anyone over the age of 18. Previously, adult migrants travelling from Britain and Europe
under the assisted passage arrangements paid $A25 each towards the cost of their passages.
134 To start with, the department conducted this service in more than 20 languages and planned
to extend it to other capital cities.
135 Department of Immigration, Australia and Immigration, A Review of Migration to
Australia Especially since World War II, p. 26.
136
Ibid, p. 29.
137
Sherington, op.cit, p. 141.
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present day.

138

An average net population gain of 70 000 was forecast for the

first triennium 1978-81 and this was estimated to assist in maintaining
Australia's population to about 19.l million in 2001. 139 In 1998-99, almost
one in four of Australia's 18.3 million people were born overseas and they
came from more than 150 countries. 140

Therefore, immigration has been a central aspect of Australian history since
white settlement. However, to understand contemporary Australian society we
need to understand the Australian immigration experience, and this will be
discussed concerning the Portuguese in chapter 5. Post-war immigration in
particular has influenced all aspects of Australian society.

While the

immigration policy has always been controversial, it is clear that the
immigration experience has been remarkably successful and turned Australia
from a White Australia into Ethnic Diversity within four decades.

Ibid.
Ibid.
140 Ibid.
138
139
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Chapter Three
A New Journey or Just History Repeating Itself?
Migration Flows.

Portuguese people have always gone away and from the fifteen century
we have been navigators and settled in other areas. So maybe that is
in our blood. 1

Portuguese Emigration:
For centuries, Portugal has been regarded as a country of emigration.
Nevertheless, the level and direction of emigration changed dramatically from
1946 to 1966 where the number of legal emigrants rose from 8 27 5 to 111 995
and peaked in 1970 at 183 235 people. 2 The high number of emigrants during
this time was largely attributable due to short-term movements to France, and
to a lesser extent, Holland and Germany (see appendix 2, page 129). 3 As we
have seen, the Portuguese government favoured this type of temporary
emigration that consisted mainly of single male workers for fixed periods of
two years and linked with arranged agreements for Portuguese 'guest' workers
in these countries. 4 However, Portugal was not alone in participating in this
temporary emigration.

European emigration in the 1950s and 1960s was

strictly regulated by the receiving countries, which saw it as an essentially
short-term event, despite the obvious ability of the emigrants to renew their
visas. 5 This meant that most of these workers, who were males and thus the
main bread earners, developed into a shifting population who, after their
contract expired, returned to theif families for a few months and then left
1

Illawarra interviewee number 7 question 5.
These figures are only the legal immigrants who applied for vistas for more information see
Lloyd-Jones, S., Contemporary Portuguese Politics and History Research Centre,
www.arts.gla.au.uk/PortLang/cpt
3 Baganha, M. I. B. 'Portuguese Emigration After World War II, in Costa Pinto, op.cit, p. 190.
4
Ibid, p. 191.
5 These renewals of visas meant that they could go back to the homeland and once again return
to the receiving country to obtain work. In fact, most of these workers were seen as a
moveable workforce shifting around the different European countries as the work became
available, similar to the shearers and fruit pickers in Australia. Castles, S., Miller, M. J. The
Age ofMigration, pp. 66-70.
2
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again.

6

The reason for these agreements was clearly explained by M. E.

Crawford, who drafted the delegation on a 'Proposal for Portuguese
Migration' to Australia, when he discussed the guest worker system that
Portugal had signed with France, Holland and Germany:

These agreements probably ensure the eventual repatriation of the
workers who, in the meantime, contribute substantially to the
maintenance of their families in Portugal. 7
Crawford believed that the Portuguese Government wanted its workers to be
easily repatriated in case their own hopes of increased industrialisation came to
fulfilment. 8 Although most of these emigrants resided in Europe, a large
number did apply to emigrate permanently overseas to Canada, United States
of America and Australia (see appendix 5, page 129). 9

Australia:
In Australia, estimates of actual Portuguese residents vary considerably. The
first reports of Portuguese migration to Australia were recorded in the colonial
census as far back as 1871, and by the end of the nineteenth century; they
numbered only about 400. 10

This is extremely small, as most of the

Portuguese emigrants settled throughout Portuguese colonies in South
America, Africa, Goa, Macao and Timor. 11 Despite this, by the early part of
the twentieth century the total Australian number of Portuguese born was
almost stagnate and receding. 12 In fact, in the 1933 census the figure had
6

Ibid.
National Archives of Australia, Proposals for Portuguese Migration, bundle 70/95519
August 1965, p. 5.
8
Ibid. p. 4.
9 For more information regarding migration, schemes to Canada and USA, see chapter 2,
footnote 68.
1 For more information regarding the figures of Portuguese in Australia, see Department of
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, Australian Immigration, Consolidated Statistics, Various
Volumes.
11 Portugal had colonies in South America, Africa, Goa, Macao and East Timor with Africa the
last to be decolonised in the 1970s. Macao was handed back to Hong Kong in 1999. For more
information regarding Portuguese colonies, see Alexandre, in Costa Pinto, op.cit.
12 It is not know if this is because unless they were born in Portugal they were counted as
'other' because in this time period this category jumped from 953 to 2 625 and then when
other categories rose this figure declined, Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs,
op.cit, Number 7, 1971, p. 12.
7

°
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dropped to 68 residents and, until after the Second World War, Portuguese
migration to Australia was sporadic and largely indirect, with the majority of
immigrants coming from Timor. 13 Figures obtained by the government in
1962 for a delegation to Portugal stated that from 19 57, migration from
Portugal had averaged just over one hundred a year. 14 This increased to 250
per year in the ensuing years. 15

Despite these constraints in determining exact figures, by the second half of
the twentieth century, Portuguese born residents had become part of the postwar migration boom. In 1954, there were 316 Portuguese and this jumped to
958 by 1961. This however, was still extremely small in comparison with
Spain, which had 1 357 and 3 831 emigrants respectively. 16 According to the
1971 census, the Portuguese population of Australia increased more than
sixfold to 6 967; in 1981 it had doubled to 12 145 and the figure rose to 14
914, in 1986. 17 However, the Australian Portuguese-born community was still
one of the smallest of the Southern European groups throughout the twentieth
century especially when compared with Italians, Greeks and Maltese. 18

Yet, despite the apparent scarcity of exact figures there have been many
attempts to estimate the number of Portuguese born migrants in Australia. 19 In
his paper to the National Symposium on the Portuguese in the World, Jose'
Ricardo, stated that there were more than 25 000 Portuguese in Australia by
1974. 20 He said many of these were attracted to Australia from France and

13

Ibid..
National Archives of Australia, Bundle 70/95519 op.cit, p. 4.
IS Ibid.
16 Spain was used in compassion because of the closeness of the two countries. However,
despite the differences in population size, even earlier figures of other European countries with
small population show a large migration compared to Portugal. Overall, 54 818 Greeks and
171 342 Italians anived in Australia between 1945 and 1957. Department oflmrnigration and
Ethnic Affairs, op.cit.
17
Ibid.
18
See chapter 3, footnote p. 16.
19 This is because many Portuguese who were born in the colonies were counted as 'other',
Department oflmmigration and Ethnic Affairs, op.cit.
20 Porto, Portugal, March 1983 quoted in The Settlers, p. 748.
14
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West Germany, as well as from Portugal, because of the employment and
housing opportunities. 21

State-by-state analysis:
In a state-by-state breakdown, the Portuguese figures are even scarcer. The
first available census was in 1947 and only forty-five males were listed. 22

Figure 1.

Year

N.S.W.

Victoria

Q,land

S. A.

1947
1966
1981

35
1 429
7 566

14
131
1 555

5
28
221

1
62
193

w.

A.

1
406
1 913

Tas.

N.T.

A.C.T.

0
5
16

0
34
123

0
86
181

Source: Prepared for the Bureau of Immigration Research by Census Application Pty. Ltd.
1983.

As is shown by the numbers in figure 1, there was no registered Portuguese
born in N.T., which poses the question weather they were recorded under
'other'. Tasmania and ACT also recorded no Portuguese, nevertheless, the
number of Portuguese migrants steadily increased, and in the 1950s, enough
Portuguese residents from Madeira came to Australia to establish a fishing
community in Fremantle. 23 The next available figures were in 1966, after the
start of the post-war immigration boom and the figure 1 displays this. 24 By
1981, there was a substantial jump in the figures . 25 However, despite these
census figures, estimates by the Portuguese Consulate in the three main

21

The 1976 census revealed only 10 209 residents who stated their birthplace was in Portugal,
and to these could be added the Timorese (3 703), the Brazilians (1 256) and the children of
Portuguese born in other countries, Ibid.
22
Department oflmmigration, Local Government and Ethnic Affairs, op.cit, p. 638 .
23
By the mid 1980s, their numbers have grown to approximately 6 000, including their
descendants, and the community is famous for its annual ceremony of the blessing the fishing
fleet For more information regarding the Portuguese communities in Perth see, Witcomb. A.
Travellers and Immigrants, Portugueses em Perth .
24
Department of Immigration, Australian Immigration, Consolidated Statistics, No. 2, p. 14.
25
Ibid, No. 14, p. 14.
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Portuguese settlements m Australia during 1981 were given as: 19 000
residents in Sydney, 3 550 in Perth and 2 500 in Melbourne. 26

Consequently, the state-by-state analysis shows that New South Wales
dominates the distribution of the Portuguese in Australia. Over 82.5 per cent
of these reside in Sydney, while the New South Wales Portuguese born
comprise more than 60 percent of the total Australian Portuguese
community.

27

Although the percentage declined from 62.8 percent in 1971 to

59.5 percent in 1986, it had changed again by 1991 where there was records
show 10 189 Portuguese-born now residing in New South Wales compared

population was relatively strongly concentrated within Sydney in 1986 and the
next major concentration was in the Illawarra. 29
Figure 2

Persons
Local Govt. Area
Per cent of LGA Population
1971
1976
1981
1986
1971
1976
1981 1986
n/a
2 143 2 526 3 036 Marrickville (M)
n/a
2.4
3
3.7
1176 1289 1168 Wollongong(C)
n/a
0.7
0.8
0.7
n/a
n/a
1 200
965
756
Sydney (C)
n/a
1.4
1.2
0.9
0.1
0.3
0.4
n/a
109
332
569 Canterbury (M)
n/a
n/a
186
335
365
Randwick (M)
n/a
0.2
0.3
0.3
n/a
239
257
279
Leichhardt (M)
n/a
0.4
0.4
0.5
251
Rockdale(M)
n/a
0.1
0.2
0.3
n/a
74
164
251
Waverly(M)
n/a
0.3
0.3
0.4
n/a
174
204
81
114
226
Fairfield (C)
n/a
0.1
0.1
0.1
n/a
n/a
160
160
209
Ashfield(M)
n/a
0.4
0.4
0.5
n/a
82
116
176
Botany (M)
n/a
0.2
0.3
0.5
n/a
67
146
163 Shellharbour(M)
n/a
0.2
0.3
0.4
Source: Prepared for the Bureau of Immigration Research by Census Application Pty. Ltd.
1990.
26

The Consulate acknowledged that these figures were precise, as many new arrivals do not
register with the Consulate and others became naturalised Australians without referring to their
Portuguese origins. This is also shown in the figures obtained in Goncal ves, A. et. al., The
Portuguese Community in the Illawarra, p. 2, where there figures show that in 1981, 1 436
residents in the Il!awarra and give their source as Portuguese Consulate in Canberra. However,
the Census figures for the same year give 1,289 residents, Department of Immigration and
Ethnic Affairs, op.cit.
27
Burnley, I., Atlas of the Australian People, 1971 Census, New South Wales, p. 56.
28
1986 Census, Ibid.
29
1991 Census, Ibid.
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Figure 2 shows that in the Sydney local area, one suburb, Man-ickville,
contained more that 3 036 Portugal born residents in 1986, or 3.7 percent of
the Portuguese in Sydney.

30

Strong concentrations in the inner city were also

apparent in other areas such as Canterbury (596) and Randwick (365). 31 The
strong concentrations in the inner city reflect, in part, the recent arrival of
Portuguese compared with other southern European communities. 32 Between
the 1986 and 1991 censuses, Portuguese numbers increased by 200 in
Marrickville, 400 in Canterbury and 150 in Rockdale. 33

This reflects

continued family migration of people from a country, which was less
developed economically than the other major southern European countries, as
well as some migration to Australia of Portuguese-born people from former
Portuguese colonies such as East Timor. 34 This concentration of different
nationalities occurs Australia-wide and can be explained largely by the fact
that migrants arriving via family reunion progran11nes were sponsored by
relatives in Australia and often settled close to them, taking unskilled or semiskilled manual work. 35

Illawarra:
Throughout non-metropolitan N.S.W., it is impossible to be precise about the
exact breakdown of figures on statistical divisions as Portuguese nationals
were often counted with Spanish or Southern European or, in the worst case,
under 'other'.

In common with Spanish-born residents, the relative

concentration of Portuguese-born in non-metropolitan New South Wales was
one the strongest of any immigrant group. 36 In the Illawarra, census figures

30

This figure had jumped to 3 230 in 1991, ibid, p. 57.
This figure had also jumped to 960 and 537 respectively in 1991, ibid.
32
Ibid,
33
Ibid.
34
Ibid.
35
Ibid.
36 Bureau Of Immigration Research, Birthplace, Language, Religion 1971-86, Vol 1,
Birthplace and Religion by Local Government Areas, p. 42
31
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are scarce. Until 1976, Portuguese were not counted separately, as was the
case throughout the rest of Australia. 37

Figure 3

LGA
1971
1976
Wollongong
n/a
1 176
Shellharbour
n/a
67
Kia ma
n/a
n/a
Combined
n/a
n/a
Source: Prepared for the Bureau of Immigration
1998.

1981
1991
1996
1 289
n/a
n/a
146
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
1 488
1 387
Research by Census Application Pty, Ltd.

Figure 3 shows that in the 1976 census, the Wollongong Local Government
Area shows that 1 176 people stated that their birthplace was Portugal. 38 .
Many settled in Port Kembla, Cringila and W arrawong, close to the steel
works, which suggests that most found employment there. 39

Thus, the

concentration of the Portuguese in the blue-collar industrial suburbs of Sydney
is duplicated in the non-metropolitan area of Wollongong.

Shellharbour

statistical division reported 67 residents who had listed their birthplace as
Portugal. 40

Both of these figures increased in the 1981 census, with

Wollongong recording 1 289 and Shellharbour 146. 41 However, Wollongong
figures declined by 121 in the 1986 census, while Shellharbour increased by
17. 42

Unfortunately, the 1991 and 1996 figures were not broken down:

Wollongong and Shellharbour were combined in a total Illawarra statistical
division.

However, these figures show that in 1991 there were 1 488

Portuguese-born in the Illawarra, which represented 2.0 percent of the total
population. 43 This figure dropped in the 1996 census to 1 387 or 1.9 percent of

37

Ibid.
Ibid.
39
Ibid.
40
Ibid.
41
Ibid.
42
Ibid.
43
Ibid.
38

42

the population. 44 As can be seen, although the Portuguese community in the
Illawarra is small compared to other Southern-European born figures,
especially Yugoslavia and Italy where they were 6.9 and 7 percent of the total
Illawarra population, there were still more Portuguese than Greeks, and
Spanish, both of which had less than 2 percent. 45

In other regional areas of N.S.W., there was a secondary concentration in the
Newcastle area, with 30 in Newcastle itself, 47 in Maitland and 31 in Lake
Macquarie (see map 4, page 124). 46 However, most inland Statistical local
government areas had no Portuguese at all. 47 Therefore, as these figures show
the Portuguese in the Illawarra constitute an important part of the Portuguese
community in Australia.

it can be assumed therefore that they brought a

unique culture to the district.

41

Ibid.
Greek born numbered 1,440 equalling 2% of population and Spanish were 1,242 equalling
1.7%. These fioures only slightly changed in the following census in 1996 where Greek born
outnumbered P~rtuguese by 17 people. Ethnic affairs Commission, New South Wales, Th e
People ofNew South Wales, Statistics from the 1996 Census, p. 193.
46
Ibid.
47
Ibid.
45
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Chapter Four
See Saw:
Push and Pull: The Reasons behind Migration
It was a better place to live 1
A better life2
Life was very hard back home ...
And I believed Australia would give me a better life 3
As we have seen migration policies in Australia's post-war period developed
because of, and were influenced by, a variety of interrelated factors. These
include demography, capital, labour and cultural difference or affinities. The
role of the government of the receiving country in this case Australia was most
significant in that it acted as a mediator between the economy's need for
labour power and for maintaining a society free from social . strains. 4
Therefore, a society developed where the government selected migrant labour
according to criteria of 'ideal groups', from the viewpoint of racial and cultural
characteristics. 5 However, in most cases, immigrants did not usually find too
many members of the receiving society waiting for them with open arms. On
the contrary, they were more likely to encounter 'resistance, rejection,
prejudice and discrimination'.

6

The Portuguese were not the only group affected by this reaction. Other ethnic
groups such as Italian, Spanish, Greek and Yugoslav migrants were also
selected because of their rural background, and experienced this same
response. However, the need to migrate meant that some southern Europeans

1

Illawarra interviewee 8 questions, 6.
Illawarra interviewee 1 question, 6.
3 Illawarra interviewee 3 question 6.
4 Wilton, J., & Bosworth, R., Old worlds and New Australia the Post-war new Australian
Experience, pp. 10-25 .
.
5 As already discussed, the Australian Government preferred British migration rather then the
micrration of Southern Europeans who including the Portuguese were always the last to be
ac~pted with in the post war migration policy. Karmel, Op.cit.
6 Brody, E. B. 'Migration adaptation: the nature of the problem' in Brody E. (ed.) Behaviour in
New Environments: Adaptation of Migrant Populations, p.19.
2
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lied about their status to gain entrance in Australia. One Yugoslav migrant
expressed the ordeal she and her husband had in obtaining entrance to
Australia,

The first thing people told us was, 'for goodness sake don't say yoLt 're
a teacher or had an edLtcation ', because what they wanted was manual
'tvorkers. My husband used to cut wood every day, for months, just to
get tough hands. In Australia, they wanted only servants and manLtal
workers, so I said I had been a domestic in Yugoslavia and that is how
I came here. 7
In fact, in 1949 the Australian Government rejected some 2 111 skilled
artisans working at FIAT in Italy who wanted to migrate to Australia. 8 As
stated, the Government only wanted manual workers, not skilled. Besides
pressure from the labour unions, an especially important influence on this
policy was discontent amongst the rural producers, who were experiencing a
shortfall through the gradual movement of rural labour to the cities with the
post-war economic expansion. 9 The government was aware of this and that it
needed to placate the unions and other organizations, which were afraid that
skilled migrants would take jobs away from their members. 10 Consequently,
the government would not accept skilled migrants, as it preferred non-skilled
labour to fulfil Australia's population shortfall and job demand after the
Second World War.

11

Therefore, with this in mind, the Ai: ::tralian GoYernment

~ ~~

out to ensure it

used all avenues to attain this goal. Portugal was one of the countries that the
government saw as a possible source of immigration. One reason was that
Portuguese migration has been a significant historical process for centuries,
one that has changed not only the country's landscape but also its way of life

7

Gordana, Lowenstein, W. & Loh, M., The Immigrants, pp. 80-1
Lampugnani, Op.cit. p. 205.
9 Bolton, G., The Oxford History of Australia, Volume 5 1945-1988, The Middle Way, pp. 537.
10
Ibid.
11
Ibid.
8
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and its people's mentality.

12

This is based on the assumption that Portuguese

emigration is essentially an international labour flow that has changed
according to demand for labour in the international market, and within
Portugal's geographical area.

13

Its evolution has depended not only on the

potential migrant's assessment of available rewards for labour abroad, but also
on the political sanctioning of the recipient nations and the strength of migrant
network active at both ends of the .trajectory. 14 Therefore, what prompted
them to set out in the first place?

There has been considerable development in recent years in the theory and
methodology regarding the reasons behind migration. These include focuses
of relationship between macro-social factors like states, corporations and legal
institutions and micro-social factors like family, friendship and community.
These factors are not unlike the reasons used when discussing migration after
the Second World War, which were usefully thought in term of 'push' and
'pull'. The pull factors tend to derive from the attractions of the receiving
society, as perceived by the would-be immigrants while they are still in the
homeland.

The push factors are generated in the personal experiences of

everyday life of the future emigrants, and in their socio-economic
~ 11 ,..:01.1 r(1i r:?~

in

t1·'

~; omeland.

This was a reason given by Illawarra

.. .1 n:ign .:;;d tu ,1~ i1 .1£i·diu .. J cei:1:1s.:: li.f.: i,:cu Yciy f;,,,. 1 back home. I
had three little children and I believed Australia would give me a
better life. 15

Nevertheless, even in times of massive migration, a relatively small proportion
of a given area's populace has participated in voluntary emigration.

12

16

One

Baganha, M. I. B., 'Portuguese Emigration After World War II' in Costa Pinto , op.cit. p.

191.
13
Ibid.
14
Ibid, pp.192-4 .
15

Illawarra interviewee 3 question 6.
Fried, M. 'Deprivation and migration' in Brody, E. (ed.) Behaviour in New Environments:
Adaptation ofMigrant Populations p. 29 .
16
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other possible factor pushing this select group may be a sense of adventure,
and this was the case with two of the Illawarra interviews. One stated:
I just came out as a tourist to see what Australia was like. I fell in love
with Angola and being yollng with no family commitments, and I
wanted to travel so I came to Australia to see what it looked like. It
ahvays interested me and it fascinated me by being so far away, the
landscape and things like that I had heard about Australia, so I came
to Australia as a tourist. 17

However, information regarding the social ongms, skills and education of
participants in voluntary waves of immigration suggest that it is not the most
adventurous who emigrate. 18 Rather, it is immigrants who are suffering the
greatest deprivation in their homeland, e.g. lack of opportunity for
advancement, oppression, poverty or famine. 19 One migrant explained the
problems she had in Spain because of her family's involvement in the Spanish
Civil War, and her subsequent stigmatisation as the daughter of a 'red'. She
stated how ' ... education was closed for her', at all levels, and her mother, who
was a white-collar worker could only find work as a cleaner. After marrying a
man with similar circumstances, she did not want their children to suffer the
same fate so emigrated to Australia.2°
This woman's story was not unusual. A substantial proportion of immigrants,
at least among those who migrate voluntarily, are already partly alienated from
the mother country at the time of emigration.

21

This is because they had

refused to fit into the mother country's social order on its terms, and the
mother country has been unable to meet their physical and spiritual
expectations. 22 Even in time of involuntary emigration, it seems likely that
some people may well seize the opportunity provided by the upheaval (say, of
a revolution) to embrace the role of refugee and leave the homeland, thus

17

Illawarra interviewee 6, question 6.
Baganha, op.cit, p. 193.
19
Ibid.
20 Lowenstein, W. & Loh, M. The Immigrants, p.108.
21
Baganha, op.cit.
22
Ibid.
18
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becoming, in fact, voluntary emigrants.2 3 A 1974 report about Australia, has
confirmed this role of pre-existing states of alienation in pushing some
immigrants.

24

One of the interviewees left his homeland for Australia because

he was already experiencing social and political problems with regard to
compulsory army service:

I came in 1969 on my own and I brought my eldest son over in December
because he was sixteen and I did not want him to be put in the military. 25
For others, emigration was seized upon as an opportunity to escape financial or
interpersonal problems, and to be able to start again in Australia with a clean
slate, as it were.

These problems did not happen to any of the Illawarra

interviewees however; this could be because of the small number interviewed.

Such immigrants were already estranged from their parent society at the time
of immigration, and were pushed to leave by their estrangement. 26

This

alienation from the mother country appeared to be more apparent in the males
than the females. This was noted especially with the Illawarra interviewees
because the men stated they came for a better life, as noted above, whereas the
women, while agreeing with the men's reasons, also stated they merely
followed their husbands. A typical female respondent stated:

My husband was already here, and I also wanted to come here because
of the children and to change my lifestyle because it was very poorly
back in Portugal and having three children, it was hard to make ends
meet. 27
This ties in with observations made by Borjas, who stated:

Individuals 'search' for the count1y of residence that maximises their
well-being. The search is constrained by the individual's financial
23

Ibid.

24

Zubrzycki, J. Settlers of the Latrobe Valley: A Sociological Study of Immigrants in the
Brown Coal Industry in Australia, p. 15
25
Illawarra interviewee 3, question 26.
26 Classic examples of an emigration in which the emigrants consciously and deliberately left
their mother country were the Puritans and their move to the Americas and the continual
mi oration of the Mennonites. For a detailed history on the Puritans see, Adair, J. Founding
fathers: The Puritans in England and America and for the Mennonites see, Smith, C. H., The

Story of the Mennonites.
27

Illawarra interviewee 4 question 6.
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resources, by immigration regulations imposed by competing host
countries and by the emigration regulations of the source cozmtry. 28

Therefore, this paper is going to concentrate on the 'push and pull factors' that
influenced Portuguese migration to Australia and to the Illawarra in particular.
However, tied in with these factors are the theories incorporated in the premise
on migration today including family, friendship and community networks.

Push Factors:
Although not a terrorist dictatorship, until 1974, Portugal was a police state
and Portuguese authoritarianism appeared to have a high degree of rationality
within its internal security. 29 This internal security consisted of an extremely
efficient undercover police apparatus that suppressed opposition. 30 Known as
the PIDE (the International Police for the Defence of the State) it was used to
detect unrest and possible coups against the regime. 31 However, its primary
function was to prevent rather than contain unrest. 32 Salazar used not only the
PIDE to manipulate the civil population; he also utilized the army to great
effect. This was shown to be an important part of Salazar's policy because
money was spent on funding and expanding the military instead of on
infrastructure to build up the economy. 33 As a result, these two powerful

28

Borjas, G. J. 'Economic theory and international migration', in International Migration
Review, Special Silver Anniversary Issue, Vol. 23 . Number 3, p. 461.
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32 The PIDE achieved this through a network of spies and undercover informers, which their
fellow citizens knew as bufos who became the eyes and ears of the PIDE and intensely hated.
The force became the 'most feared weapon of the state' and it made the hunting of political
and social criminals its specialty. Salazar also introduced instructors from Germany and Italy
to strengthen its position control and professionalism, ibid.
33 The war department claimed 'the policy of re-arming the Portuguese army was pursued .. .a
huae stock of equipment was acquired'. However, a large amount of this equipment was
ac~uired from the British Government, free, in return for bases in the Azores. Despite
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sectors developed into a force that infiltrated the people's life and added to the
Portuguese model of a repressed society. 34

This repression was used by the Portuguese Government to diminish pressure
on the social structure and hence avoid social conflict. This was achieved by
manipulating emigration as an escape or safety valve.

In addition, within

Portugal, individual freedom to emigrate was secondary in importance to the
economic and imperial aims of the state. According to Article 31 of the 1933
Constitution:

The state has the right and the obligation to coordinate and regulate
the economic and social life for the attainment of the following
objectives: to develop the sett/ ement of the national territories,
protecting emigrants, and to restrict emigration. 35
To achieve this right, the Portuguese Government restricted emigration to
males so they could use the temporary work permits throughout Europe,
forcing the men to send money back home to the family. 36

These work

permits were issued on a temporary basis and passports were restricted to
Portuguese nationals who lived in Angola and in Portugal's other colonial
territories. One Illawarra interviewee expressed this fact:

I had a passport because I had been in Zambia, I had a Portuguese
passport, most Portuguese did not have passports and it was very hard
to get (one). 37
Nevertheless, it was only from the 1960s on that Portugal participated
substantially in the intra-European transfer of labour.

3-i

38

The extra spending

Yet, compared with other forms of tyranny, Salazar's autocracy was benevolent and had a
good record of clemency. There was no shooting of political opponents; and capital
funishment was expressly excluded by the Constitution, ibid.
5
See Portugal's constitution at www.dundee.ac.uk/politics cphra
36
Baganha, op.cit, p. 202 .
37
Illawarra interviewee 7 question 2.
38 This can be seen in an analysis of France between 1950 and 1974. France was a major and
preferred destination for Portuguese emigrants. In 1961 , Portuguese arrivals represented 10.5
per cent of all foreign arrivals. For a discussion on Portuguese, return migrations see, Lewis,
J. R . & Williams, A. M., The Economic Impact of Returned European Migrants and
Retornadoes in Central Portugal, presented at the Annual Conference of the Institute British
Geographers in Lees, 8 January 1985.
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power this brought to the family enabled the Salazar Government to lift the
depressed economy.

39

However, the oil crisis of 1973-74 and the onset of

restrictive immigration policies of the receiving countries halted the flow of
Portuguese guest workers (see appendix 5, page 129). 40 This restriction on
migration in Portugal caused unemployment to jump from 86 000 in 1974 to
222 000 in 1975, about 5 percent of the active population. 41 In 1980, the
number of unemployed was 340 000, and by 1983, the figure had reached 446
000 thousand, or 10.5 percent of the active population. 42 Added to this figure,
a survey by the Ministry of Labour found 95 000 members of the workforce,
working without wages and received food or basic commodities on plots of
land to survive. 43

Therefore, in order to achieve a stable income the

Portuguese had to look for new countries that were willing to take them.
Mario Murteira, endorsed this by stating, 'Emigration and employment policy'
are the main reasons, 'and combined with the disparities in salaries between
our country and other European nations cause many people to leave' .44
Therefore, emigration was seen as an escape valve for many Portuguese.
Australia's post-war immigration polices fitted this need and were quickly
utilized by the Portuguese.

The hope for higher salaries and for higher standards of living over the strict
minimum is, of course, the essential motive of the Portuguese workers who
left their country. 45 NevertL~less, it is also true that the emigrants wish to
escape poor living conditions. 46 The feeling of hopelessness combined with
poverty often meant that the workforce was largely obliged to ensure its
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livelihood by resorting to the land to eke out a living. 47 In Portugal, the
entrenchment of agricultural production was historically based on the
exploitation of mostly semi-peasant female, child, and illiterate labour, which
lacked any technical formation and was deprived of the freedom to associate. 48
These workers endured long working days with low salaries to earn enough
money to provide a basic income for the family. 49

Therefore, emigration was seen as the only way the need for a stable income
could be fulfilled, and thus the attainment of a better life. This belief was also
endorsed by most of the Illawarra participants interviewed, where they stated
that job security and a 'better life for the family' were the main reasons for
immigrating.

50

Illawarra interviewee 3 expressed the views of the majority

when he stated his reasons for migrating were to:

Make a better life that is all first of all a better life because in
Portugal it was very poor, and we look for a better lifi.e for the
future for kids because they would have a better life. 1
Therefore, the high unemployment that created hunger and misery pushed the
emigration flow. In another study in immigration of Portuguese in France the
conclusions arrived at by the author on the subject of the causes of departures
are similar:

Thus, the hunger drives the Portuguese from the country and the
agrarious (sic) crisis, worsened by the strong demographic pressure
and weak natural conditions. The migratory movements do not
concern exclusively the agricultural populations, but also the industry
workers, artisans and tradesmen. 52
Therefore, social constraints affected not only the adults, who were locked irito
an unskilled and semi-peasant environment; their children were also destined
to suffer the same fate.

This was because in Portugal, education was not
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52
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52

considered important and had no government support.s 3 Only basic education
was available on the mainland, and this lasted for five years. s4 After that,
education was obtained at a cost where only the wealthy were able to send
their children to school.ss Illawarra interviewee 3 explained how education
was for only a few in Portugal:
(Education was) only for rich people and when you were five years and
up, you could go but I was nine to ten years old and then my father said
it was too late. 56
.
Thus, education was not compulsory and this is revealed in the case of three of
the interviewees who stated 'that they had no education at all'. 57 One of these,
when asked about her schooling said,

I did not go to school when I was young because in my country, there
was no school and when I could go, my father did not let us go because
he was a poor man. 58
Some of the poorer families overcame this problem by sending one of their
children into the Seminary or Convent. Illawarra interviewee 10 explained
this occurrence:
(I have) ten brothers and sisters ... I was the eldest ... I was studying in
the Seminary ... at sixteen (I had already) a higher education than any
one else .. . I was twenty-one when I arrived here .. . (direct) from
.
.
59
university.

Consequently, for the Illawarra Portuguese emigrants the avail ability of free
education and the promise of a better-quality job for the children whose
prospects in Portugal were bleak became important push factors for the
emigrants, as well as pull factors of the receiving countries.
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Another social impact that promoted emigration was the demographic
pressure. This was especially true in Portugal because, between 1950 and
1966, the annual average increase of the population was approximately 0.5
percent. 60 Portugal, even with its continuous outflow of emigrants, still had an
annual population increase between 1 and 1.2 percent per year. 61 It is evident,
however, that the birth rate in Portugal was at the time among the highest in
Europe. 62 This is revealed when comparing to Portuguese two neighbours,
France and Germany, which, had a birth rate of 8 per thousand head of
population whereas; Portugal had up to 13 per thousand per head of
population. 63 As a way to relieve this population increase, Portugal became
the country with the highest emigration in Europe (see appendix 2, page
126). 64

If the average emigration figures for the years 1960-1965 are

compared to the total population of a country, the following average
emigration rates result: Portugal: 0. 78 percent; Greece: 0.46 percent; Spain:
0.43 percent; and Italy: 0.16 percent. 65 However, despite Portugal's problem
of a high birth rate, which adversely affected the unemployment and social
problems, there were also other causes of emigration.
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Economic repression also forced emigration. After the Second World War,
Salazar introduced several Economic Development Plans to implement the
industrialisation of the nation. 67 These plans emerged because in 1948, after
the end of WWII, Portugal who remained neutral, received aid as part of the
60
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France, Germany, Norway and Switzerland have equivalent rates or superior to 1.2% but
they do not have any emigration outflows, but on the contrary have important inflows of
foreign workers. These various comparisons indicate, therefore, that Portugal is among the
countries with the highest birth rates, ibid.
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64 Appendix 2 shows the country where Portuguese immigrants went to in order to obtain
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Marshall Plan. 68 This forced the Government for the first time to formalize a
medium-term development plan. 69 It was implemented with three key aims in
mind: to wipe out inflation, improve the shortage of goods, improve
unemployment figures, and thus raise Portugal's living standards. 70 However,
while these three key aims appeared to have been achieved on paper, the active
implementation of these reforms failed. This was because, despite the fact the
war provided the necessary conditions for industrial development, it also
revealed the vulnerability of the Portuguese economy, based as it was on the
entrenchment of agricultural production. 71

The vulnerability of the Portuguese economy occurred because of four main
problems.

First, in the absence of agrarian reform only a gradual

industrialization was undertaken. 72 Second, Portugal implemented successive
and increasingly protective measures to cover national and colonial markets
for the benefit of the industrial sector. 73

These measures, however, were

insufficient to generate industrial takeoff. 74 A third consequence was that
Portugal's industrial fabric was dominated by small, poorly capitalised
68

Ibid.
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1990, pp. 451-211.
70 Economically after the war, Portugal was the only country to retain in the same indices of
industrial production between 1947 and 1950, where in the agricultural production went
backwards. Despite these factors in Portugal, the Marshall Plan gave the rest of Western
Europe the means with which to launch its post-war economic recovery. Southern Europe and
other peripheral regions covered the initial Jabour shortages resulting from \Var casualties, and
later substituted native labour in the so-called dirty and low-paid jobs. Thus, between 1958
and 1973, the six countries of the European Economic Community issued eight million first
work permits to facilitate a mass transfer of labour from the peripheral south to the
industrialised north of Europe.
71 For years, certain factions of the Salazar Government wanted to industrialise, however it
\Vas always denied, the Second World War gave them a chance to implement this policy.
n Rosas, F. 'Salazarism and Economic Development in the 1930s and 1940s without Agrarian
Reform, in Costa Pinto op.cit, p. 90.
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Ibid.
74 In fact when Australia and most of the other industrialised countries were promoting
growth, S~lazar effectively introduced an economic paralysis, which gripped the country in the
1940s and 1950s. He held back growth by protecting existing monopolies and imposing a
long-tem1 credit squeeze. Despite these policies not being to every entrepreneur's liking,
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enterprises with very basic technologies, very low productivity, and similarly
low rates of production.

75

Finally, Portuguese industry developed in the

shadow of a structurally determined, historical state protection that prevented
autonomous development.

76

Therefore, economically there appeared to be no

future for residents of Portugal and this promoted emigration.

Politically, during the third quarter of the twentieth century, Portugal also had
to defend its control over its colonies and had to withstand the challenges of
simultaneous decolonisation and democratisation. 77 Salazar regarded Africa as
a natural prolongation of Europe. The colonies were seen as an inseparable
part of the Old Continent, both economically and strategically, and part of the
defence structure of the Western bloc. 78 With the end of the authoritarian
regime and the transition to democracy, initiated with the revolution of 25
April 1974, Portugal's foreign policy underwent a profound redefinition. 79
Negotiations for decolonisation began in 1974.

Indeed, decolonisation

constituted the first great foreign policy challenge for the new regime.

80

The outcome of the decolonisation was the influx and absorption of hundreds
of thousands of ex-colonials, who came flooding back to the mainland just as
the nation's new democracy entered a period of economic crisis.

81

This put

enormous pressure on the economy and added to the unemployment already
mentioned. 82 This rose to an all time high, causing the growth of domestic
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production to slow down by about half a percentage point. 83 Therefore, with
or without state permission, by the end of the 1970s, the Portuguese were
leaving the country in increasing numbers (see appendix 5, page 129). 84 In
fact, according to the Contemporary Portuguese Politics and History Research
Centre, between 1950-1988, 188 075 people left Azores legally, 109 584 left
Madeira, and 124 440 left Lisbon. 85

The Government's social, political and economic policies affected the whole
country, and caused massive migration from Portugal in the 1960s. 86 One
Illawarra interviewee discussed how the Government's policy of compulsory
army service influenced his decision to migrate:
I was nineteen and I had been called up (for service) and I went to the
call up, but then in the period I was waiting to be actually put in the
army I rvent to Portugal and crossed over the boarder, illegally and
then went to France, and then to England. 87

However, most of the Illawarra interviewees revealed their motivations for
emigrating lay on a more personal level, which also tie in with the new
theories regarding micro-social factors. 88 These included giving their children
better educational opportunities and a more secure life, and the women cited
family reunion as their main reason. 89 The husband had pre~ ~ded the wife to
achieve a certain economic stability in the receiving country, in this case
Australia, before sending for his wife and children. 90 Therefore, 'a better life'

83

Although this does not appear to be high, Portugal was already in recession, with high
unemployment and deteriorating economic conditions, ibid. p. 203.
84
There were already changes in the productive structure in the 1960s which had previously
created high natural rates of unemployment and chronic underemployment in the agricultural
family craft sectors, thereby giving a growing number of Portuguese men in their prime
working age strong reasons to migrate to improve their lives. Brettell, C. Men Who Migrate,
Women Who Wait: Population and Hist01y in a Portuguese Parish, pp. 10-25.
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86 B aga nh a, op.cit.
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88 Whether they were unsure or unaware of the political or economic policies affecting
migration we can only speculate. However, ibid discu.sses the more personal rea~ons for
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was the main push factor for the men, whereas for the women, family reunion
forced emigration. Illawarra interviewee espoused this when she was asked
why she migrated to Australia:

I wanted to keep an eye on him (pointing to her husband who had
migrated four years before her) and to rejoin my husband in
Australia. 91
When the question was asked if she did not want to come here? Her answer
was 'No, I only came because he was already here. ' 92

Pull Factors:
The Australia Government recognised the importance of push factors, and in
the post-war period changed its policy of immigration and actively promoted
itself to the emigrants of the mother country. As already discussed, in 1947,
Australia was aggressively promoted as a land of four freedoms in a 'Pamphlet
for European Migrants of Various Nationalities'. 93 These four freedoms were
aimed at war-tom emigrants and were offered 'as rays of hope to a troubled
world'. 94

Another important pull factor for the Australian Government was the
campaign of free airfares and assistance to British immigrants who wanted to
settle in Australia, and this was extended in the 1950s to most other European
countries. 95 This factor was especially important to the Portuguese immigrants
who were already barely eking out a living in their homeland.

96

Free

assistance became even more important when the report on Australia's
Immigration Programme for the period 1968 to 1973 showed that the net gain
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from immigration had fallen short of the annual target of 1 per cent of
population in every year since 1956-1957. 97

Convinced of Australia's tremendous capacity for growth and development,
the Immigration Planning Council to the Minister for Immigration, B.M.
Snedden, 98 reaffirmed the need for continuing high rates of immigration. 99
The Council was also aware that there was also a high departure rate amongst
mainly British migrants and stressed the need to compensate the high settler
departures. 100 However, he concluded that in order to reach the target of 1 per

cent:
There should be sustained and expanded effort in the field of
recntitment, increased flexibility of methods, and special measures
implemented of an economic and social character to attract migrants
101
and to hold them once they arrived in Australia.

There was no doubt about the importance that the Council attached to social
factors:
The Committee considered that there was a distinct co-relation
bet¥veen the success of migration programmes and such major social
factors as housing requirements and social service benefits, which
migrants now took into consideration when making immigration
. . 102
d eczswns .

For a detailed discussion on the targets of migration see, Birrell, R. , Hill, D ., & Nevill, J.,
(eds) Populate and Perish? The Stresses ofPopulation Growth in Australia.
98 Snedden, Sir Billy Mackie (1926-1987). He entered the House of Representatives in 1955
as a Liberal member for Bruce. He was appointed Attorney General (1963-66), Minister for
Immigration (1966-69) Minister for Labour and National Service (1969-71), Leader ~f the
House of Representatives (1966-67). In 1971 , he was elected Deputy Leader of the Liberal
Party and was appointed Treasurer. After the Liberal Party lost the election, he became the
Leader of the Opposition. The Australian Encyclopaedia, p . 457. For a detailed history of
Billy Snedden see, Snedden, B. Billy Snedden : an Unlikely Liberal.
99 National Archives of Australia, Bundle number 6717537.
100 See chapter two footnote 68 for information regarding the co~petition betv.:een the
different receiving countries and their quest for workers . For Australia, most of this threat
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Despite the advertisement of social service benefits, this only gave migrants
from Britain equal rights with Australian born citizens. 103

Non-British

migrants did not qualify for all benefits until they became naturalised and
could satisfy certain residential requirements. 104 Therefore, for the Portuguese
immigrants it was important that they found work immediately and had a
sponsor who was able to provide accommodation thus encouraging and uniting
the family, friendship and community networking. 105

Living in Australia pennanently was therefore, an important condition that
non-British migrant mothers had to satisfy before the social services
administration

agreed

to

authorise

maternity

allowances

and

child

endowments. 106 Age and invalid pensions were paid on a need basis for nonBritish migrants. 107 Although unemployment, sickness, and hospital benefits
were available, most new migrants either did not use this or were unaware of
these benefits. This is shown as one of the Illawarra interviewees had a child
who had a disability, which placed undue pressure on the family.
There was the extra burden because my younger son was retarded and
needed extra medication, which cost a lot of money. 108

However, when asked about any help they received, it was not until a year
after arrival in Australia, that a family friend made them aware of Green
Acres, a special school in the Illawarra.1°

9

This appeared to be a nonnal occurrence as all the Illawarra interviewees were
asked if they had sought assistance from any Government departments. Only
one replied that he had to arrange a passport for a family member to migrate to

Department oflmmigration, Australia and Immigration, A review of migration to Australia
especially since World War II, p. 23 .
103
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Australia.

110

Australia had actively promoted these benefits as a pull factor

however, the evidence from the Illawarra interviewees appears to support the
belief that new migrants were unaware of benefits provided by the
Government. 111

Despite this,

in addition to these payments,

the

Commonwealth promoted free compulsory education, and the promise of extra
subsidies to enable parents to send deserving children to universities. 112
However, the pressure felt by the children to help the parents in supplementing
the income after arrival in Australia often meant that a university education
was out of reach. One Illawarra interviewee experienced this:
I applied for university but did not go. I was studying (in Portugal) so I
wanted to keep on doing something, also I going to work during the
day and studying at night and I trying to complete my Bachelor ofArts.
I ended giving it i'f as I did not have enough time with work and family
responsibilities.11

Over the ensuing years all social welfare polices were changed to adapt to the
nations needs. 114

However, this did not appear to help the Illawarra

Portuguese because of the lack of information provided by the Government,
until the Portuguese association filled this important gap .

115

As well as offering social benefits, the Government and big companies also
established housing requirements.

One of these companies, BHP, set up

hostels to house the influx of migrants to fulfil the labour shortage in their
steel production in Victoria and New South Wales.

116

In 1959, in New South

Wales one such hostel erected in the Illawarra in the suburb of Port Kembla
'
housed 400 male occupants. 117 There were other hostels in Berkley,
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11 2 National Archives of Australia, Bundle number, 33/021/116 Part 1, p. 7.
113 Illawarra interviewee 10 question 25.
114 In 1963 the was a new standard rate of pension payable to single persons, this also included
single mothers as well as divorced and in cases of ?ere~vement. Ibid
.
11s The Portuguese Association helps the community with health and legal matters and will be
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116 BHPA, PE032/030, 'Commercial Liaison Officer's Department, Port Kembla' from BHP
Review, Volume 36, No.3, April 1959, p. 10.
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Balgownie and Fairy Meadow, with accommodation for families as well all
'
118
within transport distance of the steelworks.
All of the hostels
accommodated migrants on a short-term basis until the individuals could find
· 119 In t h e 1950s and 1960s, the Housing Commission a
permanent h ousmg.
division of the Government erected 2 300 homes in the Illawarra area bringing
the total number of housing to approximately 92 000 people. 120 During the
late 1960s and 1970s, more houses were erected more south of the steelworks
in the suburbs of W arilla and Barrack Heights to accommodate the workers. 121
These homes were not only rented out to new immigrants there was in place a
system where they were able to purchase the homes. 122 Wage differential
between Portugal and the receiving countries was another pull factor, which
shaped Portuguese emigration. 123 Within Australia, there was a fixed wage
system, which allowed for a basic minimum wage. 124 This endorsed stability
that lacked in Portugal, which had suffered a minus fourteen percent drop in
actual wages during this time. 125
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Australia because of the countries geographical isolation, the Government was
able to promote as the land with freedom from fear. 126 Though paradoxically,
to provide this freedom, the Government believed the more stable the
economy, the more money it had to spend on defence against possible external
aggression.

127

The Government also promoted that freedom of religion was a

right within Australia, and maintained that anyone could worship as they
chose, and that no Church benefited from preferential treatment. 128

Once

again, this was different in Portugal, where the Catholic Church, as already
discussed, was used by the Salazar Government to pacify the population. 129
Finally, freedom of speech was promoted as the common right of all who live
in Australia. 130 All these pull factors were aimed to encourage the emigrant to
come to Australia and also link with the new migration theories connecting the
relationship between macro-social factors like state, corporations and legal
institutions. Although amongst the Illawarra interviewees, there is a lack of
direct evidence that these last two freedoms, that is, religion and freedom of
speech influenced migration it cannot be discounted. As the quotes at the start
of the chapter mention, far more personal and economic, including the
standard of living and the micro-social factors that are family, friendship and
community were the main reasons for the Illawarra Portuguese when they
decided to migrate to Australia.

126 In 1947 the pamphlet also advertised Australia's membership of the British Commonwealth
of Nations and her friendship with the 'Great United States of America' as an encouragement
to the freedom from fear, op.cit.
127 For information regarding the four freedoms discussed here see, National Archives of
Australia, Bundle 33/0211116, Part 1, pp. 1-14.
128

Ibid.

.

F · '-'ormation regardino the way the Catholic Church was used by Salazar see, Monteiro,
or 1n11
o
·
Id ·
· c
N. G., & Costa Pinto, A., 'Cultural Myths and the Portuguese Nat1ona1 entity, m osta
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Pinto, op.cit, p. 215.
130 National Archives of Australia, op.cit.
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Chapter Five
Arrival in Australia
Financial burden and disappointment before success and happiness?

There was really a mania about migration to Australia in the mid-1980s.
Australia was seen as a country where there was plenty of work and the
Government helped you with everything accommodation, everything. There
were a lot ofpeople disappointed when they got here. 1

For all the diversity, there are some features of migrant life, which do
distinguish it, in general, from that of most other Australians. The migrant is
more likely than the average Australian, to be a manual worker in heavy
industry, a miner, or a construction worker. 2 He/she is much more likely to
have experienced war and revolution, much more likely to speak more than
one language, and much more likely to be parted from his/her family. 3 If
he/she is a European, he/she is far less likely to move freely amongst women
and men, far less likely to marry an Australian boy/girl than is an Australian
rnan/women.4 He/she will probably read a foreign language newspaper and
belong to, or have some connection with a club made up of compatriots. 5

This is true of the Portuguese in Eastern Australia, relatively new arrivals who
have been residing in Australia for less than 35 years. 6 Although several came
from the urban areas of Lisbon, Porto and other growing cities, a great number
were originally rural workers in the cork, wine growing and fishing industries
of the Azores and Madeira islands. 7 Though most of the male Illawarra
interviewees were also from a rural background, in Australia they work or
have worked in heavy industry. 8 They begin with nothing, often with few
friends and little understanding of the country in which they live. They all

1

Illawarra Mercury, 16 July 1986.
Jupp, J., Anivals and Departures, pp. 32-37.
3
Ibid.
4
Ibid.
5
Ibid.
6
Ibid.
7 For more information regarding Azores, Madeira and Lisbon see chapter 1.
8 See Appendix 1 for the I!lawarra interviewee's age, sex, work, and education statistics, ect.
2
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have, or have had, Portuguese marriage partners. 9 Those whose children and
grandchildren are married have also followed this trend. 10 They also read the
Portuguese paper and, in one case, have installed a satellite dish to be able to
receive the news and current affairs from Portugal. 11 All the men are members
of or hold director's positions, in the local Portuguese club, and attend on a
regular basis. 12
occasionally. 13

However, unlike the men, the women attend only
The Illawarra interviewees like other migrants, work

extremely hard to pay off housing interest and hire-purchase charges in the
shortest time, so that they can have the things, which Australia promised
them.

14

What then were the experiences of the Portuguese in the Illawarra?

It's a Man's World:
After the Second World War and on arrival in Australia, Portuguese migrant
men had left their wives and family at home on a quest to obtain 'a better
life'. 15 A better life was a common theme amongst emigrants. However, the
Portuguese were the only group who sent their married males first, en mass, to
fulfil this quest. The Italians and Spanish did send some young single males to
begin with, and in the early days of the migration policy the government of
Australia actively sought young single females to balance the male/female
ratio. 16

\Vhen the Portuguese married males arrived in Australia and the

Illawarra, they were under extreme pressure to commence this dream of a
better life so they could be united with the rest of the family. 17 To do this, they
needed employment and to find accommodation where the family could live

9

Ibid.
Ibid.
II Ibid.
12
Ibid.
13
Ibid.
14
Ibid.
15 This answer was a so common response amongst the ten Illawarra interviewees see, quotes
at beginning of Chapter Four.
16 For more information about the Italian migration see, Lampugnani, R., 'Post-war Migration
Policies with Particular Reference to Italian Migration to Australia' in Journal of
Contemporary History, Vol. 14, Number 3, July 1979, and for information about the Spanish
migration see, Garcia-Fernandez, G., op.cit.
17
See Illawarra interviewee 3 question 6.
10
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when it anived.

18

They overcame many problems and, for the first few years,

their life was undoubtedly hard. 19

They had the promise of regular

employment, if not over-worked, as factory operatives20 . They worked at little
above the basic wage and had to save for their family's fares, as well as for
there own relatively frugal needs. 21 Illawarra interviewee number 4 explained
the burden placed on her husband and son who had arrived in the Illawarra
before her and the other children:

My son was working with my husband at the steelworks and
contributed to the paying of the rent and food and my husband sent
money back to Portugal for the children and me. 22
However, before the Portuguese arrived there was concern within the
Australian government that the dependants left in Portugal would also be able
to meet the Australian immigration requirements and that, in due course,
would be able to join the breadwinner. 23 Added to this was a concern that the
dependants might have problems obtaining authority to leave Portugal. 24
Therefore, in 1965, a delegation left Australia to go to Portugal and to make
these inquiries.

The delegation consisted of Mr. P. R. Reydon, Mr. J. E.

Blackie the Consul-General in Madrid 25 and Mr. K. Welbore, the First
Secretary, British Embassy, Lisbon, and they called at the Portuguese Foreign
Office where they met F. Carlos Agusto Fernandes, Assistant Director General

18

Ibid.
As will be discussed, language, isolation, and the strangeness of Australia were obstacles
that they had to overcome.
20 Right up until the 1980s there was plenty of employment throughout BHP.
21 These men lived just above the bread line so most of the wage could be sent back to
Portugal. See for example, Illawarra interviewee 4 question 13.
22
Interviewee 4 question 12
23 An eight page document that sought assurances from . the Portugu~se Goven:ment
concemino the possibility of doing more to help Portuguese nationals who wished to emigrate
to Australfa, National Archives ofAustralia, 'Notes on Meeting at Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Lisbon, 18 May, 1965', Bundle Number 70/95519. National Archives of Australia, Bundle
49/1/3, November 2, 1965 .
24
Ibid, Bundle Number 70/95519.
25 Accordino to a letter on 'Australian Migration Activities in Portugal' stated that Blackie,
who was the Consul-General in Madrid, also administered Portugal concerning migration
matters, National Archives of Australia, Bundle 49/1/3, November 2, 1965.
19
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of Economic and Consular Affairs. 26 In the resultincrb meetincrb• assurances were
given that, although Portugal did not actively encourage family emigration,
authorities \vould not stop dependants from seeking permission to join family
members in Australia. This meeting also discussed a letter sent to Mr. Heyes,
Secretary, Department of Immigration, from Mr. Moodie, Acting First
Assistant Secretary, Division IV. The letter stated that Mr. Armstrong from
the Department of Immigration had rang, relaying the message that Mr.
Blackie was reporting that the British Consul in Lisbon had urged on him
(Blackie) that there should be some new arrangements regarding the increasing
migration work the Consul was expected to do on our behalf. 27 The letter
urged the Australian Government to reimburse the Consulate in Lisbon for the
expense of looking after Australian migration activities or alternately an
Australian }.1igration Officer should be stationed in Lisbon to deal with it. 28

The Australian Government had a policy of family reunion and there was
considerable emphasis placed upon it because, as already discussed, the
government believed only through family migration could the population
figures grow. 29

They offered financial assistance to migrants living in

Australia who were separated from their families by way of $A335 towards
the fare of adults and up to $A360 towards the fare of children.
26

30

This policy

The following additional Portuguese officials also attended: Colonel Antonio Baptista,
President, Board of Emigration; Dr. Francisco Cabrita Matias, Secretary, Board of Emigration;
Dr. Mario Arnaldo da Fonseca Roseira, Vice-President, Higher Council for Social Security
and Housing; Dr. Ismael Silva Santos, Ministry of Corporations, ibid.
27
Ibid.
28 A delegation went to Lisbon in 1966 to discuss migration to Australia and the benefits that
the Australian Government would be paying to anyone arriving in Australia. This meeting
also discussed the number of applications it was receiving from 'guest workers' in other
European countries who wanted to come to Australia. There was a general understanding that
as long as these workers were not under any contract with another country they could apply to
come to Australia. National Archives of Ai1stralia, Bundle number, 1531185 Part 1.
29 The Australian post-war immigration policy always preferred family reunion and family
migration as it believed it was the only way to increase the population, and by having the
whole family here, help prevented the exit out of the country. For more information on postwar migration policy see, Department of Immigration, Australia and Immigration, A review of
Migration to Australia Especially Since World fYar II.
30 Originally, this benefit was only available to British migrants however; by the early 1950s,
this was extended to the Netherlands and Italian emigrants and finally by the 1960s extended
to all Europeans.
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also was mentioned when the delegation went to Portugal.

It stated that

assistance for Portuguese migrants would be about 71 pounds and would be
offered to workers and adult members of their families. 31 Added to this were
proportionate payments for dependants, according to the rates charged for their
passage costs to Australia. 32 The Illawarra interviewees who brought family
members to Australia stated that they each had to contribute $A25 towards the
fare to bring the family out to Australia. 33 However, the male migrant living
in Australia was responsible for all other expenses for the family reunion. 34 In
most cases, there was a period of two to four years before the rest of the family
could come to Australia. 35 Illawarra interviewee number 4 stressed this when
she stated:

I was assisted by the Government who paid for my aitfare and also the
children's however my husband (who was already in the Illawarra) had
to pay for all the other expenses including the airfare from Madeira to
the mainland for the flight over here. This included $25 for the paper
'tVork to be completed and for all the medical tests. My husband at the
time was earning $80 fortnight, however it had to be paid as a
deposit. 36
Unlike most Southern European migrants, Portuguese migrants were
sponsored and not assisted. 37 This meant that there was no guaranteed work,
and accommodation on arrival in Australia.

Nevertheless, unlike other

migrants who were assisted by the Government the Portuguese migrants did
not have sign a work contract to stay in Australia for two years in employment
organised by the governments (see appendix 7-8, pages 133-34).
31

38

Despite

National Archives ofAustralia, Bundle number 1531/85, Part 1, p. 2.
Ibid.
33 It must be remembered that most of the lllawarra interviewees arrived in Australia after the
introduction of dollars and cents.
3 ~ Other expenses included the payment of the airfare from the islands to the mainland,
accommodation while waiting to leave Portugal, cost of luggage and general upkeep expenses.
One Illawarra interviewee's youngest child required extra medication and this had to be
f:urchased before the flight. Illawarra interviewee 4 question 10.
' Illawarra interviewees 4, 9 question 10.
36 Illawarra interviewee 4 question 10.
37 National Archives of Australia, Bundle number 1531/85, Part 1, p. 2.
38 As already discussed, Government sponsored migrants had to sign a contract to work for
two years in whatever industiy the Government decided the appendix 7 & 8 are a copy of the
work contract and the work histoiy of these employees.
32
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this lack of guarantee of job security, there was plenty of work available in
Australia. However, to survive, they had to find this employment quickly, and
arrange accommodation for themselves. 39 When the question was asked 'who
found you work and accommodation on arrival in Australia?' the answer was
always that it was the migrant's sponsor. However, the migrants could not
start work immediately as they had to go through an interview process and
medical testing, which in some cases meant they could not start work for a
month. 40

Employment:
Despite the delay, most of the Portuguese immigrants in the Illawarra found
work at BHP steelworks or at one of its subsidiaries (see appendix 1, page
125).

41

Indeed most of the post-war migrants who arrived in New South

Wales travelled to the Illawarra to obtain work at the Port Kembla Steel
\Vorks. 42 For instance, from less than 200 in September 1949, the number of
NES migrants employed at Port Kembla steel works had risen to
approximately 1 700 at the end of 1952. During the same period the total
number of employees at the steel works increased from approximately 3 800 to
more than 7 000. 43 Neville Wills, manager of BHP's Commercial Research
Department, discussed this dramatic post-war migration increase of the
workplace and the benefits that BHP received:
Until migrants began to arrive in Australia in substantial numbers
after 1948, it had proved almost impossible to build ip an adequate
39

In some cases, the new male migrants stayed with the sponsor and his/her family until they
could find accommodation. Another reason given was to save money to bring the rest of the
family out here, and it was cheaper to rent a room than a whole flat or house. It must also be
remembered that Portuguese migrants came with no furniture and had to start from the
beginning, Illawarra interviewee 3 question 11.
40 If the Government sponsored migrants, they were given jobs the day after arrival in
Australia. BHP was one of the main companies who offered these jobs as part of the
Migration Office Job Contracts. Job contracts normally lasted for two years and ifthe migrant
broke that contract the migrant could be deported and made pay for the expenses incurred by
the Government by bringing the migrant to Australia.
41
See male interviewee in appendix 1.
42 Broken Hill Propriety Limited (BHP) took over the company in the early eighties when the
steel industry in Australia started a major downturn in production
43 Hagan, J., & Wells, A., A Hist01y of Wollongong, p. 70.
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labour force at the steelworks. The existence ofso many unfilled jobs,
generally, fitted in satisfactorily with the Commonwealth's migration
programme so that it has been a relatively easy matter for them and
kindred industries to absorb a large number ofNew Australians. 44
By 1961, employment at BHP Port Kembla had risen to 15 000, and more than
4-

60 percent were overseas born. ' By 1971, employment had peaked at 20 000,
employing more than 44 percent of the total Illawarra workforce. After this
time however, there was a commencement of massive downsizing. 46 This was
because of new and better technological changes. Consequently, this resulted
in massive unemployment throughout the 1980s. 47

However, directly after the Second World War, and before this downturn there
was plenty of employment at BHP. Migration into the Illawarra had always
been closely linked to the steel industry and its continuous need for unskilled
labour. Most of the post-war migrants began their life in the Illawarra as
labourers at BHP. 48 As we have seen, the migrants workers at BHP made up
nearly half of the front-line 'factory fodder' workforce. 49 Factory Fodder was
the tag given to these workers by Labor Opposition Leader, Whitlam in
1979. 50 The belief of the migrant worker b ,~;nf1 factory fodder stemmed from a
dispute in 1948 at Port Kembla, between the FIA and BHP management, a
solution was reached which included an undertaking:

To employ displaced persons on jobs least attractive to Australian
workers and to take advantage of the availability of displaced persons
to effect desired transfers ofAustralian workers wherever possible and
to give them the benefit of 'picking' wherever practicable.51

44

Quoted in Australian Institute of Political Science, Australian and the Migrant, p. 105.
Ibid, p. 209.
46
Ibid, p.71.
47 According to Robert Castle in Hagan & Wells op.cit, this was because the BOS section of
the BHP required only 600 workers to produce more steel than the 1 600 required before
technological change, pp. 74-75.
48
Ibid.
49
Ibid.
so Quoted in Sunday Herald, 23 January 1979.
s1 A. Calwell to E. Thornton quoted, in: A. Markus, Labour and Immigration, Post-war
Reconstruction Seminar Canberra: ANU 1982.
45
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Although displaced persons were the earlier non-British immigrants by 1947,
Southern European migrants had replaced these people in the hunt for work
and better working and living conditions than available in their home
country.

52

These conditions were to the benefit of the 'Australian worker'.

This was further emphasised in 1958, when Arthur Monk, Secretary of the
ACTU, stated that:
The introduction of the migrant worker at the bottom of the ladder
often meant promotion or upgrading for Australian workers and
relieved them of the necessity to seek employment in remote areas or of
an arduous character. 53

Thus, the status quo meant the Australian worker did not have to compete with
the migrant for work, and was always above the migrant in terms of social
standing.

However, the migrants did not mind this 'tag' as long as they had the chance
to earn a decent wage, own a home, and see a future for their children. Mr.
Gemrnn Mancilla, a Italian migrant worker, endorsed this claim when asked
whether he felt like the 'factory fodder' name tag, and he replied 'in some
ways, yes but I think if somebody wants to work hard in this country he will
succeed. There are chances here for factory people. ' 54 Illawarra interviewee 3
could not have put it more clearly when he stated:
I wanted to be able to earn money, to own my home, to give a better
55
life to my children and to be able to let them settle.

Illawarra .interviewee number 8 put even greater stress on this point when he
stated:
(I wanted to) Make a better life that is first of all a better life
because in Portugal, it i.-vas very poor and we look for a better

52

As already mentioned in Chapter 2, when the govenunent could not fill the immigration
quota with British born migrants it sought displaced persons who were allies of Britain in the
Second World War.
53
Quoted in Mistaken Identity, p. 54.
54
Quoted in Sunday Herald, 23 January 1979.
55 Interviewee number 3, question 24 .
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life for the future for kids because they would have a better
life. 56
The heavy demands of establishing and furnishing a house, of sending money
back to families, and bringing relatives out, made even a well-paid manual job
less attractive than the official Immigration Department propaganda portrayed
it.

57

This led many men to take on two jobs to receive more wages because

they were trying to raise airfares to bring out their families to Australia. 58
Weekend or contract work was probably more widespread among migrants
than among Australians. 59 This, however, is not evident amongst the Illawarra
Portuguese, who normally worked at BHP in a seven day, rotating three-shift
basis.60 The way the Illawarra interviewees gained the extra money was to
work extra shifts which meant working sixteen hours straight through, with an
eight hour break before going into another sixteen-hour shift. 61 However, the
financial attraction of hard and dangerous jobs, especially multiple jobs
exposed the migrant to the risks of work fatigue and industrial injury. One
Illawarra interviewee touched upon one such incident:

My sister and her husband came to Australia and the lllawarra
however they went back home after my brother-in-law had a bad
accident at the steelworks because they could not cope. 62

56

Interviewee 8 question 27.
The pamphlet regarding the 'four freedoms' that was discussed in the previous chapter
extolled the benefits of employments and available housing to potential immigrants. However,
in reality this was not always the case, National Archives ofAustralia, Bundle 33/0211116 Part
57

1.
53

In Portugal, this was a common practice, along with the wives working or doing domestic
work to earn extra money or goods for the home. In Australia, either the men took two jobs or
the wives went out to work however, amongst the Illawarra interviewees none of the wives
worked after arrival in Australia.
59 If the men did do this type of work, it was normally not registered as they received 'cash in
hand'.
60 The shifts the men worked entailed them doing 7 days, 4 days off, 7 nights, 2 days off, 7
afternoons, 1 day off. An overtime shift could mean working on your days off, or working a
straight 16 hour shift which could include working night and day shift straight through. The
men received 23 hours pay for a 16-hour shift so if they worked 2 of these a week it was equal
to receiving over 2 weeks pay before tax . For more information regarding the shift work,
.
.
hours required and annual leave and sick days see, BHPA, W002/08.8/011.
61 This was common amongst all migrants who worked the extra shifts to achieve a better hfe,
which was the catch-cry of the new Australians coming into their receiving country.
Sherington, G., Australian's Immigrants, p. 155.
62 Illawarra interviewee 4, question 26.
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Despite this, many migrants were determined to climb up from the bottom. 63
That is why they crune to Australia, and why they succeeded. 64

The

Portuguese in the Illawarra were no different. Unfortunately, to do this they
received very little help from the Government, which had encouraged them to
come. The received even less from major employers who relied on their heavy
labour.

As was to be expected, the status of many migrant jobs was low, especially
among the Southern Europeans. 65 Many of these migrants were trapped in low
socio-economic jobs with no prospect of advancement, and believed that they
paid any debt they had owed to society. 66 They believed that they would never
enjoy the same social prestige, as they would have if they had an Anglo:Australian background. 67 In 1965, the Rev. J. Kourtessis touched upon this
feeling in context of the Greek migration, when he stated 'Greek migrants
wish to become full citizens of their new land, and not simply labourers' .68
The low socio-economic jobs, or 'dirty' occupations, notably those in textile
and clothing, metals refining and fabrication, transport equipment and
household appliance industries, employed mainly Southern Europeans. 69
Noise, dirt, fumes, sometimes physically exhausting and dangerous work,
often performed on old or outdated machinery, characterised large segments of
the factories. 70 The work performed by the Portuguese in the Port Kembla
.

Steelworks was no exception.

71

63

Sherington, op.cit.
Ibid.
65 See section ahead regarding unionism, which presents the unions' view on migrant labour.
Unfortunately this was a common view amongst the non-migrant workforce.
66 The mi aran~s felt that they owed a debt not only for the cost of the airfare over here but to
the receivfng country for Jetting them emigrate, Sherington, op.cit, pp. 136-140.
67
Ibid.
68
Quoted in Jupp, op.cit, p. 45.
69
Sherington, op.cit, p. 150.
70
Ibid.
7t This is noted because of the occupation of the males of the Illawarra interviewees, most of
whom worked in, or had worked for BHP.
64
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In addition, there was a typically a vast social and communication gulf
between the predominantly Anglo, English-speaking supervisory elite and the
often non-English speaking blue-collar workforce at the bottom. 72

One

Illa\varra interviewee touched on the problem associated with not
understanding the language when he stated:

Well with employment, you may be able to find a job with a
Portuguese orientated company, but still ifyou do not know the
language, especially if you are a young person, work is not
sufficient to give you a proper path in life that you can enjoy.
You need the language to stimulate properly and if you just
start working without mastering the language, you will never be
part of it. 73

This was a real problem throughout BHP not only at Port Kembla but also in
other industries employing NES migrants. 74

In 1950, a letter sent to the

works' secretary from the assistant manage at BHP Port Kembla, requested an
urgent need for an 'efficient interpreter' to be allocated as they had many
inquiries about pay dockets, and these requests had to be referred to the
employment officer. 75 However, in spite of this letter, not much was done to
bridge

the

enormous social

and

communication gulf between

the

predominantly migrant workers and the Australian or British staff. 76

Though BHP continues to be a large employer of Portuguese-born workers,
other Portuguese started their own business, mainly in the construction
industry. 77 These industries started their own migration boom in the 1980s

72

Ibid.
I!lawarra interviewee 10 question 54.
74 There are several cases of men being stood down over communication problems with
management see, BHPA, W002/089/002, 30 June 1950.
.
.
75 This particular letter was considered so important and urgent that 1t was copied to another
ten manaoers in BHP at the time. BHPA, W002/089/002, 14 February 1950.
76 As dis~ussed the migrant worker started at the bottom of the ladder as far as work place
relations was concerned.
1 7 Most of the men worked for a time in Wide Form Constructions at Unanderra. For a list of
the Portuguese-owned business in the Illawarra see, www.consulportugalsydney.org_Jill
73

74

when many Portuguese migrants came out to start work. 78

One Illawarra

interviewee commented that:

We looked to the community for our employees but in 1987-88 due to a
big boom we had during that time, we found it difficult to find proper
building workers because you have to realise this is a very hard job,
and people work in this while they are young. 19
However, unlike their earlier compatriots, these new migrants were more
educated, and were able to afford their own passage to Australia. In addition,
many had already worked on a contract basis in other countries, particularly in
France, Sweden and the Middle East. 80 When the boom ended, about a third
of the tradesmen, around 150 in all, returned to. Portugal, although many
remained and retained their jobs in the building and construction industry,
especially in the Illawarra. 81

Unions:
Unions were another 'first' for the migrants arriving in Australia. 82 Australia
has a history and tradition of militant trade unionism and had often been a
world trendsetter in the improvement of working conditions, such as the eighthour day. 83 Just under half of Australia's workers belong to a trade union.
Although declining, this remains significantly higher than most countries. 84 In
1982, NES migrants had a significantly higher rate of trade union membership
(60%) than English-speaking migrants, who had a similar rate of union
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Ibid.
Illawarra interviewee 6 question 12.
80
Baganha, op.cit, p.199.
81
ibid, p. 203.
82 For more information regarding the Australian unions see, Mathews, P., & Ford, B. (eds),
Australian Trade Unions; Their Development, Structure and Horizons, and Ford, B., &
Plowman, D. (eds), Australian unions: An Industrial Relations Perspective.
83 The 'Eight Hour Day' was enacted on 30 October 1947 by the Common:ve~lth Arbitr~tion
Court it went on to say, 'we in Australia are well fed, well clothed, and enJoymg a relatively
high ~tandard of living, higher from the worker's point of view because there are no
unemployed, and his fears of unemployment are less than ever before', Commonwealth
Arbitration Reports, 1947, Volume 59, Part 111, pp. 590, 592-5.
84
Martin, J., The Migrant Presence, p. 191 .
79
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membership to that of Australian-born workers (48%). 85 However, it must be
remembered that in most cases, migrants were not allowed to work unless they
were members of the union. 86

In fact, most migrants did not understand

unionism and how it worked.

Some migrants believed the union was an

extension of the employer and did not understand the benefits they were
entitled to. A young Yugoslav woman spoke for many about the problems
associated in trying to understand unionism when she stated:
Some of them don 't know what the union is. If they do, the women here
thought if they say anything, the union will fire them. And mostly
nobody asked them, because they though they won 't help them, so
what's the use. 87

Added to this is the fact that migrants worked in a blue-collar work force that
required union membership, whereas in white-collar employment union
membership is often an option. 88 If the combined factory work and unionism
was strange to migrants, it was compounded by the difficulties associated with
the language barrier. A young Greek who came to Australia in the mid -1960s
explained some of the problems of unionism and language in the workplace:
To me, the worst problem is the language, the communication barrier.
I can see it in the place I work. Usually the shop delegate is an
Australian or a migrant who speaks good English, born here or came
very young.
So, he's talking there, explaining. People might
understand but they never talk, the Yugoslavs, Greeks, Italians, ... they
do care, they have ideas, but as they cannot express themselves clearly,
they don 't want to talk. 89

This type of comment can be traced back to the union's formation, where
Australian trade unions have often been suspicious of, and opposed to,
immigration. 90 Migrant workers were seen as a threat to the living standards
of Australian workers. 91

Despite this, in the post war decades, when the
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Victorian Ethnic Affairs Conunission, Migrants and the wor/...force:2. Participation in
Trade Unions, August 1983, p. 10.
86
Ibid, pp. 192-195.
.
.
87 Hurwitz, H., 'Factory Women', in Bordow, A., (ed), A Worker zn Australza, p. 241.
88 M artm,
· op.cit.
·
89
Lowenstein & Law, op.cit, p. 127.
90M
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immigration program drew on NES migrants from a diverse range of countries
to fill the gaps in immigration targets, the ACTU was generally supportive.92
However, the attitudes of individual trade unions have often been more hostile
to immigration than the ACTU. 93 In fact, as far back as 1949, at a meeting
regarding the placement of migrant workers, Mr. Marsh from the Department
of Labour and National Service stated:

In discussion with the Ironworker's Association, its representatives had
drawn attention to the danger of causing unemployment amongst
Australians by the introduction of displaced persons into the iron and
steel indust1y. 94
This attitude was particularly relevant in the extremely strong union movement
throughout the Illawarra. In 1949, the boilermakers' union based in Sydney,
addressing all employers stated: 'no migrant boilermaker is to be allowed to
start work until o.k'd by the Sydney branch'. 95 This was not unusual, and the
unions only accepted migrants if they fully endorsed the union's policies. The
normally British/Australian management believed that the migrants quickly
accepted the status quo as revealed in another letter of the same year when Mr.
Schofield of the Illawarra local \Vater Board stated:

The Unionists had no complaints to make of these men (migrants) as
they were very strict unionists, rapidly learning all conditions of the
mvard and made claims for any concessions they believe they are
entitled to. 96
As already discussed, this was not always the case. However, by the middle of
the 1950s the unions quickly realised the potential of the migrants as important
union members in the declining numbers among the 'rank and file' .
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The FIA

91

This support wavered whenever living standards and jobs were threatened . Normally this
occ urred in periods of rt:c ession, suc h as the 1952-3 , 1957, 1661-2, and 1974-5 . Quinlan, M .
' U ni0:--.s and Imrn i2:rants: The Pos t Second World \Var Experi ence', in Ford, B. and Plowman,
D. (eds) Australia;; Unions: An Industrial Relations Perspective, pp . 24-35 .
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Ib id.
94 BHPA, W002/089/001 , Displaced persons, notes of Discussion with Mr. R. Marsh,
Department of Labour and National Services, on the 11 June 1949, dated 14 June 1949.
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was the union that most of the new migrant workers joined when employed by
BHP at Port Kembla.

98

The FIA had made a special effort to look after the

interests of its increasing migrant membership in the steel towns of both Port
Kembla and Newcastle.
activities.

100

99

New migrants were encouraged to take part in union

Most branches formed 'new Australian' groups, where migrants

put forward their ideas and grievances at group meetings. 101

The next

important step in the union's recognition of its migrant members was the
appointment of Lou Censky, a Czech with a working knowledge of several
European languages. Censky was appointed new Australian organiser by the
national office in 1955 and he later became migrant welfare officer at Port
Kembla.

102

Another migrant who achieved a higher position was Italian-born

F. Lelli.

103

In 1970, he became the assistant secretary of the Port Kembla-

\Vollongong branch of the FIA and was elected secretary in 1972. 104 Sixty
percent of union members in his branch were overseas-born, consisting of 'the
highest migrant membership of any union in Australia'. 105 Lelli applied for
this position in the hope of doing 'something constructive towards solving the
problems faced by newcomers to Australia'. 106

This acceptance of new

Australians in position of authority was a major step in the Union's
organization. 107 Not only did it mean that a non-Australian/British represented
the New Australian groups, but they also organised social events and gave
advice on legal and immigration matters.

108
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Branch and national officers also worked hard to promote migrant interests
with the union as a platform to air their grievances. 109 The next important
development in this process was the introduction of a multi-language booklet,
first published in 1951 and distributed to new Australians by BHP. 110 The
booklet explained the different working conditions, hours of work, different
shifts, safety requirements, clock card and time sheets. 111 This was a major
step in the recognition of the new Australian's requirements. Then in the late
1970s, the unions' own publication 'Port Kembla Ironworker' commenced
printing articles in different languages to cater for their members. 112

However, the union was not without its critics. In 1983 a study of 400 migrant
women workers in the Illawarra region commented:

Our union fees are taken out of our pay. We don't even know how
much is taken out. I have been a member for four years but I have
never had a union leaflet or anything only a union card. We want the
union to give us information on award rates in our own language so we
can understand what we should be paid. IlJ
This was symptomatic of the lack of understanding experienced by many of
the migrants, who had to be in a union, but did not understand the reasons
why.
Throughout BHP the same problems occurred. The booklet already mentioned
was designed to inform new NES workers their duties; however, it did not

Ibid.
The first of these booklets was printed in 1950. It was in originally in two languages:
Enolish and German, however, it was developed in 1956, to cover four languages: German,
Gr;ek, Italian, and English. More languages were added as different nationalities arrived in
Australia, BHPA, W002/089/001, Copy of booklet-Australian Iron & Steel, Produced for
immigrants introducing them to the works BHPA, PE032/027, The BHP Review, 'Pars from
Port Kembla-Safety Booklet is in Four Languages', August, 1956, p. 30.
111 Ibid.
112 for information regarding this publication see, Port Kembla Ironworker, various
publications.
l IJ Nord, S., Migrant Women Workers-These Are Your Rights, South Coats Labour Council,
Wollongong, 1984, pp . 45-46.
109
110
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explain their entitlements.

114

An example of the lack of information was in

1955, when a migrant employee developed appendicitis and required an
operation.

115

After being absent from work for two weeks, an interpreter was

sent to his home to enquire where the worker was. 116 The employee was
unaware that he had to inform the employer of his absence, and that he was
entitled to sick leave.

117

In another case, during 1950, a man had to enrol in

Further Education to update his qu.alifications. 118 This had to be done on a
certain day and he was not able to explain his intentions to the AngloAustralian supervisor.

119

When he returned to work, he was sacked. In this

case, the union and an interpreter were called in, and the man was
reinstated.

120

In BHP's archives, there were many other cases where the result

was not in the workers' best interests.

These two cases reveal some of the problems NES migrant workers had to deal
with every day. It was only after the company and the unions recognised the
problems that any attempt was made to rectify the information concerning
working entitlements. In fact, the lack of understanding and the realisation
that the booklet did not cover entitlements caused an urgent letter to be sent in
1950 to the Work's Manager asking a supplement to be added to the booklet
setting out the 'precise requirements in relation to sick pay' .121 By the late
1960s, these problems had been rectified for most of the Illawarra's migrant
workers including the Portuguese who were working at BHP. In addition,
because the Illawarra Portuguese found employment with family members

114

BHPA, W002/089/001, Copy of booklet-Australian Iron & Steel, Produced for immigrants
introducing them to the works.
115 BHPA, W002/089/ 002, Memo G. McKeith re: - (anon)-Labourer-Stand Mill, New
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who had been in Australia longer, they had a person who was able to translate
for them.

Housing:
Housing shortages started to develop as migration rates increased. Australia
held out the promise of a detached suburban house, owned by the occupier. 122
At this time neither Britain, Scandinavia, Holland nor Germany could offer
anything comparable, which was a huge incentive to migrants. As was stated
earlier, the arriving migrant had a limited number of choices. If they were
assisted, they had housing supplied for them by the Government or company
to whom they were contracted. 123
sponsored,

so

accommodation

The Portuguese migrant, however, was
was

dependent

upon

the

sponsor. 124

Nevertheless, as Australia is a country where three-quarter of all housing is
owner-occupied, and where Government housing counts for less than 4% of
the

total

available,

the new

arrival

had trouble obtaining suitable

accommodation. 125 The Portuguese migrants in the Illawarra either went to
their relatives, or friends, or ended up in rooming houses or furnished flats.

126

Many migrants, not just the Portuguese, stayed in cramped living
127
..
A Greek migrant, Angela Assimakopoulos, made a
con d1ttons.
representative comment when she described her living conditions in 1954: 'we
lived in a house with three other families and within just over a year we had
two babies'. 128 Illawarra interviewee 3 further endorsed this by stating:

... Me and my eldest son stayed with the people who sponsored me from
1969 to 1971 ... when I was able to bring my wife and three children
129
out from Portugal and find a house for them to live in.

122

National Archives Australia, Bundle 33/021/116, Part 1, P· 7.
See earlier chapter for details regarding sponsored and assisted migration. .
12 4 It was a condition of entry into Australia that the sponsor had to supply housing for the new
migrant, see National Archives ofAustralia, Bundle 70/95519, p. 2.
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.
. p. 151 .
- Sh enngton,
op.cit,
.
126 See for example, Illawarra intervie\vees 3, 6, 7, 8, 10 question 22.
127
Sherington, op.cit.
128 'Illawarra all For One', Jllawarra Mercury, Tuesday, November 26 1996, p. 5.
129
Interviewee number 3, question 13-15.
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The task of the new arrival included achievement of home ownership. Indeed
homeownership amongst NES migrants is higher than amongst the Australianbom.

130

However, this often meant the sacrifice of income otherwise needed
~
1or
consumpt'10n goo d s. 131 The fiIrst year was nearly always one of anxiety and

. 13"- Th e only way to secure a house quickly was to use all members
f rustrat1on.
of the family to make money, to share rooms with relatives, take two jobs, and
give up a normal life altogether for two years or so. 133 The migrant was at the
end of the queue when it came to raising money for a house. 134 They had little
security of offer. Yet, despite this, all the Illawarra interviewees stated that
they owned their own house, with most of them still living in the original
house purchased after arrival in Australia. 135

Family Life:
Most Portuguese migrants wished to establish their families in Australia. They
had come too far simply to be temporary residents as they were under the
guest worker system they were used to throughout Southern Europe. 136
Australian immigration has always been directed towards bringing out entire
families. 137 Although this places a burden on Australian resources, it makes it
much more difficult for the migrant to return to his home country. 138

A

family, that has purchased a house and sent its children to Australian schools,
is well on the way to permanence. 139 However, there are four major problems
facing migrants in building a satisfactory family life in Australia. One is to
marry, the second to find somewhere to live, the third to strike a balance

13

°

Collins states that in 1976, NES migrants contributed to more than two-thirds of home
ownership (68%) of householders in Australia owned or were purchasing their dwelling-the
hiahest rate in the industrialised world, Collins, op.cit, pp . 169-71
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Pinto, op.cit, pp. 194-196.
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between Australian and European attitudes to child rearing, and the last to
cope with the problem of the elderly. 140 The first problem did not affect the
Illawarra Portuguese as the men were already married before arriving in
Australia.

However, the first hurdle the family had to overcome was the

isolation and loneliness, especially for the women.

Isolation and loneliness:
Isolation and loneliness were major factors for Portuguese migrants on arrival
in Australia, particularly for the women. 141

Upon arrival, many migrant

families were placed in hostels and camps, which consisted of different
nationalities that often could not communicate with each other and this
'
142
compounded their isolation.
However, in this respect the Illawarra
Portuguese were luckier as they were sponsored though a member of their
family, or by a close friend, and therefore able to overcome most of these
problems.

143

The dependence on other Portuguese was a salvation and

stability that gave the women and, to a lesser extent the men, a social life and
easier access to the different cultures experienced in Australia.

144

One

Illawarra interviewee expressed this:

It was I felt like a fish out of water because I suppose I came
from a ve1y high environment even more stable I suppose
because me being an university student and I came here I felt
lonely and the only thing that maintained me was my family. I
missed my friends and missed the culture I was used to living in
and talking and expressing the same feelings and in a sense I

Ibid.
However for the women this was not an unusual occurrence. Throughout the centuries
women had been left behind while the men emigrated, the difference in Australia was that the
women eventually went with their husbands and experienced a different kind of isolation: the
fact of being in a country without the support of the extensive family network. Although the
Portuguese migration was a family chain migration scheme, the village they came from was
'all family' and every one knew every one else and had married within the village so that
strengthened the family structure. By coming to Australia, this 'family' of centuries was
broken. For more information regarding Portuguese migration and the problems associated
with this see, Brettell, C., Men Who Migrate Women Who Wait: Population and Hist01y in a
Portuguese Parish.
14
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143
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144
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was dumped and I
uncomfortable. 145

was

not so

much

happy

but

The important sense of community that developed is still relevant because of
the number of Portuguese who still live in the same suburbs that they moved
too on arrival in Australia and the Illawarra, thus maintaining stability. 146

However, stability and cultural aspects of the women's lives were different in
Australia. Unlike Portugal, when the men immigrated to Southern European
countries as guest workers, and the women took control of the family, in
Australia this was not the case. The women stayed at home and had with very
little contact with the outside the Portuguese community. 147 Brettell makes the
comment in Portugal that there were generations of men who left their wives
and children at home while they emigrated looking for work, which made the
women become very resourceful. 148 They went to work to earn an income to
supplement the money the husbands sent to them, and farmed the small plot of
land that fed the family. They also established an important support network
amongst other women in the same situation. 149 Women in Portugal also have a
certain amount of autonomy because they are property owners in their own
right, and they generally established an independent household after marriage
rather than become members of a shared kin group. 150 Some of these women
whose husbands had migrated wore black as if they were in mourning and
eventually earned the epithet of 'veuvas do vivos', widows of the living,
waiting for the day when their husbands would return from the Southern
•

European countries.
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See lllawarra interviewee 10 number 36.
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In Australia, however, they were not able to become independent. Their life
became more regulated as their husbands left to go to work and children went
to school, while the women stayed at home. 152 Despite the limited contact
with other Portuguese, there was still isolation and loneliness experienced by
the women because they had lost a sense of direction and culture in
Australia.

153

One Illawarra interviewee expresses this, even after thirty years

in Australia, when she stated 'I do not normally leave the house' . 154 This
woman did not have any relatives living in Australia, and a family friend had
sponsored her husband. 155 She was forced to migrate 'to follow her husband'.
Nevertheless, she stated that she would go to back to Portugal 'only for a
holiday' . 156 Despite the isolation and loneliness, she adapted to Australia and
her four children are all married to Portuguese/Australians, so she has come to
consider this region as her home. 157

Language:
The language barrier was another enormous problem and the most
compounded one of all for the new immigrant. 158 Without language, humans
lose all means of contact and feelings of isolation and loneliness are
intensified.159 Amongst the Illawarra interviewees, the males learnt English
through their work friends and sponsors.

The women however, learned

English through the television, which intensified the loneliness for them.

160

Two of the male interviewees had some knowledge of English before arrival in
Australia, with another two interviewees still unable to communicate
t er present .161
. h out an mterpre
.
comfortab ly wit
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Nevertheless, even after thirty years in Australia, in most cases language could
still pose a problem. This was evident in the case of the Portuguese sample as
some of the Portuguese migrants had to use another person to translate for
them, especially for legal matters. 162 Often the migrants' children were used
for this job.

163

As a result, the children are usually caught between a world to

which they rapidly adapt, but which remains curious and strange, and a family
situation crippled by linguistic deficiencies, cultural pride and, in the case of
school, confusing administration. 164

In these cases, the roles are often

reversed, for the child now plays a role akin to the parent, while the parent
must act more like a child. 165 These role reversals cause grief and anxiety
among members the family. 166 The child feels resentment that he/she must
attend with the parent, and the parent feels inadequate because of their forced
dependence on their child to converse with people in authority. 167 Illawarra
interviewee 4 touched on this problem when she stated:
When I needed to see doctors my children came with me, however at
the doctors I went to there was a young secretary who was Portuguese
168
and she translated for me. I avoided seeing any one else.

In fact, it was stressed in the interview that she made sure she saw the
secretary each time she went to the surgery.

Not only was it hard for the parents to cope with the different language; the
children also had to go into a school system that did not cater for migrants with
different languages. Interviewee number 5 explained the problems she had at
school with the language:
Jn the school system, you had to blend in with the others (students) but
the worse part of it was the barrier of the language but it was like
everything; the first few months were the hardest and once I
162

See Illawarra interviewees 3, 4, 8 & 9.
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164
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understood, and what I did not understand some of the other girls
translated for me and then I blended in.169
For children, blending in was the most important aspect in this new foreign
environment.

170

To be seen to be different in the school system was the

hardest to overcome.

171

During the day, the children went to a public school

system that catered for Australian children and, although the Government was
encouraging migrants to come to Australia, it did not change the system of
education to provide for this influx of population.

Most of the migrant

children went to free English language classes arranged by the Government. 172
This required the development of teacher training, and in 1970, P. Lynch, the
new Minister for Immigration, announced that funds were to be provided to
inaugurate a programme of child migrant education in government and
independent schools. The funds were to cover:

The salary costs of teachers employed to teach migrant children in
special classes and the necessary supervisory staff; special training
courses for teachers in the method of teaching English as a foreign
language laboratory type for special classes; and the provision of
. ble teach.mg an d learnzng
. matena
. ls. 173
suzta
Unfortunately, in the Illawarra, these classes were held at night, which
deprived the children of a social-life and extended the hours of face-to-face
teaching compared with English-speaking children. An Illawarra interviewee
5 explained:

English classes, which consisted of me going to the classes at night and
during the day I went to the normal classes at Port Kembla high
school. 174
Despite children having trouble with the new language, they learned quickly.
The Illawarra interviewee 5, who was a child when she arrived, said she would

169
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'like to know English better, (but) not to go to school (to learn it)'. 175
However, this was in contrast the other older adults interviewed who had
difficulties with the English language.

When these Illawarra interviewees

were asked whether they wanted to improve their understanding of the English
language, the answer amongst the men varied from 'no', and 'maybe'. 176 The
women said 'no'; the reason given for this answer was always 'why?' and one
said 'it was too late now'. 177

Nevertheless, with the changing policy of multiculturalism, a new trend has
developed were the language of the mother country is taught to children.
However, 'special classes' set up to develop and maintain fluency in the
language of the country of origin and knowledge of its culture, also have the
effect of segregating children on a cultural basis. 178 Attendance at such classes
has been criticised because of the added strain it puts on migrant children,
taking up time needed for doing homework, and hindering normal schooling
and their social life. 179

However, there are positive aspects in this reversal regarding the knowledge of
a foreign language. An article published in the Illawarra Mercury in 1996,
entitled 'Maintaining Mother Tongues' states, 'it is not just a question of
understanding their grandparents it is the case of being bilingual' . 18° For these
children the familiarity of a foreign language benefited them in the quest to
obtain jobs in the ever-incre.asing tight job market and the growing hospitality
industry. 181

The Government is keen for these children to extend their

language ability into higher education, and is allocating funds for teachers to
learn a second language and therefore extending foreign language subjects into

175
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the school system.

182

This is a complete turnaround from the earlier

experiences of migrant school children, where their speaking a different
language was seen as a way of them not blending into Australian society. 183

Education and Children:
All the Illawarra Portuguese migrants expressed good education for the
children as one of the most important desires in coming to Australia. 184 This
high value of education was more important because many did not have the
advantage of prolonged schooling. 185 In Portugal, as discussed, education was
not compulsory, especially in the islands. 186 On the mainland, four to five
years of education was usually the maximum achieved, and if a further
education was desired, the cost meant that this was usually unattainable. 187
Illawarra interviewee 5 expressed her disappointment at this:
I could not attend a higher education because by that time my father
had already emigrated to Australia and to become a high school
teacher, which is what I wanted to do, required me to go to another
188
town and I was not allowed to go by myself.

Three of the Illawarra interviewees had extended education, with one going to
university. 189 Five of the Illawarra interviewees had no formal education and,
of these, two admitted to being illiterate in both their own language and
English. 190 Therefore, it was important to them that their children gained an
. m
. A ustra1ia.
. 191
educat10n
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Despite this, it must be remembered that most of the Illawarra interviewees
came from a rural Roman Catholic background, where they lived in small
isolated villages.

192

When they were children, they helped their parents to earn

an income by working on the farm, and for their children it was the same. 193
On arrival in Australia and in the Illawarra, the Portuguese migrants' children
had to contend with not only a different culture and peer group than in their
home country, but also with a large city atmosphere. 194 Some of these children
had never been to school, and in Australia, school was compulsory.
Consequently, they had to contend not only with the serious language
difficulty as mentioned, but also with a school system that had the role of
making the migrants into new assimilated Australians. 195

While 'better education for the children' was a incessant reason given by the
parents for coming to Australia, the children were introduced to a system with
a strict routine that required them to be away from their parents for up to seven
hours a day. 196 Added to this were the previously mentioned extra English
classes the children had to attend at night. 197 Therefore, after experiencing
freedom at home in Portugal and a lack of education, the children came to a
strange place were they were separated from their parents and put into a
system where forced education is the law. 198

This frequently affected

negatively on the relationship between the parents who wanted a better life for
their children, and the children who wanted to go back to a life that was
familiar. Illawarra interviewee 5 expressed this dilemma:
I rvanted to go back to Portugal when I came here because I hated it. I
was forced into a school system I did not know and I was made fun of
199
because I could not speak the language.
Costa Pinto, A., 'Twentieth-Century Portugal: An Introduction, in Costa Pinto, op.cit, pp.
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Not only had this school system teach the values and behaviours of the Anglo
population, the children were also subjected to a dramatic change where they
had to contend with cultural differences.

Migrant parents also had to consider the manner in which they wanted their
children raised in this strange land, and Portuguese parents were no
different.

200

Many migrants were highly critical of Australian parents' rearing

habits and worried about the future of their children. 201 In Australia, as the
children of migrants apparently become more assimilated, they also became
more delinquent, and attempted to rebel against their parents cultural
differences. 202 One Illawarra interviewee touched on this when she stated:

When I went to school, the uniform the girls wore a grey pinafore and
the other girls wore them very short and because my mother was very
strict, I had to wear mine down to my knees. I was made fun of by the
other students and it was a very hard time. 203
However, the male children did not appear to have the same problems as the
females for as this same interviewee's brother commented:

I could see the problems with my sister; I think I fitted in better
because I played sport. However, what my parents said, I had to do,
and this included walking my sister home from school and later to and
from work. 204
Therefore, the children were uprooted and introduced into a new culture and
system that at the time did not cater for difference.

205

Thus, a better life and

education for the children was the main catchcry used by the parents for the
reasons to immigrate to Australia. The question needs to be asked however,
did a better life for the children actually eventuate.

200
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Of the Illawarra interviewees with a rural background, the male children
worked in the same industry as the father when he arrived in Australia, which
is at BHP.
certificate.

206

207

These children also failed to attend school after the school
However, this could be still classified as a better life because in

Portugal at the time there was high unemployment and no prospect of jobs in
the rural industry. 208 The children of these parents have also had a longer and,
perhaps, a better education than their parents. 209 One of the rural background
interviewees' grandchildren is a white-collar worker. 210 Realistically it can be
argued that because these children did not contend with cultural differences it
is the second and third generation who obtain fulfilment of the dream of the
original migrants. 211

However, it would be necessary to conduct further

research on a larger number of interviewees to confirm this hypothesis.
Unfortunately, not enough is known about the second and third generation
children of the non-rural background Illawarra interviewees to make a
comparison.2 12

Religion:
Churches often dominate and organise the social and family life of their
adherents and this was no different as far as the Illawarra Portuguese are
concerned. The importance of the church added and maintained conformity
and affinity with home and gave the migrant something to identify
himself/herself with immediately. Benyei, extols this when he states:
17ie Church provided the link between the perplexed individual and the
. d ez'ty. 213
imch angmg
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Thus, the migrants tum to the church and the priest rather than to Government
departments or Australian organizations. 214 However, while a great deal of
critical attention has been directed towards national clubs and newspapers,
there has been less discussion of the divisive influence of religion and the new
migrants. 215

All the Illawarra interviewees adhere to the Roman Catholic faith. The Church
played an important role in the interviewees' life in Portugal, and this was
carried on when they arrived in Australia. 216 This was in line with a Pastoral
Letter published in Portugal in December 1967 regarding the problem of
emigration and the keeping up of the faith. 217 This document discussed the
work of missionaries Portugal had dispatched to different countries to aid the
emigrants in their faith in a foreign land. 218 It stated that Australia had one
missionary,

giving a proportion of one priest to 1 600 emigrants

approximately. 219 It was also quick to point out that Australia was 'poor in
(Portuguese speaking) priests' and that the Church hoped to rectify this
shortfall so to increase the number of 'generous, active and experienced
missionaries' .220 This document provided a detailed report of how before
departure, the Church was to:

Instruct emigrants with the indispensable preparation in the language,
the laws and the customs of the countries to which they are going, to
221
make smooth the way before them and to watch over them .

214

Garcia, op.cit, also maintains that this was an important aspect of the Spanish Community,

~· 174.
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Ibid, has done one of the few comprehensive studies of the Catholic Church and its role m

the Spanish Community, see chapter 4.
.
Most of the Illawarra interviewees attend mass on a regular basis, see Illawarra
interviewees appendix 1.
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Therefore, the Church recognised the high amount of emigration from Portugal
and although it could not stop this flow was quick to instruct its followers on
what to do to keep the faith in their new country. 222

At W arrawong, a suburb of the Illawarra, the Catholic Church despatched a
Portuguese Priest to say mass in Portuguese and to help the community to
continue its faith.

223

Although this Priest is now based in Enmore, a suburb of

the highly Portuguese populated district of Marrickville, he travels up to three
times a week to Warrawong to attend the Portuguese community functions and
to say mass.

224

One Illawarra interviewee affirmed the importance of this

when she stated:
I go to the Catholic Church at ... because my boys love the English
mass, but I love the Portuguese mass and attend whenever I can. 225
At Christmas, the priest alternates between W arrawong and his parish m
Enmore to say the midnight mass. 226 Added to this, twice a year, on 12 May
and 13 October a religious festival is held to commemorate the Feast of Our
Lady of Fatima.227 This festival corresponds with the festival held in Portugal
for nearly a century and both are held at night to emphasis the candles, which
are lit around the statue. 228 One of the earliest reports of the festival in the
Illawarra was in 1951 , where the Illawarra Mercury printed a front-page article
on how 'I 0,000 People Are Expected To Attend Devotion To Our Lady of
Fatima' .229

222

Ibid, p . 19.
Information received from telephone conversation with the Parish Priest.
224 Ibid.
22s The suburb is not printed to keep the confidentiality of the interviewee, Illawarra
interviewee number 2.
226
Father Aco the Parish Priest, op.cit.
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227 The feast days are another way to unite the community and the build the faith and ties with
the mother country, ibid.
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Ibid.
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22 9 The next day it printed 'only 1 000 had braved the rain ' to attend the devotion. However,
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this event. The rain was extremely heavy and had caused severe flash flooding throughout the
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In recent years, the festival in Warrawong had consisted of two girls and one
boy who are dressed symbolically to represent the children who saw the vision
of Our Lady back in the early twentieth century. 230 The procession travels
down the street while the congregation follows it and recites the rosary. 231
Although many of the parishioners have been in Australia for over thirty years,
it is still an important event in the religious calendar. 232 In Portugal, the
festival has grown larger each year .and is now telecasted over the satellite.
One of the Illawarra interviewees watches it live. 233

Suburbs. Clubs and Community:
Religion sustains bonds between people, which might otherwise dissolve.
Festivals, such as the Our Lady of Fatima, unite the community giving it a
focus and a link with the home country.

However, human beings also

congregate together because of shared interests, physical proximity and ease of
communication. 234 In a foreign country, people from different countries group
together because of common nationality, or because of a collective feeling of
distinctiveness. 235 Just as the migrants have gravitated to the resource and
manufacturing centres in the periods of expansion, so there has been a
necessary concentration of immigrants, especially those with low skills, in
areas of cheap housing accessible to jobs in construction, manufacturing and
. dustry, th us 1ormmg
~
. a umque
.
. 236
heavy m
commumty.

A strong sense of community is an important aspect in the life of the migrant,
and Portuguese migrants in the Illawarra are no different. Walter Lippman
described this to the Australian Institute of Political Science Conference on
Migration in the following terms:

230
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For most migrants ethnic background is meaningful because it is an
important part of their personality. Coming to a strange country, they
find security and a sense of belonging in their own national or ethnic
group.237

The Portuguese migrants in the Illawarra made their homes in the suburbs
Cringila, Port Kembla and Lake Heights, which are close to the manufacturing
and heavy industries of BHP.

238

The need for this was exacerbated because of

the lack of private transportation and the dependence on public transport to get
to work.

239

Surprisingly two of the Illawarra interviewees who have resided in

Australia for thirty years even now do not own cars and still live within
walking distance of work, although one has retired. 240

More recently, for those whose lives have improved economically, there has
been a move out of these suburbs. This however, is more typical of the second
and third generation migrants, not the original migrants who still live in the
house they first brought after arrival in Australia.

One of the Illawarra

interviewees revealed the reason for this:
I hm·c lived in this area since arriving in Australia and still live only
ti.rn streets cnrny from my parent's house. I would not change; I love
241
Wollongong and believe it is a beautiful area.

It is clear that the migrants derive comfort from living in a community where
their neighbours are of the same nationality and there is a strong sense of
shared culture.
Another aspect of this shared culture is the importance of clubs that cater to
the different nationalities.

The rich club life of many national groups is

centred on the language and interests of the minority, rather than on that of the
237

Lippman, 1979, quoted in Jakubowicz, Morrissey and Palser, Ethnicity, Class and Social
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surrounding Australian culture.

242

A substitute for the Australian way of life

can be sustained for a fe\v hours behind the doors of a national organization. 243
There is a large number of multicultural clubs and groups around Australia,
and the Illawarra is no different.

244

The whole aim of these clubs is to brina0

people together on the bases on a common interest. 245

From humble

beginnings, many of the clubs have grown to become large licensed complexes
offering services and recreational activities not only for a particular ethnic
group but also for the entire Illawarra population. 246 The seven big licensed
clubs in the region are the Fraternity Bowling and Recreation Club (Italian),
the AGA Germania Club, the Polish Country Club, the Wollongong Spanish
Club, the Wollongong Hellenic Club, the Urakian Australian Social Club and
the Portuguese Sports and Social Club. 247

The Portuguese Sports and Social Club first commenced in 1969 when
increasing numbers of Portuguese migrants began arriving in the Illawarra and
held functions at various halls throughout the southern suburbs. 248 However,
the development of the club was not without its problems. The original club
was housed in a former Methodist Church hall in Flagstaff Road, W arrawong.
Its closeness to the Catholic Church meant that, as well as the South Coast
Portuguese Association holding functions, it also catered for the many
christenings and wedding held by the Portuguese community.

249

The functions

organised by the Portuguese Association were Portuguese dancing and social
events that are organised to unite the community. 250 All of the male Illawarra

:m Sherington, op.cit, p. 136-9.
243

Garcia, op.cit, discusses the Spanish Club in Australia. Nearly all of the different
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interviewees are members of the Club.

The women however, were not

members with one women stating:

You must be joking as if I would be a member of the Portuguese club.
The last time I walked in there was two years ago for my cousin's
wedding. 251
However, during the early years of the Club's formation nearby residents
expressed concern over the noise and traffic congestion. 252 The application to
obtain a liquor licence added to the anxiety by the residents, and many
complained to Wollongong City Council. 253 Nevertheless, all these problems
were eventually solved with the building of the new premises at Kemblawarra
in 1979. The opening coincided with the peak of Portuguese migrants in the
Illawarra. They now hold many functions there for the Portuguese and the
Club caters for the whole Illawarra community. 254

While migrants attended their own clubs, there was a concern amongst the
Australian organizations that migrants and their children were not attracted to
existing Anglo organizations. In particular, the lack of success of youth clubs
has been a worry to the Young Men's Christian Association, the Police Boy's
Clubs and the Boy Scout Groups. 255 The Governor of Victoria, Sir Rohan
Delacombe, while opening a Community Youth Club Week in October 1965
noted that there was an absence of migrant children in youth clubs in
Victoria. 256 'There are prejudices among the parents', he said 'and it is not
257

easy for a child whose English is lacking to break the ice' .

However, this is

because Southern and Eastern European families did not have a tradition of
sending their children out to youth clubs: entertainment is often family or

251
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community based and Australian organizations did not understand this cultural
aspect. 258

In the Illawarra Portuguese community, children are given the opportunity to
learn the traditional dances and music through the Portuguese Association. 259
The Association was founded in 1975 to cater for the needs of the Portuguese
community in the Illawarra. 260 Its functions are varied and include health,
legal, interpreter services and general needs for the community, including the
Portuguese dancing.

261

Gatherings for this purpose were originally held in the

various halls around the Illawarra; now they are held in the Portuguese Sports
and Social Club. 262 Dancing once played an important part of the Portuguese
community and once a year, at Christmas, awards are given to the dancers to
acknowledge their achievement. 263

However, this has now been curtailed

because of lack of numbers. 264 There used to be two groups of dancers, one
adult and one child, but this is now a united group. 265 This appears to be a
generational change where the second and third generation do not place as
much importance on these cultural identities as its the original migrants.

266

It is not only the clubs that unite the migrant community. Newspapers also

serve this purpose.
newspaper. 267

Generally, communities of any size have their own

Although most of these communities have declined due to

immigration restrictions, language is still an important basis due to common
258
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feeling that a vigorous periodical press is maintained. 268 The foreign language
press, loosely co-operating in the Association of Foreign Language
Newspapers, fulfils the dual function of providing news to people who cannot
read English, and of advertising the activities of national clubs. 269

The

Portuguese communities of Australia used to produce two newspapers, the
Correla Portugues (Portuguese Courier) that is published weekly on Tuesdays,
and the 0 Portugues na Australia (The Portuguese in Australia), first
established on 10 June 1971, and published weekly on Wednesdays. 270
However, these combined in 1996 and have a circulation of about 5,500 papers
per week throughout NSW. 271 All of the Illawarra interviewees know of the
newspapers and used to buy them on a regular basis. However, a significant
change has occurred as they now purchase the Illawarra Mercury as their
regular newspaper. 272

As well as the foreign language newspapers providing a link to the mother
country, the Illawarra has a community radio station, 2 VOX FM, which
strives to give ethnic communities and minority groups a voice in the media. 273
The station commenced in Wollongong's Migrant Resource Centre in 1981. 274

It has since developed to include twenty-five programs presented by groups,
and forty-five presented by individuals. Ethnic communities contribute about
thirty-two hours of programming

each week,

in nineteen different

languages. 275 The station has a timeslot allocated to cover information for the
Portuguese migrants and all of the Illawarra interviewees were aware of the

268
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station and had listened to the Portuguese section, which promotes health
issues and general information. 276

Therefore, for the Illawarra Portuguese living in Australia had its positive
aspects as well as its disadvantages. The first generation was able to build up
the financial base necessary to support their children and thus attain 'a better
life' that was so desired. As we have seen, this first occurred when the males
arrived before the rest of the family and had to sacrifice normality to bring the
rest of the family to Australia. Although, this meant that their children could
eventually avail themselves of the ladder of educational mobility, which in the
case of the Illawarra interviewees did not occur, they were still better off than
their parents because education was not usually available to them in Portugal.
On the other hand, a disadvantage was that while the Illawarra Portuguese
children attended the same schools as Australian children; they were also
isolated from the social life of the Australian youth outside the school
environment. Language was another problem that had to be dealt with by the
parents and the children. Once overcome, the children 'blended in' easily.
For the parents there are still problems with language. However, despite this,
the Portuguese community in the Illawarra has grown and established its
unique culture and identity. This has come with the development of their
clubs, associations, newspapers and celebrations of the special feasts days.
However, this could be under threat, if not in the second generation, then
perhaps in the third generation if there is no new influx of migrants from
Portugal to reinforce the ties with the homeland.

216
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Chapter Six
Assimilation to Multiculturalism
A Generational Change

I think it is important to keep your ties to your homeland,
but live within the Australian standards,
and not to live the way you use to live in your own country. 1

Immigrant policy went through three major phases after 1947: from 1947 until
1964, the official policy was 'assimilation'; from 1964 to 1973, it was
'integration'; and since 1973, it has been 'multiculturalism'. All three policies
highlighted the question of national identity. However, at the beginning of the
post-war period, the question of Australian national identity was not a
contentious one.

Effectively, European Australians were portrayed as an

offshoot of the British 'race' which had adapted the cultural tradition of a
convict background and the institution of the British.2 In describing the socalled 'myth of the typical Australian', as an 'ocker' who life was tied to the
bush, Russell \Vard portrayed:
Rough and ready in his manners and quick to decry any appearance of
affectation in others. He is a great improviser, ever willing 'to have a
go' at anything, but willing too be content with a task done in a way
that is 'near enough'. He swears hard and consistently, gambles
3
heavily and often, and drinks deeply in occasion.

The so-called typical Australian was therefore constructed in terms of the
white, masculine, outdoor person originating from the British Isles.

4

Consequently, Australians have traditionally harboured unfavourable attitudes
towards newcomers who did not fill these criteria. As far back as the nineteen
century, there was a negative attitude towards immigrants and as discussed,
this cumulated with the perceived threat from the Chinese diggers in the gold
1 Illawarra

interviewee 10 question 7.
Ward, R., The Australian Legend, p. 2.
3
Ibid.
4 Even that is contradictory enough in the light of struggles between English and Irish. Borin,
V. L. 'Australia: Limited, Horrible and Unlimited', in Quadrant, Volume IV, Number, 1, p. 5.
2
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fields led to riots in the 1850s.

5

However, the Australian abhorrence of

newcomers was not only directed to non-British. On 2 June 1870, speaking on
immigration in the Victorian Legislative assembly Mr Higginbotham,
described migrants from Ireland as 'human rubbish', and declared: 'How will
you prevent England from exporting her paupers?' 6 Therefore, it can be seen
that in the short history of Australia there has been a explosive degree of
racism and problems of identity not only directed towards the non-British
migrants.

In fact, as already discussed, one of the first acts of the new

parliament in 1901 was to pass the Immigration Restriction Act, designed to
keep out non-white European immigrants and any one deemed unsuitable. As
we have seen the act was popularly known as the 'White Australia Policy'. 7
However, the adoption of the post-war immigration scheme that provided
Australia with its much-needed workforce only intensified and highlighted the
contentious issue of national identity. 8 To begin with, immigration in the mid1940s was seen as a strategic necessity to make the country economically and
militarily strong enough to repel the 'yellow peril'. 9 No ethnic diversity was
intended. British migrants were wanted, and when they could not be obtained
in adequate number, as already discussed, the call was for, 'assimilable types'
who would rapidly become indistinguishable from other 'white' Australians
and pose no threat to the national identity. 10 This point was clearly espoused
by A.G. Beazly, a cabinet minister in 1949, when he stated:

Australian will seek migrants of our own kind who could be readily
assimilated and who believe in the standards of living we have
struggled to achieve. 11
The Governments policy of assimilation was therefore born.
5

On the riots involving the Chinese diggers, see chapter 2 footnote 7.
For more clarification regarding Higginbotham 's beliefs and the difference between Roman
Catholic and Protestant Britains see in Borin, V. L. 'Australia: Limited, Horrible and
Unlimited', in Quadrant, Volume IV, Number, 1, p. 4.
7 For more information regarding this act, see chapter 2 footnote 5.
8
Sherington, op.cit, p. 138.
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~ilation:

irthe entire period from the later 1940s to the mid-1960s migrants were not
;owed to present any threat whatsoever to a concept of national identity.

!similation was the dominant philosophy of migrant settlement and 'new'
istralians were expected to conforn1 to Australian cultural norms, including
~guage, and quickly discard their 'cultural baggage'. 12 Billy Snedden, an

iuigration selection officer in Italy and England from 1952 to 1954
tnmented as late as 1969, that:
We must lzave a single culture, if immigration implied multicultural
activities with Australian society, then it was not the type Australia
wanted. I am quite determined we should have a monoculture witlz
everyone living in tlze same way, understanding each other, and
sharing the same aspiration. We don't want pluralism. 13

itially assimilation was a reassurance for Australians that non-British
~igration would not undermine their way of life. 14 In the 1950s, when a

itish/White Australia could not be guaranteed, there was pressure on the
!vernment to maintain the Australian tradition. 15

1e-way of maintaining the Australian tradition was to expect all 'new
lstralians' to adopt the Australian culture completely. 16 This entailed the
wmigrant to break with the bid country, its 'lariguage, and traditions of

lss, dance, cultural ceremonies and social relationships.

17

As was to be

peeled, this denial of their heritage caused further stress to the incoming

grant. 18 Despite this, the ideology of assimilation not only helped reduce

~tralian public antagonism to an immigration program that, in terms of
~le composition, had failed as soon as it had begun. 19 Nevertheless, it also
~id.
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absolved the State of the responsibility to introduce services to help 'new
Australians' to settle. 20 In fact, treating migrants no differently from other
Australian was at the heart of assimilation.

One way the Australian Government did this was when in 1947, it introduced
the Good Neighbour Council to assist assimilation of migrants into the
Australian community. 21 Awards for citizenship were made at the Citizenship
Convention by the Immigration Department every January to declare the 'best
assimilated migrant of the year' .22 These awards epitomised the official
attitude towards European immigrants. 23 They became good Australians by
serving the community and by becoming indistinguishable from other AngloAustralians.24 However, the truth was that many migrants did not meet these
requirements. 25 Most migrants were willing to blend in with Australia and
asked only that they be accepted. 26 Naturally, the young were more likely to
be assimilated than the over twenty-five-age group because they had not yet
developed their cultural roots.

For the Government the most obvious way to assimilate migrants was though
education and language. 27 Most migrants were not fluent in English, but
pamphlets aimed at these 'new Australians' were nevertheless written in
English. 28 One such pamphlet·that was intended for circulation among new
29

migrants was called 'European immigrants of various nationalities' .

It was

issued by the Department of Information and this large document discussed
how Australia had many social and political attractions to offer its new

w Ibid.
21 Department of Immigration, Australian and Immigration, op.cit, p. 25.
22
Ibid.
23
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24
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25
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26
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28 Au~tralian National Archives, Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Information,
Bundle 33/0211116 Part one, October 1947.
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citizens.

30

This 'feel good' document is in English and was handed out to all

'new Australians' and intending immigrants. 31 In response to claims that the
information about Australia, directed to migrants would be better understood if
the migrants could understand it, T.H.E. Heyes, first secretary of the
Department of Immigration, replied:
A knowledge of the English language of the first prereqllisite for a
European migrant to help his assimilation into the community. Any
obstruction to his learning the language should be strongly resisted.
We think that catering for him in his own tonglle would constitute such
an obstruction. 32

Thus, pursuing a policy of assimilation ensured that the Australian government
did not have to make allowances for these new migrants. 33

Not only did the Department of Immigration endorse this tenet, it flowed
through the education system. As one primary school headmaster in a migrant
holding centre stated in 1951,
The child must learn to think in English from the start ... English is to
be the basis of all instruction.
It is the avenue to mutual
understanding. It is the key to the success of the whole immigrations
project ... English rnust be spoken to the pupils and b~ them, all day
and every day, in every activity, in school and out of it. 4

Therefore, migrants were trapped in a 'catch 22' situation: they had to learn
~ . ..

.

.

English to successfully assimilate; yet, they were not given any special support
in this process. 35

This tenet eventually flowed through all Government

services and programs such as health, law and welfare where no help was
offered. 36 Added to this there were no bilingual material, no special resources
and no recognition of the migrants' cultural past. 37 The lack of resources
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reinforced by two of the Illawarra intervievv'ees when the question was asked,
'Who taught you English, . The reply from the female was, 'I learnt to speak
myself mainly through the television, 38 whereas the male participant replied 'I
learnt English through work,. 39

Even though there were requests for assistance from migrants, the Government
and the education authorities were. still maintaining there was no need for
special reading material for migrant children. 40 This was on the basis that the
'great majority, of NES children had made 'such rapid progress with the
language that they have no need for special reading material' .41 However,
with the great influx of migrants in the 1960s the gap between the rhetoric and
the reality of assimilation ideology became increasingly apparent, not least to
the migrants themselves. 42 Ethnic communities became increasingly vocal and
began to demand the right to maintain their own cultural traditions, rather than
having them discarded.43 The way they saw that this could be achieved was to
insist on resources to overcome educational disadvantages. Therefore, the
Government's self-proclaimed success of assimilation was increasingly being
challenged.44 Clearly, Australia had to improve its treatment of newly arrived
migrants. vVhereas the assimilation approach might have been useful to dispel
the fears of the Anglo population about the massive migrant increase, it did not
help the New Australians in this 'su called' land of en'dless opportunity.

Integration:
In the period from the mid-1960s to early 1970s, assimilation broke down and
a multicultural policy emerged.45 This was a period of transition, and is often
33
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referred to as the period of integration, the second phase of official
Government attitudes to migrant settlement. 46

This shift in policy was

symbolised by changing the name for the appropriate section within the
Department of Immigration in 1964, from the Assimilation Section to the
Integration Section, although the actual policy changes were less clear. 47

Integration developed because of several factors. One was simply that mass
migration from Italy, Greece and to a lesser extent, Spain and Portugal, had
produced large populations that were unwilling to assimilate and were likely to
leave again if forced to do so.

48

Experience with teaching English showed that

it was harder to acquire the national language than had previously been
believed.

49

Nevertheless, agencies of assimilation such as the charitable and

welfare organizations affiliated to the Good Neighbour Council continued to
operate.

50

However, governments were gradually looking to immigrant self-

help agencies.

Australia was becoming an affluent, educated and,

consequently, more tolerant society. 51 The relative isolation of the Depression
and wartime years had ended. 52

Even the 'White Australia' doctrine was

under attack and the major parties dropped it from their platfom1s in 1965. 53
Therefore, integration seemed to imply that migrants no longer needed to
totally and immediately discard their cultural past and become part of a
homogenised Australian culture-.? 4 During this time, there was also a strong
emphasis

on

organizations. 55

Naturalisation

and

ethnic-specific

development

of

Without Australicm citizenship, non-British migrants

remained outsiders. They payed taxes and were punished for breaking the law,

46

Castles, S., J.,fultic11lturalism, p. 10.
Ibid.
48
Ibid.
49
Ibid.
50 Department of Immigration, Australia and Immigration, op.cit.
51
Castles, op.cit, p. 11.
5
~ Ibid.
53
Ibid, p. 9.
54
Ibid, p. 11.
55
Ibid, p.17.
47
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but have no say m local politics and could not become public servants. 56
When the Illawarra interviewees were asked if they were naturalised all of
them said they were.

However, they have also retained their Portuguese

passports as duel citizenship is allowed by Portugal. 57 Retaining Portuguese
citizenship secures ties to the homeland.

Collecting memorabilia enforces

reminiscences of Portugal. Dona Elsa Moleirinho touched on this aspect when
she said 'she makes a point of buying a souvenir from each place she visits' in
Portugal. 58 One Illawarra interviewee touched on this important aspect when
he stated:

Anything that brings back memories of Portugal is all right because I
am still not here. lvfy family, my wife she is Portuguese as well but not
now because the children are older but before I had opportunities to go
back and I would have gone. Very easily. 59
Moreover, the 1970s, the political parties were beginning to discover the
political potential of the 'ethnic vote'. This led to a change in policy, with the
Officer in Charge of Integration of the Department oflmmigration, declaring:

We should not merely tolerate but also respect and, on occasions,
encourage cultural differences. As members of minority groups, they
can make invaluable contributions to our Australian way of life while
retaining their ethnic identity. 60
This recognition of the 'ethnic vote' also coincided with restrictions on the
non-English print mcdin being withdrawn and major political parties
experimenting with 'New Australian' branches, though often with difficulty.

61

These events led to on the 13 March 1987, the Prime Minister, Robert Hawke,
announced the establishment of an Advisory Council on Multicultural Affairs
and an Office of Multicultural Affairs. 62 Multiculturalism was therefore born.

56

Ibid.
Ibid.
58 Witcomb, A. Travellers and Immigrants, Portugeses em Perth, p.55.
59 Illawarra interviewee 10 question 50.
60 Rooth, J. s., 'The immigration programme' in Throssell, H., (ed.) Ethnic minorities in
Australia: The welfare ofAborigines and migrants, p. 68
61
Ibid.
62
Castles, op.cit, 12.
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Multiculturalism:
Conversely, Multiculturalism is a word that has the sought-after quality of
being all things good to all people. 63

In general, it refers to tolerance of

diverse ethnic and cultural beliefs and practices without

detrim~nt

to the

social, economic or political positions of the individuals or groups who
practise them. 64 Therefore, it promotes the idea that a celebration of ethnicity
leads to a belief that diversity is a 'good thing'. 65 In fact, the greater the social
diversity, the more vigorous and harmonious the society is as a whole. The
Australian Ethnic Affairs Council 66 espoused this idea when it stated:

One man 's basic needs is a sense of belonging. The more secure we
feel in one particular social context, the more free we are to explore
our identity beyond it. Ethnic pluralism can help us overcome or
prevent the insecurity, homogenisation and loss ofpersonal identity of
mass society. 67
Acceptance of multiculturalism has reached the point of recognising the
ethnically diverse nature of present-day Australian society.

68

This emerged

because of the undeniable reality that Australia is a multicultural society and
that prejudice was slowly being transformed into tolerance.

69

Added to this

was the fact that migrant communities themselves were growing in confidence
and becoming more articulate as second and third generation professionals
emerged as strong and effective advocates of multiculturalism.

70

Multiculturalism was given a further boost with the appointment of Al Grassby
as the Minister for Immigration under the Hawke Labor Government.

71

63

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
66 The Australian Ethnic Affairs Council was a attached to the Department of Immigration and
Ethnic Affairs, which consolidated research from the fonner Office of Multicultural Affairs
and the Immigration Department in 1987.
67 Australian Ethnic Affairs council, Australia as a Multicultural Society, p. 17.
64
65
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Ibid.
Castles, op.cit.
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Ibid.
71 For more information about Al Grassby and his political career, see chapter 2 footnote 137.
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Grassby, who was Italian born, acted as an important catalyst because he was
the first migrant minister to hold the immigration portfolio. In 1973, he issued
a statement entitled A Multicultural Society for the Future, which set out the
concepts of ethnic heterogeneity and cultural pluralism. 72 Grassby suggested
that, without such a multicultural society, NES migrants would become non73

people' .

He advocated the concept of 'the family of the nation' as a means

of stressing the contribution of migrants to Australia and of the need to
recognise, rather than dismiss, their distinctiveness. 74

Further work on this theme was undertaken by the Immigration Advisory
Council, the Australian Ethnic Affairs Council on Population and Ethnic
Affairs, all of which were advisory to the Minister for Immigration. 75 Among
issues developed by these councils were: the teaching of English; the
recognition of qualifications; the sensitisation of service deliverers to ethnic
variety; translating and interpreting services; training; and funding support for
organised ethnic groups. 76
The last of a series of reports in the 1970s, Australia as a Afulticultural
Society, called for:
A society in which people of non-Anglo-Australian origin are given the
opportunity, as individuals or groups, to choose to preserve and
develop their culture, their languages, traditions and arts ... while at
the same time they enjoy effective and respected places within on
Australian society, with equal access to the rights and opportunities
77
that society provides and accepting responsibilities towards it.
Theses themes were reiterated in the report Multiculturalism for All
Australians, in 1982. 78

This report stressed rights and duties within a

n Grassby, A., A Multi-Cultural Society for the Future, p. 4.
Ibid
74
Ibid
75
Castles, op.cit, p. 19.
76
Ibid.
77 Grassby, A., Australian as a Multicultural Society, p.10.
78
Ibid.
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democratic society and was the first of these reports to include Aborigines
within its range. 79

How then, did these policies affect the Portuguese migrants in the Illawarra?
Most of the Illawarra interviewees arrived during the Integration period when
assimilation had for years been instilled within the Anglo-Australians' psyche.
When the question was posed 'What do you think of the past Governments'
policy on assimilation and multiculturalism?' most of the interviewees did not
understand the question. Nevertheless, they gave some interesting responses.
Illawarra interviewee 8 stated that 'they were fair' and 5 stated:
I agree with the multiculturalism not so much for the young ones
because they have grown up here but for the older people like my
parents. I feel with the multiculturalism they can mix and so forth but I
don't think the younger generation really care. I believe that
multiculturalism is the best thing to have. 80

Clearly, the Government's message regarding multiculturalism went over the
heads of most the Illawarra's interviewees.

They may, perhaps be

representative of the migrants general understanding of the change in policy.
Illawarra interviewee 10 further represents this when he stated:
My idea of assimilation is without losing their background to be
as much as possible is involved in the part of the Australian
way of life. I think it is important to keep your ties to your
homeland but live within the Australian standards and not to
live the way you use to live in your own country. I think it is
important to maintain your cultures but I don 't think it is fair to
bring ideas and idealism that are also not quite acceptable into
this country especially politics I don't believe people should do
. 81
th lS.

Despite the misunderstanding of the Governments policies, generally, migrants
are ambivalent towards Australia during their first ten years in the country and

79

80
81

Ibid.
Illawarra interviewee 5 question 40.
Illawarra interviewee IO question 77.
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become citizens of the receiving country through naturalisation. 82 However,
naturalisation does not mean that the old country is forgotten. 83 'You must
never forget where you are born', stated one of the interviewees. 84 This
particular migrant has been in Australia for 27 years and has become an
Australian citizen and stated that she would only go back to Portugal for a
holiday. 85 Another interviewee stated that 'I went back home (Portugal) two
and a half years ago and I wanted to come home (to the Illawarra)'. 86 They,
like most migrants, were willing to fit in with Australia and ask only that they
should be accepted. Interviewee number 3 stated that:
Australia is good, I like Australia ... (However) Portugal is the place
in my heart were I was born and that is why it is good to have the
· 87
. ztura zzsm.
mu l tzcu

Therefore, a gradual change has developed through a turbulent period that
commenced with Government's forced policy of assimilation and later
changes to one of multiculturalism. This has become an important political
factor, and is likely to remain so for the foreseeable future. As Castles states,
'Multiculturalism is here to stay'.

8

~ Sherington,

88

op.cit.
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85 Illawarra interviewee 4 question 37.
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CONCULSION

This has been an interesting research project, which has filled in a gap in our
existing knowledge and answered many questions. However, because of the
limited number of interviews the time restraint allO\ved, it still leaves many
questions unanswered. It was the researcher's hope to obtain at least two
immigrants from each decade to be able to get a complete range of the
Portuguese in the Illawarra.

This did not eventuate, mainly because

Portuguese migration to the Illawarra was concentrated between the late 1960s
to the middle of the 1970s. The number of Portuguese who settled in the
Illawarra outside of these years is very scarce, mainly due to government
policies regarding the type of migrants and the lack of assistance given to these
migrants in obtaining passage over here. Despite this, the Portuguese migrants
in the Illawarra experienced the same problems and isolation as many of the ·
other migrant communities.

However, there was a significant difference between the Portuguese and other
Illawarra migrant communities as far as employment was concerned. Since
the Portuguese arrived in the Illawarra under the sponsored scheme, they were
not required to have a work contract with the Government or, in the Illawarra's
case with BHP. These contracts lasted for two years and required the new
migrants to obey all directions given by the company. In this instance, the
Portuguese in the Illawarra were luckier because not having these contracts
meant more freedom to move from job to job. Nevertheless, the fact that the
Portuguese were able to be a moveable workforce, the Illawarra interviewees
who obtained work in BHP Port Kembla are still in the same job or have
retired. This is very different to the 'guest worker' system that the men had
endured in Portugal.

However, the downside of seeking their own

employment on arrival in the Illawarra was that there was a more stringent
medical test and a waiting period of up to two months without work and no
income.
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For the Portuguese women and children the problems of migration were more
complex than that of the men. The women were uprooted from their family
life and followed their husbands who had made the decision to move. This
aspect was entirely different to what they were used to in Portugal., where the
women normally stayed in the homeland to tend and care for the children.
There, as Brettell explains, they developed a network of support amongst the
women in the same situation and had the added support of their family. In the
Illawarra on the other hand, many women did not have family support on
arriving here, and while there were Portuguese women in the same situation as
them, they still felt the isolation and loneliness.

The children in most cases were the ones who suffered the most. They were
forced into a school system that was regulated and controlled, unlike the
experience in their homeland. The language barrier was intensified by the lack
of government programmes to provide English language lessons to help them
to assimilate. Therefore, because they were viewed as different they were
ostracised and taunted by their peers. On arriving back home after school,
they were then placed into a situation of role reversal that required them to
translate for their parents in the outside world. All this combined to make the
children feel alien despite the fact that they were receiving more education
than they would have received in Portugal.

Finally, did the 'catch cry' of a better life used by all the Illawarra
interviewees as the reason to migrate to Australia eventuate? If it is judged by
the men's job prospects in Portugal then it did, because all the male Illawarra
interviewees have or had jobs almost from the time of arrival in Australia and
received a consistent wage that increased to cover inflation and expenses. This
financial security also allowed most of them to return to Portugal on more than
one occasion to visit relatives and friends. If it is judged by home ownership,
then this has also been achieved, as all of the Illawarra; interviewees own their
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own home. If it is to be judged by education, the children have received, then
it can be considered in two ways. First, all the children received an education,
which is more than they would have received in Portugal during the same
period. Secondly, however, none of the children have received higher than a
year ten education. Whether this was because of the government's lack of
resources to teach these children is debatable, however, in the second and third
generations of the Portuguese immigrants the children are obtaining higher
education, including university, so then the original dream of the 'better life
for the children' was achieved.

Therefore, despite only having ten interviewees the information gained has
proved a useful starting base for further research.
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Kerrie Halllovic
32 7 Princes Highway
Albion Park Rail NSW 2527
Phone {02) 4257-2166
Mobile04 09572166
kerrie_anne@bigpond.com

10 March 2001

Dear Participant:

I wish to introduce myself as Kerrie Halil.ovic and I am enrolled as an Honours
Student in the History and Politics Program at the University of Wollongong. My
honours thesis is on Portuguese settlement in the lllawarra between 1945 and
1995. My research is funded by the Portuguese Government and will be published.
My supervisor is Dr Lorraine White and can be contacted at the University by phone
on 02 42213675.
The aim of the research is to investigate the Portuguese Immigration to the
lllawarra after the Second World War. To complete this research I will be
interviewing ten members of the Portuguese community in the lllawarra who
arrived during this time. The questions that will be asked are to do with the nature
of arrival in the lllawarra and the participant's feelings on arrival. What they did and
where they went to work and live. A full copy of the questions is attached to this
letter.
The procedure that I will be using in this interviewing process is a taped interviewed
which will require about one to one and half hours of the participant's time at a
place, which is suitable for the participants. After the interview I will be transcribing
the tapes and the original and transcribed material will be kept at the University of
Wollongong's Library Archives with the only access allowed will be me to complete
my thesis.
At all times the participants' anonymity and confidentiality will be maintained.
Using only code names will do this. At any time the participants are free to refuse
to participate or, having consented, to withdraw their consent without that refusal or
withdrawal affecting their relationship with the interviewer. After the completion of
the research the tapes and transcribed material will be closed for access for five
years.
If you have any questions regarding the research please feel free to contact me at
the above address or phone and email numbers. If the participant has any
concerns or complaints regarding the way in which the research is or has been
conducted, they should contact the Secretary of the University of Wollongong
Human Research Ethics Committee on 02 42214457
Sincerely,
Kerrie Halilovic
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I have been given information about 'Portuguese Migration to the lllawarra 19451995 and discussed the research project with Kerrie Halilovic who is conducting
this research as part of a Honours Degree supervised by Lorraine White in the
department of History and Politics at the University of Wollongong.
I understand that, if I consent to participate in this project I will be asked to
•

Participate in an interview, which takes about an hour and a half to conduct.

•

Ms Halilovic will be conducting the interview and I have received a copy of
the questions.

•

The interview will be held in a place that is convenient to me.

•

At all times will my anonymity and confidentiality will be maintained.

I have been advised that the Portuguese Government has funded this research and
that the thesis will be published. I have also been advised the interviews will be
transcribed and kept in the University of Wollongong's Library for five years with
restricted access. I have had the opportunity to ask Kerrie Halilovic any questions I
may have about the research and my participation.
I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary, I am free to refuse
to participate and I am free to withdraw from the research at any time. My refusal
to participate or withdrawal of consent will not affect my relationship with the
researcher, or the University of Wollongong, or the Portuguese Government.
If I have any enquiries about the research, I can contact either Kerrie Halilovic on 02
4257 2166 or Lorraine White on 02 4221 3675 or if I have any concerns or
complaints regarding the way the research is or has been conducted, I can contact
the Complaints Officer, Human Research Ethics Committee, University of
Wollongong on 42214457.
By signing below I am indicting my consent to participate in the research entitled
'Portuguese Migration to the lllawarra 1945-1995' conducted by Kerrie Halilovic as
it has been described to me in the information sheet and in discussion with Kerrie
Halilovic. I understand that the data collected from my participation will be used for
a thesis and then a publication and I consent for it to be used in that manner.
Date .......................... .

Signed ............................................ .
Name (Please Print) ................................................ .
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1. Code Name/Number
2. Year of Birth
3. Sex of Respondent:
4.

Place of birth:

5. Year of arrival in Australia
6. Why did you decide to migrate to Australia?
7. Was Australia your first choice? If not where did you prefer?
8. Did you come alone?
9. If no, with whom?
10. Did you already have relatives in Australia?
11. If yes, did they live in the lllawarra?
12. Were you sponsored/assisted?
13. If yes, by whom eg. Government or Private
14. Who helped you the most to find accommodation when you first arrived?
15. Who helped you most to find your first job?
16. How many years schooling? a) Portugal b) Australia.
17. What was your usual occupation in Portugal?
18. What is your present occupation or your last one if not working?
19. Who taught you English when you arrived in Australia?
20. What language do you usually speak at home?
21. What language do you usually speak at work?
22. Would you like to learn or improve your English?
23. What were your goals when you decided to immigrate to Australia? eg. Own
home, stable income, education for children
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24. Accommodation? Rented-Owned-Paying Off
25. How long have you lived in the area?
26. Why did you choose to live in this area?
27. Would you encourage any one back home to move to Australia or the
lllawarra?
28. Did you contact anyone back home to encourage him or her to move here?
29. Where did you go for support or advice after you arrived in the lllawarra?
30. Do you still have contact with these organizations or departments?
31. Please name any Portuguese clubs, groups or organizations that you or
members of you family belong to. Eg. Portuguese Club, Portuguese
Association, Catholic Church.
32. Which radio station and newspaper do you usually listen and read?
33. Do you borrow from the local library? If so which language?
34. Within the last six months, have you had to use any government services for
support or help? Eg Social Security, Migrant resource Centre
35. Have you ever sent money back home?
36. Have you ever owned or do you own property in Portugal? If no do you
intend to purchase land or property in Portugal?
37. Have you been back home? If so, when?
38. Do you think you would ever go back to Portugal?
39. What do you think of the past Governments policy on assimilation and
multiculturalism?
40. Are you naturalised?
41. Do you have a Portuguese Passport?
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MAPI
Map of Australia superimposed on a map of Europe
Drawn at scale

.MAP OF AUSTRALIA SUPERIMPOS ED ON A MA;> OF_EUROPE DRAWN AT THE SAM E SCALE

Source: The Australian Encyclopaedia.
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MAP2
Map of Portugal
Showing the Azores and Madeira Islands

Source: Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. 1998.
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Source: Cumming, G., The Illawarra Between the Mountains and the Sea.
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MAP4
New South Wales, distribution of Portugal-born population by statistical
subdivision and selected characteristics, 1996.
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Source: Atlas of the Australian People, 1996 Census.
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APPENDIX 1
Statistical Information oflnterviewees
lllawarra
Male
interviewee Female
1
Female
2
Male
3
Male
4
Female

Year of
Birth

Year of
Arrival

1938
1942
1932
1927

1973
1960
1969
1971

Place of Relatives in
Birth
lllawarra
Madeira
No
Lisbon
Yes
Madeira
No
Madeira
No

Sponsored
Assisted
Sponsored
Sponsored
Sponsored
Assisted

Employment
None
BHP
BHP
None

5

Female

1956

1971

Madeira

Yes

Assisted

Dental Nurse

6

Male

1946

1970

Campia

No

Visitor

Business man

7
9

Male
Mate
Female

1948
1940
1933

1971
1970
1974

Angola
Madeira
Madeira

No
Yes
No

Sponsored
Sponsored
Assisted

Business man
Mechanic
None

10

Male

1952

1974

Madeira

Yes

Sponsored

Business man

Been back to
Portugal
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Member of
Portuguese
Club
No
Yes
Yes
No

Naturalised
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Portuguese
Passport
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

8

Language
lllawarra
spoken at
interviewee
home
1
Portuguese
2
Portuguese
3
Portuguese
4
Portuguese

Language
spoken at
work

NIA
English
English

NIA

Home
Ownership
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

5

English

English

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

6

English

English

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

7
8
9

10

English/
Portuguese
English
Portuguese Portuguese
Portuguese Portuguese
English

English
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Appendix 2

Principal Destinations of Portuguese Legal Emigration, 1950-1988.
(in thousands)
Official figures of the Portuguese Emigration Bureau
Country
France
Brazil
United States
Germany
Canada
Other
Total

Legal_Departures
347
321
193

135
138
241
1,375

Percentage
25
32
14
10
10
18
100

Principal Destinations of Portuguese Emigration, 1950-1988.
(in thousands)
French and German Records.
Percentage
Legal Departures
Country
48
1,024
France
15
321
Brazil
United States
Germany
Canada
Other
Total

193

9

135

11

138

6

241
2,152

11
100

Source: SECP, Boletim annual, 1980-81, 1988.
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Appendix3
Characteristics of Legal Migrants, 1955-1988
1955-59
1960-69
1970-79
No.
%
No.
%
No.
%

1980-88
No. %

GENDER
Male
Female

96,357
63,300

60.35
39.65

378,080
268,882

58.44
41.56

23.41

171,434

26.5

99,757

27.88

21,695

24.2

120, 104 75.23
2,177
1.36

468,994
6,53

72.49
1.01

254,163
3,882

71.03
1.08

66,165
1,702

73.8
1.9

307, 16
329,594
10,207

47.48
50.94
1.58

166,593
185,894
5,315

46.56
51.95
1.49

39,545
47,789
2,228

44.1
53.3 .
2.4

210,347 58.79
147,455 41.21

50,253 56.11
39,309 43.89

AGE
-15
1564
65+

37,376

MARITAL STATUS
Single
Married
Other

93,066
63,608
2,983

58.29
39.84
1.87

ECONOMIC SECTORa
43,634
20,245
13,448

56.43
26.18
17.39

140,730
105,908
34,539

50.05
37.67
12.28

54,175
84,101
28,969

32.39
50.29
17.32

6,157
23,421
6,932

16.8
64.1
18.9

TOTAL
77,327
ACTIVE
INACTIVE 52,425

100
40.4

281,177
240,399

100
46.09

167,245
163, 155

100
49.38

36,510
53,052

10
59.2

100

89,562

10

1ary
2ary
3ary

TOTAL
ACTIVE

129,752

TOTAL
ACTIVE

159,657

330,400

521,576
100

646,962

100

357,802

SOURCE: SECP, Boletim Annual, 1980-81, 1988.
a Emigrants aged 10 or older
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APPENDIX4
Top 30 Source Countries of Australia's settler arrivals, October 1945 to
December 1985.

Country of Citizenship
Britain and Ireland
Italy
Greece
Yugoslavia a
The Netherlands
New Zealand
Germany
Poland
Vietnam
USA
Lebanon
Hungary
South Africa
Austria
India

No.

1,829,300
380,800
226,600
184,300
166,000
157,700
142,800
104,000
85,200
73,800
61, 100
33,100
35,500
31,900
31, 100

%

Country of Citizenship

42.1
8.8
5.2
4.2
3.8
3.6
3.3
2.4
2
1.7
1.4
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.7

Turkey
Spain
The Philippines
Canada
France
Portugal
Malta
Czechoslovakia
Malaysia
Sri Lanka
USSA
Finland
Cyprus
Switzerland
Denmark

No.
30,600
30,400
27,700
26,700
25,700
24,700
24,500
22,800
22,600
20,300
19,400
17,600
17,200
17,200
15,900

TOT AL OF ALL COUNTRIES
4,349,200 100%
Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, Review of
SOURCE:
Activities to
30 June 1986, AGPS, Canberra, 1986.
• All figures rounded to nearest 100. a Denotes former Yugoslavia
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%
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4 .
0.4
0.4

APPENDIX 5
Portuguese Emigration by Destination, 1950-1988.

Year

Brazil

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

14 143
28 104
41 518
32 159
29 943
18 486
16 814
19 931
19 829
16 400
12 451
16 073
13 555
11 281
4 929
3 051
2 607
3271
3 513
2 537
1 669
1 200
1 158
890
729
1 553
837
557
323
215
230
228
187
197
121
136
91
28
21

Sources:

USA

Canada

938
676
582
1 455
1 918
1 328
1 503
1 626
1 596
4 596
5 679
3 370
2 425
2 922
1 601
1 825
13 357
11516
10 841
13 111
9 726
8 839
7 574
8 160
9 540
8 975
7 499
6 748
8171
8 181
4 999
4 265
1 889
2 437
2 651
2 783
2 704
2 643
2 112

1 612
4158
1 619
3 961
4 895
2 635
2 739
3 424
4 770
5 197
6 795
6615
6 833
6 502
6 529
6 983
6 845
7 403
11 650
5 857
3 585
2 280
1871
2 805
2 334
2 196
1 484
823
764
791
983
3 398
5 646

Total Overseas

21 491
33 341
46 544
39 026
40 234
28 690
26 072
32 150
29 207
29 780
28 513
27 499
24 376
22 420
17 232
17 557
33 266
28 584
27 014
27 383
22 659
21 962
20 122
22 091
25 822
19 304
14 762
14 826
16 307
17 532
15 281
14 498
9 420
6 242
5 747
5 842
5 024
7 757
8 934

Other
Total
France Germany Europe Europe

319
418
650
690
747
1 336
1 851
4 640
6 264
4 838
6 434
10 492
16 789
29 843
51 668
60267
63 611
59 597
58 741
110614
135 667
110820
68 692
63 942
37 727
23 436
17919
13 265
7 406
5 987
5 200
8 600
17 900
6 300
4 600
4 000
1 800
400
600

Costa Pinto, Op.cit.
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1

2
4
4

6
5
2
6
54
277
1 392
2 118
4 771
12197
11 250
4 070
8 435
15406
22 913
24273
24 946
38 444
13 352
8 177
5913
4 835
4 509
4 400
4 000
3 100
1 900
1 500
1 400
1 600
3 100
3 100
3 600

81
254
209
246
205
121
167
99
127
130
158
304
435
837
1 905
1467
3 868
2 461
2 037
2269
1 964
1418
1 785
5 255
3 958
1 569
598
750
636
807
692
409
285
166
116
109
280
158
198

401
674
863
936
956
1 457
2 024
4744
6393
4 974
6 646
11 073
18 626
32 798
58 344
73931
78 729
66 128
69 213
128289
160 546
136511
95 423
107 641
55 037
33 182
24 430
18 850
12 551
11 194
9 892
12109
20 085
7 966
6116
5 709
5 180
3658
4 398

Total

%

21 892
34 015
47 407
39 962
41 190
30 147
28 096
36894
35600
34 754
35 159
38 572
43 002
55 218
75 576
91488
111 995
94 712
96 227
155672
183 205
158473
115 545
129 732
80 859
52 486
39 192
33 676
28 858
28 726
25 173
26607
29 505
14 208
11 863
11 551
10 204
11 415
13 332

1.83
1.98
1.82
2.34
2.32
4.83
7.2
12.86
17.96
14.31
18.9
28.71
43.31
59.4
77.2
80.81
70.3
69.82
71.93
82.41
87.63
86.14
82.59
82.97
68.07
63.22
62.33
55.97
43.49
38.97
39.3
45.51
68.07
56.07
51 .56
49.42
50.76
32.05
32.99

APPENDIX 6
Illawarra Statistical Division
Overseas born: Birthplace by gender, 1991 census.

Birthplace
United Kingdom
Italy
Yugoslavia a
Germany
New Zealand
FYR of Macedonia
Netherlands
Portugal
Greece
Spain
Poland
Malta
Philippines
Viet Nam
Turkey
Chile
Ireland
Lebanon
USA
Austria
Hong Kong
Croatia
Hungary
China
India
Indonesia
Malaysia
South Africa
Cyprus
Canada
Czechoslovakia
Japan
Korea
France
USSR
Uruguay
Other
Total OSB

Males
13 880
2 809
2 719
1 624
1 458
1 375
1 245
791
752
658
621
565
220
491
462
439
376
393
312
314
320
307
333
29*5
243
248
215
189
203
145
177
107
139
143
141
119
2 361
37 189

Females
14 333
2 328
2 320
1 673
1 463
1 307
1 215
697
688
584
529
483
754
414
422
441
364
345
357
298
252
263
228
251
214
195
196
204
186
182
114
167
133
123
125
120
2 191
36 159

Persons
28 213
5137
5 039
3 297
2 921
2 682
2 460
1 488
1 440
1 242
1 150
1 048
974
905
884
880
740
738
669
612
572
570
561
546
457
443
411
393
389
327
291
274
272
266
266
239
4 552
73 348

Per cent of 1986 Change Per cent
OSB
Census 1986-91 change
38.5
28 299
-86
-0.3
7
5 239
-102
-1 .9
6.9
n/a
n/a
n/a
4.5
3 381
-84
-2.5
4
2 27 1
650
28.6
3.7
n/a
n/a
n/a
3.4
2 476
-16
-0.6
1 343
145
2
10.8
1 406
2
34
2.4
1 344
-102
-7.6
1.7
1 139
11
1.6
1
1 042
1.4
6
0.6
540
434
80.4
1.3
1 029
-124
-12 .1
1.2
831
53
1.2
6.4
719
161
22.4
1.2
733
7
1
1
561
177
31 .6
1
518
151
29.2
0.9
-1
-0 .2
613
0.8
181 .8
369
203
0.8
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.8
15
546
2.7
0.8
323
223
69
0.7
4.6
437
20
0.6
77.9
249
194
0.6
-18.1
-91
502
0.6
106
36.9
287
0.5
12
3.2
377
0.5
30.8
77
250
0.4
4.3
12
279
0.4
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.4
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.4
-4.7
-13
279
0.4
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.4
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.3
n/a
n/a
n/a
6.2
5.2
69 719 3 629
100

a Denotes the former Combined Yugoslavia.
Source: People of New South Wales, Statistics from the 1991 C~nsus.
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APPENDIX 7
Statistical figures of Portuguese in N. S. W.
Population and Average Annual Growth Rate:
1986
8876

1991
10162

%1986-91
2.9

1996
9733
%1991-96
-0 .8

Geographic Distribution:

· Percent:

Capital City
Rest of State

82.7
17.3

Year of Arrival: Persons:
1991-1996
1981-1990
Before 1981

Occupation (Skill Level)
Managers/Admin./Prof
Technician/Assoc. Prof.
High Skill-Trade Clerical
Intermediate Skill
Low Skill-Clerk Labourer

Labour Force Status
Employed
Unemployed
Not in Labour Force

Individual Income
Less than $300 per week
$800 per week or more

Age and Sex Structure
Males Females
Age
0-14
15-24
25-49
50-64
65+
Total

296
511
2698
1232
310
5049

Percent:

663
3091
5682

287
479
2617
966
337
4686

7
32.8
60.2

Persons

Percent

430
323
1618
1260
1362

8.6
6.5
32.4
25.2
27.3

Persons

Percent

5198
378
3349

58.2
4.2
37.5

Persons

Percent
44.1
6.5

4031
592

Percent

Persons
583
990
5315
2198
647
9733

6
10.2
54.6
22.6
6.6
100

Sex Ratio: Males per 100 Females= 107.7
Nature of Occupancy
Owned/Purchased
Tenant

Percent

Persons

70.6
2806

6551
2650
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Highest Qualification
Degree/Diploma
Skilled/Basic vocational

English Proficiency
Uses English Only
Speaks English very well
Speaks English not well

Persons

Percent

436
973

4.8
10.6

Persons

Percent

1212
5519
2791

12.7
58
29.3

Language other than English spoken at home Percent
1
2

Portuguese
na

84.2
na

Western Catholic
Jehovah's Witnesses

91.4
1.5

Religion
1
2

Source: Atlas"of

tlze Australian People, 1996 Census.
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